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The Legend ofOldBen Butler
Today, the cannon on the quad sits in solitary. It is rarely appreciated by passers-by, and unequivocably ignored
by many students during their entirefouryears here. But an aura ofdignity seems lo surround it al the same time.
For, it is a cannon, and it cannot be denied that an old cannon holds within its iron walls secrets of thepast
mysterious and romantic stories ofCivil Wars, dying men andpatriotism tales that seem ready to burst from its
silent mouth, as cannon balls undoubtedly did in the old days.
The URl cannon, nicknamed 'Old Ben Buller, ' may symbolizepast battles in the War Between the Slates, yet,
it is known and has been recorded as fact to haveparticipated in an even more symbolic battle the battlefor the
University ofRhode Island.
The Rhode IslandAgricultural School was officially opened in 1889, with a grand total ofone classroom
building, the Taft Laboratory, along with a faculty offive.
Previously, Brown University had been carrying on a rather small andmeagerprogram ofagriculture and
mechanic arts. But il was situated in urban Providence and theprogram lagged.
Afewyears later, however, the battle began. In 1892, the Second MorrillAct waspassed, creating morefunds
for a state university. A year-long controversy was begun over who would receive Ihefunds Brown University,
or the Rhode Island StateAgricultural College.
Miraculously, thepublic's attitudes completely supported R.I.S.A.C. In hearings, meetings, and newspapers,
the idea ofa 'people's college' rather than a collegefor the aristocracy was stressed, and became the basic source
of long-standing opposition to Brown's continued use offunds from the MorrillAct. More andmore, people were
behind the growth of the small agricultural school, particularly Ihe residents ofSouth County. Finally, their
stubbornnessprevailed, andfunds were transferred, and the name of Ihe school was changed to the Rhode Island
College ofAgriculture andMechanic A rts.
The college was born. A symbolic gesture by the students, exuberant over winning the first big battle, and
knowing it would be all uphillfrom there, marked its birlh. A torchlight procession from the center ofKingston to
the center of the school, the quad, was formed, and ended with speeches and bell-ringing. A flag was run up, and
the occasion was salutedwhen the excited students shot off25 roundsfrom the cannon. On the last round,
however, too much gunpowder burst a huge hole in Ihe side of it. To the reliefof the nearby residentgfthe explosion
quieted the students, and they all went home to bed.
So there stands Old Ben Butler, forgotten veteran ofaprestigious battle. He doesn't go completely unnoticed,
though. It is known that lovers have left notes to each other in his gaping wound. Yet the damage in its side seems
like it's been there for ages, and the cannon itselfseems as ifil has been growing out of Ihe groundfor as long as
the grass surrounding it. Nevertheless, Ihe dignity is there, and if someone wouldjust stop, look and appreciate il,
they 'd sense that feeling ofhistory still very much alive within the stone gates of URI.
Evelyn Short
College Store 1910 RISC Co-op Store 1931
ffePaca
Within the leaves of thisyearbook, we earnestly hopeyou will discover
that which we have discovered accidentally ourselves while pulling it
together There is an atmosphere ofchange between the covers; a subtle
theme ofdiversion and variety, that has somehow been createdmore or
less by chance. For, in the beginning, it was felt thai there was no need
for a theme it seems every theme or gimmick had been touched upon
previously, and there would be no needfor such foolishness thisyear.
Fortunately, we were wrong. A yearbook creates its own theme, a
universal one that cannot be ignored nomatter how it may be disguised in
some other 'way-out' idea. That theme is change, and, to us, there could
be no other.
Itjust makes sense that anyyearbook, allyearbooks, reflect the
emotions and events ofpassing time, and, more important, how ihey
grow, develop, stagnate, die, or live on. That is change, and it can happen
so subtlely that even those who write about it andphotograph it do not
capture its essence atfirst.
Only this completed bookportrays it, we believe, in its rare, untouched
form. We have tried not to tamper with it or overdo it and we hope it is
less blatant thaii inyearbooks that have come before. But, it is there to
find, to read about, to appreciate and, we hope, to enjoy.
Ev Short
Literary Editor
Campus 1901
Chicken Plucking Class 1903
Reqi^fralioK
"Hey Pete, what's the name of that course that wasyour easy
A?"
This is only one of the thousands ofquestions that emergefrom
theA dministration 's answer to the ultimate, catastrophic,
traumatic experience . . . registration.
Upon entering this academic madhcntse wefind all types of
students. Freshmen encountering theirfirst taste ofbeing
'screwed' by theprocess to battle-scarred upperclassmen who
never seem to get used to the lines, lost credits, and heartfailures.
Ofcourse there are those 'chosen few' who never seem to have
any trouble, but for those ofus in the majority, those ofus who
have had both our schedules and credits eaten by that eternally
hungry URI computer, we know the torment of the situation that
makes even strong men cry. The Administration should consider
giving credits for getting credits.
Barry Levin
ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
OCEAN
ENGINEERING
./s^
WASTED
Tm only looking through a glass
I guess thai is the word
By sitting in this class, Ifeel
my life is made absurd.
So many thoughts keep running
around
Inside each student's head
But, acting as though their mouths
are bound,
they're
Reacting like the dead.
They sit there, motionless, with
eyes ahead
Staring at a face that frowns.
Neither hand is raised nor word
is said
In wailingfor that bell to sound.
With books to read and exams
to take
Andmany a deadline to meet.
School, to me, is a monstrous farce,
But it keeps me off the street.
I know there are some thoughts
that lurk here
I'm ready to change and then.
When I'm finally getting my mind
to work
It's back to studies again.
Barry Levin
Ill
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Lawn in Front ofDavisHall 1890
Is il true that 'the academic experience' is far behind
us now? It is likely considered by many that academia is
now merely afarce. Yet, on the other hand, it could be
alive andwell, under disguise. Is there merely
'movement' on this campus indeed, 'movement withoutprogress'? Or are there still
intellectuals roaming about, enjoying their classes, visiting theirprofessors, thumbing
profusely throughjournals at the library, sacrificing their sex livesfor enlightening evenings
with William Faulkner and Freud?
When an obscurefreshman invades this boundless, bewildering, chaotic excusefor an
educational system called URI, thefirst doctrine he embraces is this: 'Don'tjump thefences
of life find a way around them.
'
And that is the way it goes for almost allfouryears. You learn the ropes youplay the
games You become an expert con artist, you become a walking tape-recorder, regurgitating
facts that laterfade into nothingness, until it is all a foggy maze of useless figures and terms,
just in limeforyou to receiveyour degree your awardfor learning nothing, but throwing
up everything at the right time andplace.
Theforecast is not all clouds, however. The sun breaks through when one smallfact, one
good class, one worthwhileprofessor is recalled. For that minute glimmer of intelligence
makes it seem relevant.
Let us notforget that our duty towards knowledge depends upon we, the learners, alone.
The ultimate value ofacademics can't be measured according to the worth ofprofessors and
their classes. Students must look to no one but themselves for knowledge. So, take some
advice pick an easy course.
Barry Levin and Ev Short
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Grape Pruning Class 1904

the love theme loff; .!!
"Beyond the bright searchlights ofscience,
Oul ofsight of the windows ofsense.
Old riddles still bid us defiance,
Old questions ofWhy and of Whence.
"
William CecilDampier-Whetham
Woodworking Class 1910
"Never before have we had so little
time in which to do so much.
"
Franklin Delano Roosevelt





A girl with blonde hair sat on the grass, leaning against an old tree, eating
from a box ofchocolate chip cookies while reading a text book which strived to
defy the beckoning Beach Boys music blaringfrom a Butterfield window inside of
which someone was undressing, preparing to go streaking through a lecture hall
in Chaffee where a boy in a red shirt was gazing out a window at the girl with the
blonde hair enjoying the sunshine.
Maribeth Norris
". . . Thus was my life before I attained the age ofeighteen.
Thatyear is like a mountainpeak in my life, for it awakened
knowledge in me andmade me understand the vicissitudes of
mankind. In thatyear I was reborn and unless a person is born
again his life will remain like a blank sheet in the book of
existence.
"
Watson House 1897


Poultry, Lesson in Scoring
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Frowns on faces, pens in hand.
Exam time's here at last.
Panic spreads through U.R.I.,
Shit / hope we pass.
- Barry Levin
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Mostpeople on this campus have been misled in their ideas about the International House. Contrary topopular belief, the
House is not merely forforeign students. In fact, what is important is that most of us don't realize that we are all truly foreigners,
whether we areAmerican, Asian, African or European.
The I.H. of URI was establishedfouryears ago. The battlefor ils acquisition was carried on by a dedicatedgroup ofsiudents
who hadpreviously been members of theA IINations Club. From whal I understand, it was quite a fight with the Administration,
and, at the time, students were willing to risk their very presence in the schoolfor what they believed was righl.
Thepurpose of the House is toprovide a common meetingplacefor all members of the university community, along with the
objectives offostering the academic, cultural and social aspects ofuniversity life.
Presently, there are about 220 students from 54 different countries here at URI. The majority of them comefrom Taiwan,
India, Iran, Hong-Kong andNigeria. However, others hailfrom the distant shores and lands ofEurope, SouthAmerica, Africa
andAsia. In addition, there is substantial number offoreign faculty here.
Today, the I.H. is notjust a building on the corner ofAlumni Ave. andPlains Road. It has become one of the mostpopular
organizations on campus. It boasts a sizable number ofAmericans who have recently become members. Some of theyear's
projects include the International Week, orientation for new international students, dances, picnics, dinners and a week-long trip
to the UnitedNations.
It is not merely a social club. We as members are involved inpolicies that will affect students in general. A II activities are
planned by our own boardofgovernors, which is composed of 1 1 students selected by the student body in December. Any URI
student, American orforeign, can run for office. Thisyear, for thefirst time, anAmerican student was elected aspresident of the
organization.
Slowly but surely, we at InternationalHouse have
seen a realization on thepart of the rest of the campus
community thai ours is a dynamic andfar-from-defunct
organization. Most important, before anything else, the
I.H. ispeople people who are willing to share
unselfishly a little of themselves with others.

Spirite M M\
Howling al the moon, an instinctive canine trait, has
recently, in terms ofevolutional regression, imbued itself
deeply on the characters ofmany modern Homo Sapien. An
easily observable socialfunction ofman is his natural
attraction to those florid institutions ofdrink that have
extended themselves far beyond the sanctorious limits of this
academic hole. Thus, I am a gravitational being, floating in an
endless orbit ofalcohol, searchingfor the satellite thai
mysteriously draws me. Meet me al the celestial bar, andwe'll
get loaded.
The Pub, a hallowed section ofatrophied campus reality.
Memories of those beer sticky, beer smelly nights, crowd to
crowd congruity, up against the wall identification, and the
slurred beauty ofmind-foggedperception. The absorption
of liquor comes easily enough to the URI sludent as their
indoctrination to the scene ofdrink is as academic as the
academics themselves.
Thephone boothjam of the fifties relinquishes itspride to
the sight ofone Saturday night. Within this vibrating
ectoplasm lies the thoughts of theprofound and the
revelations of the sublime. Personalities challenge the
impossible as oneponders, "is it possible to score on a
Monday night?"And the intellectual barrier is confronted
as we examine the water ring left by the lastprecious mug.
A community ofdrunkards, wallowing in the dregs ofour
own dreams. The major stronghold of the legal escape
exists, and it may liveforever. For the whole context can be
understoodwithin ihe experience itself. The Pub and the
Cup Room remain an endless infinity ofsmoke and booze
and thefirst frontier ofcampusfantasy.
Somebody apparently knew whal they were doing when
they built the dormitories downhillfrom the Union, for the
wobbled walk home seems that much easier when the grade
is withyou.
Stephen Andrade
Bumping Bodies On A Friday Night
Many call it an escapefrom the doldrums of the weekday class routine, but for
many it is a way of life
the Rams'Den on a Friday night.
To an outside observer the scene might be construed as a beer drinking, body
gyrating, pick-up spot for both men and women alike.
Bul
we know belter, don'l we.
Barry Levin
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They did a goodjob thisyear, it cannot be denied. Albanese walks around like he
knows it; Tougas, shy and reserved, could bejust another quiet, good-lookingfreak
one ofmany. They are like day and night. But together Agriculturemajor and
Political Science major haveprobably been the mostproductive team on campus.
Andil shows when one reviews theyear's accomplishments of the URI Student
Senate.
Among those were the Mackal Forum review and the development ofcampus
student co-ops. The Mackal Forum, "sprung on us" by the board ofregents, says
Tougas, awakened the senate as to wherepriorities of the administration should lie.
Questions were raised and opposition was formed against theplanned construction
ofa school hockey rink.
The co-ops, including Cellar Sounds, a book co-op, andphotography co-op were
quite successful, and stimulated the idea ofalternative buying. The bookstore was
losing at least some of itspatrons. Also, the shuttle bus come inlo being, and
although not a tremendous success, moreplans are being madefor the systemfor
next semester,
Albanese without Tougas, and vice-versa, seems almost as hard to accept as ham
without eggs. The two belong together, and together theyproved their worth to the
Student Senate, and the school.
ems
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, "All 1 know is what 1 read in thepapers.
"
Will Rogers (1879-1935)
In a grand traditionalfashion of thefirsl Puritan newsletter, the
Good 5 cent Cigar has been the major source ofnews on the URI
campus. Disposed of twice weekly, students regard ourpaper as
little more than hardly recyclable. Wednesday and Friday are
decorated with the symbolic rejection offlying in the breeze.
The answer, indeed, is 'blowin in the wind' because within
mindless waste, lies theframeworkfor the idea thai the audience is
primarily a mindless entity to begin with. They and the staffare
never really recognized by any as the one established system that is
constitutionally guaranteed Freedom.
A concerted dedicated effortproduces an outlet for the balance of
a campus society. The conservative, radical, or liberal are all invited
to speak as loud and clearly as ihey may. Theprinted word, burned
in unsuspecting effigy by the local garbageman, remains lo
challenge and report. Overflowing drawers ofclip files, quietly
record the history of the student's life al the university,
remembering the things thai many overlook in their haste.
Discriminating and discerning the ideologies thai flow incessantly
from a campus community, can at the least, be a very nasty job.
But where does ihe appeal hide? Do we concern ourselves only
with the slightly inducive nature of the classifieds, or can we truly
say that URl journalism is effective. Our newspaper is not the
Washington Post, or the Providence Journal, winning the Pulitzer
Prizefor investigative reporting, yet the essentialpurpose of
informing the people is slill there. One autonomous group,
sometimes considered the newsroom 'clique, 'produces a small bi
weeklypaper called the Good 5-cenl Cigar.
They say il 's whal this country really needs.
Stephen Andrade
Big Brother Big Sister
^
f^
Campus Organizations
There are so many people on this campus who do so much they begin
workingfor something; a cause; something they believe in, something they like,
orjust because it might help ihem in ajob some day.
We al Renaissance, in an effort to recognize these groups, have dedicated these
twopages to the list ofStudent Senate-funded organizationsfor theyear 1973-
74. Thefollowing, we hope, is afair representation:
AlternateNatural Foods Cooperative
Mr andMrs. Whitney Carpenter
Alpha ZetaAgricultural Honor Society
President: Leroy Barrett
American MarketingAssociation
President: Michelle D. Galbraith
Treasurer: CarolA. Cote
American Civil Liberties Union
Chapter Chairman: Bob Mendillo
Vice-Chairman: William L. Huddleston
Arts Council
President: Kimber Wheelock
Big Brother, Big Sister
President: Dennis Walker
Vice-President: John Bilotta
Big Door
President: George Gefrieh
Black Gold
Editor: Valerie Gold
Cellar Sounds
Accountant: Andrew Ellison
Manager: Debbie Gold
Chess Club
President: James Creamer
Vice-President: BillHerlihy
Chinese Students Association
President: Colin Shen
Cheerleaders
Drop-in Center
President: Roger Rivner
Good 5 cent Cigar
Editor in Chief: Janet Huling
Co-op Community Center
President: JaneMacDonald
Dirigible
Manager: John Sturck
Debate Union
President: RichardKraing
Free University
President: Chris Von Stolk
French Club
President: Keith Hood
Vice-President: RichardRenner
German Club
President: Victoria Salimeno
Grad Studenl Association
President: Thomas Jenner
Vice-President: RichardDrawbridge
Hillel
President: Dori Brown
Vice-President: Cynlhia Rubinstein
Heed
President: Steven Johnson
Home Economics Association
President: A nneMcLaughlin
Horseman's Club
President: Kathryn O'Neal
India Club
President: Ravindra Nagarka
Vice-President: Subhash Shah
InternationalHouse
President: Anthony Yu
Jericho Society
President: Karen Cowese
Kingston Gay Liberation
President: Peter Rodina
Memorial Union Board ofDirectors
President: Robert Raymond,
Denise Livernoise
Mortar Board
President: Marion Campbell
Vice-President: Bernice Pescolido
NationalAdvertising Honor Society
President: David Ferarresi
Vice-President: Mary Harrington
Navigators
President: Paul Kiellman
Panhel
President: Meredith Stanley
Vice-President: Kathy O'Brien
Peace Officers
President: Barry Levin and
Tom Zorabedian
Vice-President: Michael Farley
Perspective
President: Karen Murphy
Photo Co-Op
President: Dennis Goulet
Portugese Club
President: Manuel Mendes
Psychology Club
President: Babette Walton
Vice-President: Joan Zagroski
Radio Club
President: Robert Brand
RHAC
President: Richard Percival
Replacement /Purchasing Account
President: Jeffrey Albanese
Renaissance
Co-Editors: Linnea Toney, Charles
Margeson
Sailing Club
President: Barry Kuell
Skin Divers Club
President: Joseph Brady
Sex Information Center
President: Rev. Edmund Fetter
Sludent Entertainment Committee
President: Stuart Fine and Susuan Fallot
Student Lecture Series
President: Nancy Lanzilli
Student Senate
President: Maurice Tougas
Sky Divers
President: Keith Guy
SurfClub
President: Dennis Gaschen,
Diane DeFreese
Table Tennis Club
President: Bruce Paster
Vice-President: Randy Perry
That Ram Band
President: Frank Woods
Uhuru Sa Sa
President: Valerie Southern
Wildlife Society
President: Elizabeth Patric
Women 's A thlelic A ssociation
President: PatriciaMandrester
Vice-President: Ann Casey
Women's Liberation
President: Debbie McDermott
WRIU
Manager: S. Kent Fannon
Young Socialist Alliance
President: Wilfred Maynard
Young Democrats
President: James Gallagher
Young Republicans
President: Thomas Rhodes
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Football
In ayear whichproducedmore highlights than Rhody
athletics had seen in decades, from the hiring ofJack Kraft
to the Mackal Forum controversy, football in 1973 stands
out as the "highlight ofhighlights.
" Il was a rags to riches
episode that saw the Ram gridders complete theirfirst
winning season at Kingston in 7years with a down-to-the-
wire racefor the Yankee Conference title on thefinal day
of the season.
Rhode Island, without a conference victory theprevious
year, came within apoint ofwinning the title, but had to
settle for secondplace by virtue ofa 7-7 tie with
Connecticut before 12,092fans, the largest crowd ever at
Meade Field.
Enough?Not quite. A week after their title game the
Rams, accompanied by aparty ofover 300 students, alumni
andfaculty flew to Frankfurt, Germany, where URI beat
the USAir ForceAll-Stars 34-6 on Thanksgiviifg'Day
becoming thefirsl collegiatefootball leam ever toplay on
European soil.
The Rams opened their 1973 season with a 35-7
trouncing ofNortheastern at Boston College which was
cappedby a 95-ydrd toUcTidownpassplayfn
to Danny Weed; apass^runplay that nowst
longest in Rhody record books. _ *
Thefollowing week URImet Brown at Providence, and
after trailing by 12-0for threeperiods, the Rams exploded
for 20points in a 9-minute span to take the lead 2L-2^
less than a minute remaining. With 12 seconds ief^ti'lM^
clock. Brown turned a daydream into a nightmare scoring
on an 80-yard bomb andpushing over a twopoint
conversion to tie the Rams 20-20.
Things continued to go sourfor URI a week later as they
came home to drop a 20-7 decision to Maine in a game the
Rams were never really into, bringing their season mark lo
1-1-1.
URI got back on the winning track thefollowing
Saturday against Vermont with a come-from-behind effort
over UVM at Burlington. Rhode Island, behind 7-0
throughout the contest, put two late touchdowns anda two
point conversion across the goal line dn3^iWI^V>ayJi^hi
Burlington with a 15-14 win for the Rams'first conference
victory in twoyears and the beginning ofafour game
winning streak.
' ^ _,_
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B. Emerson
The Rams carried their 2-1 -1 record to Amherst as
decided underdogs to a strong UMass squad and whal
followed turned out to be,jOne of the mosl exciting grid
contests in New England in 1973. Tied at 14points apiece
at halftime, the Rams explodedfor three TD's in the third
quarter and led 34-14 midway through theperiod. A record
seven interceptions by the Ram secondary gave the URI
offense opportunities galore. UMass struck backfor three
straight scores of their own and took the lead back 35-34
with less than Iwo minutes remaining. 59 seconds showed
on the clock when the Rams were faced with a fourth down
situation with 15yards to go. Rhody decided to gofor broke
andMolly McGee bolted through a gaping hole on a delay
and went 31 yards unmolested to the end zone to give
Rhody a 41-35 upset before 14,500 dejected UMassfans.
Though the Rams didn't dominate in their return home a
week later, they had little trouble handling Boston
University in a 14-9 ho-hum affair at Meade Fieldfor
URI's third straight win, upping their sea.<!on slate to 4-1-1.
In a conference survival showdown thatproduced even
odds with Ihe bookie before game time, URI treated a
homecoming crowd ofalmost 10,000 lo a 40-16 whomping
of the Wildcats to run their winning string tofour straight
and a 5-1-1 season mark.
URl bit the dust the following week against apowerful
Temple team (third ranked in the East) in Philadelphia as
the Rams were outsized, overpowered andoutscored to the
tune of 43-0.
The season boiled down lo one contest, a conference
B. Emerson
^ Honship till with UConn. The H
Kingston at 5-0 and the Rams (4-1) neededa victory to
claim a share of the title. The largest crowdfor any event in
URI history turned out 12,000 strong tojam Meade Field
on a coldNovember 1 7.
The tension lasted until the final gun which sounded with
both teams deadlocked at 7-7 and URI wasforced to settle
for a secondplace finish with a 4-1 -I and 5-2-2 overall.
SOME HIGHLIGHTS
'
The overall 5-2-2 record is the best since
1967 and is only the secondseason in the last
18for a winning campaign.
The team is the second highestjSQg
eleven in Rhode Islandfootbd
points).
The leamplayed the historic Thanksgiving
Day game against theAir Force in Frankfurt,
Germany, winning 34-6 and becoming the -^
first collegiatefootball team ever toplay on
European soil.
Tailback Sylvester "Molly"McGee set an
all time season's markfor carries (1 72),
breaking Pat Abbruzzi's record of 1 70 set in
1953.
Punter Dan Callahan set an all time
season's markforpunting average (40.3) and
led the Yankee Conference in that category as
well.
Quarterback Steve Crone became thefirsl
sophomore in history to throw nine touchdown
passes in a season.


iV. Mereuerian
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"As a coach, I have to be very pleasedwiih the way the game
ofbasketball wasplayed over our 25 games thisyear. Thefinal
record of 11-14 is incidental as to how the clubperformed.
"
Thai's the way URI coach Jack Kraft summed up hisfirst
season al Kingston after 12 highly successful campaigns aI
Villanova in which 11 ofhis teams went to post-season
tournaments.
" We did things that are absolutely necessary for a good team,
making mistakes, naturally, but this comes through inexperience
andperhaps a bit more talent on thepart of the individual,"
Kraft concluded.
"Bul we didplay some good defense which is ultra-important,
and we didplay as a leam, practicing ourfundamentals. This is
no more than a coach can ask ofa team in hisfirslyear al the
helm. "
The Rams did indeed have a "good" season when one
compares il lo the 1972-73 campaign when the team finished
with a 7-18 record (the worst in the history ofURl) and were
fifth in the Yankee Conference with a 5-6 mark. Thisyear's club
had a 6-5 conference stale, goodforfourth place.
Kraft's firsl leam al Kingston will not go inlo the record books
URI Basketball
B. Emerson
as a high-scoring aggregation, averaging only 66.5points a
game, but it is the best defensive team in thepast quarter century
at URI. Rhode Island's 1950-51 squad, coached by Robert
"Red"Haire limited its opponents to 1864points in 28 contests,
an average of66.6points a game. Thisyear's edition of the Rams
held its opponents to 68. 1 points a game in 25 contests.
Offensively, Rhode Island was led byjuniorforward Randy
Hughes with 333points and a 13.3ppg average. Hughes topped
the team in rebounding with 204for an 8.2 average. Overall,
Hughes led the club in eight statistical categories, including most
fieldgoals (141), field goalpercentage (49%), free throws
attempted (77), andpersonalfouls (79).
Senior co-captain Joe Charles led the Rams in three other
areas: field goals attempted (320), assists (104) and turnovers
(95). Charles was second lo Hughes in scoring with 298points
foran 1 1 .9ppg average. Junior guard Nelson Lopes ofEast
Providence, R.I., headed the team infree throw shooting with a
79^0mark.
Charles andHughes shared theyear's top individual scoring
efforts of 24points in a single game with Charles getting his
against St. John's andHughes against Murray State. Hughes
also had the best individual rebounding effort against UConn
when he grabbed 19.
Season highlight victories included the triple-overtime 80-70
upset ofConnecticut at Kingston; the 68-66 triumph over Los
Angeles State in the Oral Roberts Classic; two wins al the
W. Merguerian
Providence Civic Center over Seattle (56-53) andMarshall (83-
63); a 71-62 victory at Kingston over South Florida, and the
season's top offensive effort, a 91-70 win over Holy Cross at
Keaney Gymnasium.
A Iso lo bepointed out were superlative efforts in losing causes
against Boston College (80-85), Providence College at the Civic
Center (73-76) and Temple al the Palestra (52-56).
The leam lost only Charles andfellow co-captain Steve
Dolecki lo graduation. Four of the five starters return along with
whal appears to be one of ihe most solidgroups offreshman
recruits in the nation with Jack Kraft's signing of 6-4 Stanley
Wright ofNew York City, 6-9 Victor Soares ofEast Providence,
6-0 Jimmy Williamson ofnationally lop-ranked Wilbur Cross
High School in Connecticut, 6-9 Randy Wilds ofMiami, Florida
and 5-10 R.I. All-Staler Bill Perry ofCentral
Sub-varsity coach Harvey Kohn's team finishedwith a 4-14
recordfor the season with notable victories over P. C. 's subvarsity
(78-71) andRhode Island Junior College (82-58). The Ramlets
were led in scoring by 6-3forwardDonald Duartefrom
Johnston, R.I. Theformer Tolman High standout scored 212
points in 18gamesforan 11.7ppg average.
Jim Martin
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Wrestling
Centralization ofcertain
sports in URI's "going
biglime" athleticprogram
makes 'biggies' out of
revenueproducers such as
football and basketball, bul
there is another group of
Rams on the rise in the
ascension of URI's wrestling
team lo the number one
ranking in New England.
In a season highlighted by
theirfirst-everfirstplace
finish in ihe New England
championships (tying with
UMass), the Ram grapplers
successfully defended their
Yankee Conference title and
won the MIT Invitational
Holiday Tournameni over 29
other schools while coasting
past all seven of their New
England opponents and with
upsets over Cleveland Slate
andNavyposted a 10-5
record.
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//'/n Urquart, a two-time New
England and Yankee
Conference champion finished
his career at URI with a record
of 43-4-1, the best posted by a
Ram wrestler.
Scott Pucino, returns this
year as a good bet to break that
record.
Rhode Island willmiss the
services ofgraduating Joe
Savino whose 39-6-2 record
helped him to 2 Yankee
Conference titles.
The Rams'young head coach
Alan Nero was namedNew
England's Coach of the Yearfor
the second straight season.
Several crowds in excess of
1, 000 at Keaney Gym suggest
that Wrestling isn't just an
"upstart's" success and the
Ram matmen appear on the
verge ofnationalprominence.
;^
H
JRI Swim
URIBaseball
I.. ,L..ii: j_._ . . back, the URl baseball leam won ils last five
^leheader sweeps, and captured ihe 1974 Yankee
'.amshadn 'I won the conference title since 1 949, the
npetition. -.
i.cu UJ. ,,5,.iL...Kt, i^K ^abiliski's 1 1 -inning, 1-0 no-hitter over New Hampshire
to gain a liefor the title, the Rams went on lo take the nightcap of the season-ending
doubleheader at Durham, 7-6 in len innings to win ihe lille wiih a 6-2 conference
-^ord. URl finished the campaign with an overall 8-9 stale, ils best in fouryears.
Highlights of the season in addition to Zabiliski's no-hiller over New Hampshire,
dfdhis 3-Oshuloul over Holy Cross and a 2-1 win over UConn, breaking a W-
singslreak to ihe Huskies over thepast eightyears, and a twinbill sweep
'first lime URl had defealed the minutemen in three seasons.
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tolerant
Of the brave
and innocent
And indifferent
in a week
To a beautiful
physique. . . "
1
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Streaking Out
Lady Godiva would have turned over in her
grave. No one knows why or how il came aboul
ladies and genllemen flapping iheir finery in
ihe flattery breeze it jusl happened. The
weather came in April and so did
i fever Bul the fever grew lo epidemic pro
portions, and everyone seemed to be running a
hioU temperature. Thus, along with the summery
ale. the less apprehensive slowly shed their
coverings, and one by one, or two by two, expo
sed iheir hidden secrets lo us all The more limid
enjoyed ihe show: every day more rumors were
circulaled of the coming night's expectations.
The highlight of the shori time il lasted was the
night on the quad. Flocks of bare-assed young
ladies and gems, in a symbolic geslure of 'free
dom of body and spirit ', climbed lo the lop of a
huge dirt mound, revealing themselves for all'the
world to see. Maybe Charles Darwin could
explain il ifhe were here. True it is surely the
way we were allmade to be in ihe buff but.
in observing some of the specimens that came oul
of the woodwork those few days in April al URl.
one cannot help lo agree thai some of us shoidd
10put it bluntly keep ourpants on.
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URI has its share ofartists. They mingle
at the Ram's Den and create within the
cavernous cement walls of Fine Arts. Thai
building holds a menagerie of the talented
elite. They practice, iheypaint, they make
music they season an otherwise drab
campus community with their varied
products.
Notable efforts thai seepedfrom the
walls of the stark white building on the
corner of the campus thisyear were the
music department'spiano competitions and
the theater department'sproduction of
"Romeo andJuliet. "
O^^ebrufffg^l, the "Good Five Cent Cigar" called thepiano competition "the greatest cultural event inyears " The Rhode Island
InternalionaTMasler Pianist Competition was held in Edwards Hallfrom February 20-24. Jorge Federico Osorio, 22, a native ofMexico,
becamefirsl -place winner, reaping an award of $4,000. Taking secondplace, Leon Bates ofPennsylvania took a $2,000prize. The event was
a musicalmilestonefor URI, andyet, unfortunately, farfrom enoughpeople attended it.
For months andmonths, theproduction ofShakespeare's "Romeo andJuliet" was beingplanned. The enormous amount ofwork that
went into it was evident when theplay wasfinally born. The costumes and scenery were realistic and artistic. And, inparticular. BillMurphy
as Romeo andDeborah Cafolla as Juliet representedwell the talent in the URI theater department. Tickets were sold out in record time, and
the demandwas so great that afew additionalproductions were attached onto the original schedule. Each audience seemed impressed, and it
was almost universally agreed upon that director Judy Swift andall herproteges did afinejob. Indeed, 1973-74 seems to have been a very
successfulyearfor almost all URI artists.
.^ -Ev Short
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Pat and Bob Rohm Sculpture
"If, without sentiment, he is what
he hears and sees.
And if, withoutpathos, hefeels
what he hears and set
Being nothing otherwise, having
Nothing otherwise, he has not to go
To the Louvre to behold himself
"
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"Landlord, landlord.
My roofhas sprung a leak.
Don'tyou 'member I toldyou about it
Way last week?
Landlord, landlord.
These steps is broken down.
Whenyou come upyourself
It's a wonderyou don'tfalldown. . ."
Langston Hughes




We enter them early in September and leave them sometime in May. And according to the way the individual responds to this brick-wall
environment, il can either be the shortest, or longest, ten months of their college career. Dormitories at URI are in themselves a contained
community ofstudents, experiencingperhaps the most valid, tangible education a University can offer, exposure to ourpeers.
Within any given four walls ofany of the 19 residence halls on campus, students find themselves confrontedwith continually changing
situations that reflect, for the mostpart, the life-styles of the college student of the Seventies. The spontaneous, self-imposed rituals of instant
energy complete the scenariofor those who experience thefreedom of living alonefor thefirst time in their lives The walls vibrate wi
people, and like bees in the hive, they are moving and living at an ever-quickeningpace. They make noise, rangingfrom lovers' screa. .-.,..
pounding walls, to over-amplified stereos, to thumping heads on solidwood doors.
Yet it is interesting being apart of this involvedmicrocosm called a dormitory. It is not unusual tofind thingspulsating one night at very
high levels, and then the next morning be the only one left on the hallway. The intensity can halt and usually does, at the slightest notice.
Sometimes this whole transition can be very disturbing to theperson with a more acutefeeling of loneliness, but tofind solitude is
something rare enough to make it novel around aplace like this University. A person tends to savour those moments when the hum of the
electric lights is the only noticeable sounds ofhuman development, and the undisturbed stillness spreads itself like a blanket over the campus.
" 'Shhhhh . . .'Hemotioned to me with onefinger on his lip to hush. We stood there, in the semi-darkness of the disheveled room and
listened to the silence. Shortly after we started this game ofquiet we hearda noise thatpierced, ever so sharply, thepeace we both knew. It
was apiano, and a drunkenedpianoplayer, who ushered his music through the hallways and across the streets of the deserted can^us. The
fog seemed to soften the harshness of it all, or that he didn't even know how toplay thepiano, that made him sound so bad
"
After the vacations, the momentary trips into the wilderness of the 'real world,
'
they all return. Even the ones who vow they 'II never return
to that 'pit ofhuman beings' after they'vefound a comfortable couch down the line, always come back. In visions ofsober reflection, they'll
all agree that one Friday night, a long time ago, waspossibly Ihe mosl revealing in their lives.
"See that window . . . fourth floor ip . . . three in?"Alex eagerly said to his wife.
"Yeah. . ." she said, not really understanding the importance ofhis concentration.
"Well, hangin' out that window, about sixyears ago, really drunk and really sick, I sawyoufor thefirst tm^..
They are there, those solid structures of University housing, and, as one critic once observed, those "gfeXi'^g'^gly, soulless buildings,
uninspired in design, withpaperthin walls, stingy little rooms, and no style at all" will, most likely, be therefor a long, long time.
StephenAndrade
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"One is thepopulation -
Numerous enough.
This ecstatic nalion
Seek il is
Yourself.
"
- Emily Dickinson
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The greek system offers many newfriends, each with his own personality. It is a once in a lifetime opporlunity
to meet differenl lypes ofpeople who share a common feeling ofbrolherhood and sislerhood. One lends to learn
more ofhimself as an individual as he or she is lo live and interact with others. Through a sharing of responsibility,
personalities, knowledge, involvemenl and intellect, aperson participates in self-growth.
There are many happy and sad limes in Greek life bul the sad limes are overcome by ihefriendship thai is
fell within eachperson and among all. This uniquefriendship is what makes us one in our objectives bul also
separate in our life-sly le. And ihis is what Greek living is all about.
Victor Beralta
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T. Scelsa
Graduation is slowly approaching and very soon all that will be left ofmy college days will be memories.
In afewyears, when I think back lo these limes, the memories that willprobably rerrmin foremost in my
mind will be those of thefraternity.
Thepast ihreeyears of living in the house have gone by fast, much loofast, bul they have beenyearsfilled
with experiences shared with guys that I have come lo consider as my brothers. We have enjoyedgood limes
logelher at socials, parlies, drinking and studying logelher, bul, most imporlanl, merely by enjoying each
other's company, 'rapping' with each other. Along with the good times there have also been trying times that
we have been able to cope with and overcome because wefaced them together.
Fraternity is a unique experience in life. Il involves the sharing ofan individual's talents andpersonality,
in short, the sharing ofhimselfwith ihe otherpeople he lives with. A fraternity is not aphysical structure, a
house, but rather, a common spirit that unites a group of individuals For this reason I will nol be leaving
behindmerely memories ofmy college experiences, but instead, 1 will be taking with mefriendships that
have developedfrom those experiences, friendships that will be bindingfor life.
Joseph Pescatello <PI^K
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As I rush out ofcollege, into that unknownfuture, watching the clock move
ahead ever so rapidly toward the time of tomorrow, I am unsure ofnow. Ipause
and think about thepast fouryears of living in my home, my sorority, where
people have cared enough lo accept me as I am
I reflect upon thefriendships I've made here, those all-night raids ending in the
shower andwet clothes, working and living together with fifty -nine distinct
individuals Iwouldn't trade thisfor any other life which college, or the world
has ever offeredme.
I know more now than fouryears ago today, it has beenyears that have made
me cope, laugh, cry, search, leam, find live, love, andfeel the sorrow of leaving
behind apart ofme, leaving behind something which means more tome than
most realize.
As I sit in my home on one of the last nights I'll ever spend here, anxious and
ready to leave, but hating to go, I realize that the true meaning ofsisterhood is
neverfully realized untU it's almost over. If living here has done anything, it has
made me become something, to everyone I'm close to, and tomyself.
Cheryl PatefieldXSi

THEEXODUS
Packing up the underwear.
Bring it home to mom.
Getting away from college cares.
Going home to the farm.
Crowds on buses, crowds on trains,
A suitcase in each hand.
Resting my bones and resting
my brains,
I escapefrom Kingston land
But all the thoughts keep
creeping in.
How the night-life is really
a treat.
It's hard to leave all thefun
and the sin.
But, hell, you have to eat.
Barry Levin and
Ev Short
Weekends



URI IS. . .
. . . whereyou learn how not to go lo class.
. . . whereyou're wailing to lake a shower, and a girl steps out
in from ofyou.
. . . whereyou buy a book for $12, never use itfor the class, sell
it back for $3.50, ending up frustrated andpoorer than
ever.
. . . whereyou go lo thepub 5 nights a week for 40 weeks, and
study 5 nights a week for one week, realizingyou'vepaid
tuition for exactly one week's worth ofwork.
. . . where every path that leads toyour class in Independence
thatyou're latefor is under construction.
. . . where every cigarette machine is oul ofMarlboros.
. . . where Rudy Cheeks is a hero.
. . . where, in ihe dining halls, you can eatyesterday's
hamburger and the day beforeyesterday 's mashed
potatoes in something called 'Shepherd's Pie. '
. . . whereyou get an A in a class of150 in which theprofessor
doesn't knowyoufrom a hole in the wall, bulyou get a D
in English class in which there are 8 sludenis and the
professor even knowsyourmiddle name.
. . . whereyou shack up with a girl on Thursday night, thenyou
pass her walking lo class on Friday morning and she's
forgoltenyour name.
. . . whereyou can be every thingyourparents never wanted
you to be.
. . . whereyou hate every minuteyou're here, andyou miss
every moment whenyou're gone.
Ev Short
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^(/ ifshe 's sad I am too
Ifyou don't urulerstand
Jusl what those two lines mean
Then toyou love's not clear
For one reflects the moods andfeelings
Of the one to them most dear.
RedmondNickerson

You learn many things over intercession. You learn whal it's like lo have lo live withyourparents over an unbearable length of time, you
learn that doing nothing ismental torture, you learn whal it's like lo eat real mashedpolaloes again. Alt things considered, however, themost
sobering thingyou learn over intercession is how much you 've changed; freshmen are shockedat themselves, sophomores try lo ignore il,
juniors gingerly face il, seniors accept it.
For instance, let's sayyou're like mosl people, andyou lookforward to vacation as a timefor reunions with old high school buddies. Soyou
allget together at the local bar, each eager to tell thefunniest story, impatient to share reminiscences, ready to drink one another under the
table. You realize how muchyou've changed. Andyet, il seemsyourfriends have similarly been corrupted. Il seems that the two most
shocking things everyone learns aboul iheirfriendsfrom high school are, naturally, thefad thaipractically everybody has lost his or her
virginity, and, last bul not least, almost everyone smokes cigarettes.
Yes, even the bespectacled, pimply ex-president of the high school coin club has a bull in his hand, billowy clouds enveloping hispointy
head. It seems ihal almosl everyone has fallen prey lo those dreaded sticks, ifyourfriends are likeyou, you've all realizedwhat mental
midgelsyou are, just by thefact thatyou can't quit.
Similar to members of the 'weight watchers' club, quillers are all commonly unified by one characteristic: their lack ofwillpower. The
cause of this deadly incapacity is called the nicotinefil. Contrary, lopopular belief, ihe nicotinefil is not a myth. Il is sheer, cruel reality
whenyou sit in the midst ofa smoke-filled dining hall, surrounded bypeople lighting up and blowing smoke rings inyourface.
Only a smoker can understand the mental torture involved. There is a deep-rooled hatredfor cigarettes withinyou, you utterly despise
them, andyet, you keep giving in. Andyour noble, non-smokingfriends start stealingyourpacks ofbutts, andyou get downright hostile in
defense desperate, in fad.
Then the day comes whenyou rush loyour desk on a second Ihought, mostly because the room smelled like it was burning up, jusl in time
to findyour cigarette, which hadfallen out of ils precarious rest on some cheap lilile ashtrayyou'd bought, burning a neal, brown-edged hole
through thepsychology lermpaperyou had stayed up all night before tofinish. Bummer.
Finally, you decide to be truthful withyourself For once in your life, you're convinced thatyou've gol to startfresh; a new beginning, so to
speak, andyou chuck the remainder ofyour cigarettes, one by one, as a noble and symbolic gesture but shaky gesture, into the nearest
waslebasket.
Thus, ihe long, agonizingwithdrawalperiod begins. Youpainfully avertyour eyes every limeyou catch someonepulling a small, red crush-
proofbox out of theirpocket. You buy sixpacks ofgum, andpop apiece inyour mouth whenever and whereveryou get that familiar urge.
The hours, dayspass, andyou slowly gainyour self-confidence, even ifsomeone is smoking in the same room. Time has testedyou, andyou've
donepretty well.
But then, jusl whenyou'd least expect il, it happens a friend offersyou one. And asyouponder, youfigure thai 'just one can't hurl.'And
you do il. You lake the damn thing and light it up. And thai old, relaxed, contentedfeeling returns. You sit back, and enjoy. You realize how
muchyou've missed by quitting. By God, you're in Marlboro Country again.
Ev Short
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, Brightest truth, purest trust
in the universe -
all werefor me
In the kiss ofone girl.
"
. . .AND YOU PLAY THE GAME so WELL. . .
Il seems thai we fall in and oul of love continually. The
'game ' is an eternal one . . . you see a rather inleresling,
rather sexy, rather beautifulface an incidental
encounter, a furtive glance . . . reciprocated, then thefirst
moves delicate but daring. Isn't that almost always the
way iheprimary scenes to romance begin?And, since most
of us fall in and oul of love so often, don 'I all the moves
seem al first lofall in place, later to become rather routine
almosl like learning how loplay monopoly? Onceyou
learn ihe rules il's a cinch.
Ah, but how sweet it is, nevertheless. Each new
countenance andpersonality is a new beginning, a new
challenge. So whal if it ends sooner or later it was worth
ihefirsl few moments of innocence, anyway.
Love is a touchy subject, especially in aplace where its
meaning has become as transient as bobby sox. Did they
have real love in the 'good old days,
'
or did they merelyplay
the same games as we do now? Did the matronly virgin of
the 40's save herselffor the man .^he'd bepinned lo
someday, or was she really a swinger in disguise?How did
thefral man of the 50's vent his anxieties? Was he a
perpetually sneaky bathroom inhabitant more so than
the liberal male of the 70's, or can the men ofboth decades
be considered equally as horny?
Maybe the obstacles that confronted the lovers of
yesteryear (chaperones, restrictions, piriolals) made ihings
so much more romantic than they are today. Perhaps the
harder il is to gel a good lay, the moreyou appreciate a
good lay.
Seriously, however, il is a trulyprecarious thing lo lell
someoneyou love ihem. And it's even worse ifyou really
feelyou do. And, unless ihis love is reciprocated, il could be
hell. Your marks inevitably go down whenyou're in love,
you can't think worth a damn, the words inyourpoli. sci.
'"* book lurn inloflowers right beforeyour eyes, andyou
finally lose a night ofsleep over something other than a final exam. Is it worth
all the hassle, you askyourself. Maybe nol, bul il sure is amusing, ifnol
meaningful But no matter whether il is a neal and swift one-night stand, or a
heavy three-month fiasco, there is something valuable in the eternal exchange
offeeling; the immortal 'meeting ofminds andbodies,' theprimary menial
encounter and the inevitablephysical encounter.
Indeed, this eternal exchange and encounter called love is a glorious,
fantastic, enlightening experience, beyour lover a stranger or a long-loved one.
Be ilfive minutes orfiftyyears. It's worth il. Chalk it up, my love.
Ev Short
"How lonely we shall be
What shall we do.
You without me,
I withoutyou?"
HaroldMunro
(I879-I932)
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A Moment
I turned arourui and there she was,
she had this indescribably delicious
look
upon herface
which mademe smile.
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Animal Crackers
Red andyellow box
withpictures ofbaboon, tiger, lion
andyourfriends inside.
At nightyou leaveyour waxpaper bag
and roam across the thick crumbledjungle, playing among
theflowers.
Al sunriseydu retreat back loyour box
/ cofhe along and diminishyouf-pack
by eating'dfew,
and if in a goodmood,
afeast.
Alex Caserta


When I was One-and-Twenty
When Iwas one-and-twenty
I heard a wise man say,
'Give crowns andpounds andguineas
But notyour heart away;
Givepearls away and rubies
Bul keepyourfancy free.
'
But I was one-and-twenty.
No use lo talk to me.
When I was one-and-lwenty
I heard him say again,
'The heart oul of the bosom
Was never given in vain;
'Tispaid with sighs aplenty
And soldfor endless rue. '
And I am two-and-twenty.
And oh, 'tis true, 'lis true.
A. E. Housman
/( was there.
When I was in the rain
1 came lo know
Where ihe delicate
Balance hid.
Me, myselfand the rain
Found ilpossible
To touch ihe soul.
Touching the wetness with
Probingfingertips.
Water waspressedgently 'tween us. . .
In tune with the inside.
Inside.
Stephen Andrade
The last days of theyear, much like thepre-dawn ofearly day, in Kingston is quiet, reflective
and as usual a congenialmoment of love between friends. The loveflows as easily and smoothly as
the waterfall that would carry us lo sleep every peaceful night spent in that company. We are
lightly knitted, and like the grains ofa weather beaten barnboard, run ourpaths accordingly and
respectively over the bumps and knots ofour existence. So diversified so individual, yet so evenly
paralleledand complementary. Wefind it natural to touch and explore the bodies andminds of
those whom we've known always asplacidfolks. Hardly, could onefind a more beautiful thing to
wish for in a lifetime. It is this beauty, somehow intrinsic, which governs the conlinuance ofour
associations. The win ters have come and gone in their usual relentlessfashion, bul appreciatively,
thefriends have remained andwilhsloodwhalever difference may havefallen between them. Ifeel
ihat solid bondand know that, somehow, it could nol be any otherway. Andsoyouare, my
friends, a beautiful clan, apart ofme as much as I am apart ofyou.
Stephen Andrade
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The question came slightly
whyyou couldn't see
But the magic ofsight, Iwas told
Is not to look
Yet, behold the image
And the trick ofmasteringyourfate
is to captureyourmagic
andspread its blanket overyour eyes
tillyou can no longer see
Then use that strength
tofeel thatmagic light
arid stretchyour heart
to holdyourmagic sight.
Only then, canyou really see.
StephenAndrade
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>HELLO
As I sland here for awhile.
Hoping by chanceyou calch my smile,
I look, I listen, I ihink . . . I know.
Yet I wailjust a bii.
To go on wiih ihe show.
In such a short lime.
So many faces I've seen.
Shouldyou be any differenl.
From ihe ones inbetween.
Sometime, someplace, somewhere, . .
Laws ofaverage.
There must be one.
Patience is the motto.
Only few do follow.
Talk tome . . . 1 am alone.
I askyouyour name.
And hope thatyou smile.
You know il feels good.
To have afriendfor awhile.
Morning has come.
Our separate lives lo we go.
Always is there a reason.
For a one-night show.
To ask, to question, to wonder .
All ofmy ideas.
Seem so hard to conceive.
I hopefor the day.
When my dreams come true.
Ifyou keep smiling,
Il should even beyou.
Andy Ellison
the dormitory was empty
the long weekendhad come;
the campus sat in silence
for the residents had all gone
you wandered down a corridor
lookingfor a chance,
you came upon my open door
in my nightgown wouldyou like to dance?
we began slowly,
but as the music started to rise,
we danced into afrenzy
you came / openedmy eyes.
we rested against the cinder blocks
and then, I sawyou smile,
evening closed in around us
as we danced againfor a while
something happened to the music
I couldn't recognize that tune
youpulledmy nightgown down again:
"doyou have to leave so soon?"
the dormitory is blasting
thepeople are back at last.
"the trouble, " they say, "with this campus
is that everything happens toofast. "
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"The only limit to ow
realization oftomorrt
will be our doubts of
today. Let us move
"Could it be that it was all so simple then.
Or has time rewritten every line?
Ifwe had the chance to do it all again.
Tellme, wouldwe, could we?"
Marvin Hamlisch
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Them
I see them.
The quiet ones who are my friends
Yesterday.
They look at me, pitying me, envying me.
They think my life is gay, frivolous, good limes, no cares.
What do they know.
A different girl each week, laughter, color.
They who would have never known my world
Watch me, learn from me.
I speak to them happily trying to hide whal I really feel.
Disgust, Regret,
For living in their world.
Barry Levin
1-*"
Peach with Fuzz
Duringyouthful awakening consciousness of visibility
I would take foot pace and observe the hands
as they created
I saw theface and eyes
as they searched
I would sit, listen and look
at Ihe figure play ingfolk guitar
There was royal blue vibrational strength from the strings
and loud shrilling voice.
Other times I would stay home and listen to
(pastel red, orange and blue sounds ofDylan).
ifell this great inquiry inside.
During my exploration
I drifted upon
white grains melting into blue velvet waters.
The sea roars
(silver saltedglitter expands
from spray ofwater).
The wellpreserved knowledge
(retainedfor centuries)
ispronounced in rangefrom utterance tofury,
aboul lies what is true and real.
In every shell andgrain ofsand
in every cry of bird,
the secret replenishes with gratification, in wonderfor
(colonists ofbrine, pampas, troposphere).
To gather divergedbranches.
To inspire new experience.
Topause and collect one's colorful thoughts
(to assemble newpieces).
Feeling ofhurt in thick heavy
dark violet velvet drips.
something lost orput aside (until time is right)
profoundfeelings ofone's life which have been subdued or mellowed,
to challenge age and time with impulse ofneon energy.
Once again, recollect trickle by
trickle,
secured through merit, made functional.
patience ofpastel orange, fragment by
fragment.
construction ofmeaningful answer
to be completed whenproper,
until then, confrontation with conditions and involvement
which fit at limes,
or bring confusion.
Only lo obtain and utilize
this wisdom,
would be a reality.
Blindness at the beginning, then
vibrations must befell,
music will be heard
and the light seen
the nectar is tasted andsavored.
Full knowledge will never be received
but enough can be gathered to treasure
happiness, fulfillment and bliss.
Rainbowfiltered cavity in sky open wide.
Blanket ofbrownyellow kelp, fringed on edge
(feathered upon grains ofsand).
as a child I made castles ofsand
as a man I am building my castle.
Walkmg softly upon grains
eating apeach
with fuzz.
A. Caserla
Kaleidoscope Environment
Grey scented traditional day
swaggering up cobble stone street,
up
up
ascending through narrow mildewed scented space
charcoal cobweb.
footsteps scatter through fragilefog
(busy texturedpatterns ofcement and stone
constructing ihe way)
scent of dampness abound
cool bluepastel sensation.
Through dimensions
brown observingpupils scan forth.
(silhouette ofman
propped against sand).
gradual gust ofwarm atmosphere infiltrates,
without warning
greys lurn to pastels.
"Goodmorningi Goodmorning!
"
an orange voice rings out,
a strength so saluraled with freshness and beauty
that its bulk ofpower could bepeeled off in slices.
only feel away
rest a largeyellow-brown carl
made ofwood, balanced by large spokedwheels
on top, a different world
atfirst glance
a kaleidoscope environment
bul in reality
a collection of (sizes, shapes and brilliani colors).
once again a level higher
canopy of bright red andyellow
appears as a circus tent.
in background
sounds ofaccordion music
voices ofpeople ring out
many dimensions become one.
Vibrations ofheritage
passed on through generations
lo be continued?
so simple
(reflections ofan oldman'sface)
worn by age, yet bears a smile and laughter
ofa child
"Goodmorning! Goodmorning!
"
lo live and lakepart
of the simple ihings.
Alex Caserla
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Graduation: TheAdministration StrikesAgain
Once upon a lime, on a cloudy June day our class of 1974 encountered our last administrative chaotic mess. In the beginning, as
wild-eyedfreshmen, we viewed ourprecious alma materfrom ends of long lines which led lo our schedules, our books, and our
'meals. ' Il seems odd ihal on ihe one day that we became a name insteadofa number, ihe adminislralion miraculously found a
way to return us again lo the end of thatproverbial line, where our sole reward was an emply book. However, one cannol help
feeling some sadness al leaving aplace lo whichyou have dedicatedfouryears ofwhalever it is we do here. To the class of 1974, we
wishyou luck, health, peace, and a lifetime ofshort lines.
Linnea Toney and Barry Levin
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
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DAVID ABBOT
PHARMACY
MARIA ACCIARDO
ENGLISH
DARRELLADAMS
. PHARMACY
RICHARD AIKEN
NATURAL RESOURCES
ARLINEAISSIS
JOURNALISM
SIMONE ALLAIRE
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
EILEENALLAN
MEDICINE
NANCYALLEN
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
MARGARETALLIN
NURSING V
JOSEPHAtTRUDA
SPEECH
HISTORY
LA UREENANTHONY
PSYCHOLOGY
ELIZABETH
ANDERSON
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
ALBERIC
ARCHAMBAULT
POLITICA L SCIENCE
WILLIAMASHE
NA TURAL RESOURCES
DAVIDANDRADE
AGRICULTURE
HENRYANTONI
ACCOUNTING
DEBRA ARCHAMBA ULT
HOME ECONOMICS
RAKDIASHTON
TEXTILES
ROBERTANDREONI
ACCOUNTING
OFFICE
ADMINISTRATION
4^
RUSSELLARLIA
ACCOUNTING
NORMAND A UCOIN
BUSINESS (OMR)
VIVIANANNIECHIARIC
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
SUSANAPSHAGA
TEACHER ED.
MUSIC ED.
JOANABEDISIAN
PHYSICAL BD.
KEITHAVERY
ENGLISH
GARYAVILA
PHARMACY
SUSAN BABIN
TEACHER ED.
ROBERTA BABOIAN
PSYCHOLOGY
PAULETTE BADURA
PSYCHOLOGY
BETSY BAHR
TEXTILES
KENNETH BAKER
CHEMICALEVCI\ERI\0
LISBETHBAKER
TEACHER ED.
ELIZABETHBANKS
ART
ELAINE BARBER
MEDICINE
HOWARD BARBER
PHYSICAL ED.
HILARYBARBOSA
ART
MICHAEL BARD
ANTHROPOLOGY
RICHARD BARONE
BUSINESS OMR
LEROY BARRETT
AGRICULTURE
LYNDA BARRETT
DENTAL HYGIENE
NANCYBARTA
ENGLISH
JOSEPHBASSI
ACCOUNTING
PHILIP BEA UCHEMIN
BUSINESS
RONALD BEA UREGARD
ACCOUNTING
KA THLEEN
BEDNARCIK
TEACHER ED.
WILLIAM BEGOS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MARILYN BELLOCK
JOURNALISM
GARY BENASSI ELIZABETH BENEDICT
ART
DEBBIE BENTON
POLITICAL SCIENCE
C"'^
BETSY BENTSON
TEXTILES
ALLAN BERLINSKI
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
\ /
DONALD BERRY
SPEECH
MARY BIANCO
NURSING
'J\
THOMAS BICKI
AGRICULTURE
MARLENE BILODEA U
PSYCHOLOGY
DA VID BIRD
CIVIL ENGINEERING
JANETBITTERLY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
LAURIE BERG
BIOLOGY
HEIDIBERTHOUD JEANNETTE BERUBE
TEACHER ED
LINDA BITTMAN
TEXTILES
BRUCEBLANC
BUSINESS
ROGER BLOOMFIELD
CIVIL ENGINEERING
JANETBLUMENTHAL
ACCOUNTING
HERMANBOEGLIN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MARGARETBOOTHBY GARYBORODIC CA THRYN BOUCHARD
TEACHER ED.
WAYNE BOULEY
PHYSICAL ED.
ARTHUR BOYCE
PSYCHOLOGY
NANCY BOYLE
ZOOLOGY
WILLIAM BOYLE
BUSINESS
JOSEPH BRAGANCA
PHYSICAL ED.
CAROLYNBRAGG
NURSING
LAURA BRENNAN
NUTRITION
ELIZABETH BRIGHAM
NUTRITION
THOMAS BRODERICK
MEREDITH BROWNING
ART
LINDA BRUNNCKOW
TEACHER ED.
GARY BRANDFELLNER M. BRELSFORD
BUSINESS OMR
THOMAS BRIEN JOHN BRIGGS
JOURNAUSM TEACHER ED.
LAWRENCEBROWN NANCYBROWN
POUTICAL SCIENCE SPEECH
ELEANOR BUCHINSKI SHEILA BUCKIN
HISTORY
fCHRISTIN
BUFFINGTON
SOCIOLOGY
JACKIE BURROWS
HOME ECONOMICSED.
LINDA BURGESS
TEACHER ED.
ELAINE BUTLER
MARYJANEBURGESS
TEACHER ED.
ALAN CABRAL
TEACHER ED.
BARRYBURMAN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DEBRA CABRAL
TEACHER ED.
JOELLYN CABRAL
ENGLISH
JOHN CABRAL
BUSINESS
DEBORAH CAFOLLA
THEATER
READ CALDERONE
BUSINESS
THOMAS CALLAHAN
POUTICAL SCIENCE
ELIZABETH CALLAHAN
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
JOSEPH CAMERA
BUSINESS
MARION CAMPBELL
SOCIOLOGY
RUSSELL CHABOT
SOCIOLOGY
KATHLEEN CAREY
SOCIOLOGY
JOAN CHAPDELAINE
MICROBIOLOGY
'^^
JOSEPH CHARLES
SOCIOLOGY
HELEN CARN
MEDICINE
CANDACE GATE
MUSIC ED.
BARBARA CARPENTER
SOCIOLOGY
^W.
FRANK CERILLI
DEBORAH CHAMPLIN
HISTORY
MARILYN CHASE
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
THOMAS CHASE
"\
DA VID CHENEVERT
POUTICAL SCIENCE
SHIRLEYCHIN
BIOLOGY
RONALD CLARK
ZOOLOGY
41to
PA TRICKCLIFFORD
HISTORY
w^
SHERYL CHERNIAK
WILLIAM CLARK
EDUCATION
JEFFREY COBB
ENGUSH
DEBRA CHIACU
NUTRITION
KATHLEEN CLARKE
TEACHER ED.
ROBERT COCCI
NA TURAL RESOURCES
SUSAN CHIEFSKY NICKIE CHIN
ENGLISH MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
CAROL CICCONE P^ UL CLABOT
SOCIOLOGY
LA URA CLARKE THOMAS CLARKE
AGRICULTURE ACCOUNTING
STEVEN COHEN
TEA CHER ED.
WENDY COHEN
JOURNAUSM
WILLIAM COLUNS
NA TURAL RESOURCES
WA YNE COLWELL
NA TURAL RESOURCES
ROBERTCOMEN
POUTICAL SCIENCE
NEIL CONDY CARMEN CONTE
TEACHER ED.
GAIL CONTE
ART
DONNA COOK
EDUCATION
MARGARETCOOPER
AGRICULTURE
BARBARA COPPOLA
SCIENCE
CRAIG COPWELL MARLENE CORKUM
NURSING
JOSEPH COSENTINO
PSYCHOLOGY
ANN COSTELLO
DA VID COURCELLE
BUSINESS (OMR)
DENNIS COUTU
AGRICULTURE
JACQUELI COUTU
HISTORY
JEANNETTE COWL FRANKCRANDALL
POLITICAL SCIENCE
JANECRISSES
MANAGEMENTAL SCIENCE
LINDA CROCKER
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
PETER CRONAN
INSURANCE
ABBIE CRONAUER
TEXTILES
STEPHEN CROUGHAN
PHYSICAL ED.
JOHN CROWLEY
ANTHROPOLOGY
CHARLES CUDWORTH
SOCIOLOGY
RICHARD CUMMINGS
ANTHROPOLOGY
ROSEMARY
CUMMINGS
GENERAL NURSING
MARYANN CUSHING
ENGUSH
MA TTHEW CYRONAK
AGRICULTURE
NA TALIE CZERWINSKI
DENTAL HYGIENE
MARYANN DACEY
DAVID DALESSIO
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SUSANDAVIS
NUTRITION
JAMES DAWSON
TEACHER ED.
Everywhe.
birthday
cake
JOAN DeCOSTE
SOCIOLOGY
ARMANDA DeFUSCO
BUSINESS (OMR)
JACKDelORIO
BUSINESS (OMR)
PA TRICKDELANEY
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STEPHENDELPAPA
CIVIL ENGINEERING
GARRETT
DENBLEYKER
NA TURAL RESOURCES
FRANKDENELLIO
PSYCHOLOGY
EDWINDENNISON
TEACHER ED.
SHARONDENSKY
ACCOUNTING
PETER DeSILLIER
ENGUSH
KARINDICENZO
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
NINA DIONNE
TEACHER ED.
S
FRANCINEDePIETRO
NUTRITION
SERGIO DeSIMONE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
LINDA DiDONATO
JOURNAUSM
CAROL DIPACE
PSYCHOLOGY
ROSEMARY
DERHAGOPIAN
DENTAL HYGIENE
CHERYL DEXTER
GENERAL NURSING
CONCETTA DeSANTIS
TEACHER ED.
WALTER DIAS
MARKETINGMANAGEMENT
JOHN DeSANTIS
PHYSICAL ED.
CECELIA DiFONZO
PSYCHOLOGY
FRANCESDILLON
TEACHER ED.
CHRISTINDIONNE
TEACHER ED.
MICHELLE
DiPETRILLIO
TEXTILES
THOMAS DIPIETRO
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SUSANDIPRETE
NA TURAL RESOURCES
PETER DISPIGNO
LECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ANTHONYDITRI
HISTORY
ROBERTDIVENUTI
SPEECH
JOHNDODSON
ENGUSH
JOHN DONALDSON
CIVIL ENGINEERING
PAUL DONNELLY
THEATER
ROBIN DONOVAN
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
THOMAS DONGVAN
ClVIL ENGINEERING
BERNADETDORAN
TEXTILES
AVITODOS
REMEDIOUS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ROBBIEDOUGLAS
EDUCATION
REID DOWNIE
GEOLOGY
ANN DOYLE
JOURNAUSM
THOMAS DRURY
ACCOUNTING
PAULETTE DUBOIS
TEACHER ED.
GARYDUPUIS
ECONOMICS
DOUGLAS DURAND
PHARMACY
JEANDURK
PSYCHOLOGY
SUSAN DYER
FRENCH
ROBERTDYJAK
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BETHEASLEY
GENERALNURSING
ROBERTEGELSON
PSYCHOLOGY
JUDITH EGGLESTON
SOCIOLOGY
SUSAN EHRENS
ART
DENNIS DUHAIME
CIVIL E'iGI\EERING
STEPHEN DURST
SOCIOLOGY
PATRICIA DYRE
TEACHER ED.
DEBORAH EBBITT
PHYSICAL ED.
JONA THANECKEL
ECONOMICS
RICHARD EIDLER
ENGUSH
RUSSELL ENOS JERIESTRA
SPEECH
BARBARA EVANS
PSYCHOLOGY
WILLIAM E. WARD
ZAHRA FAIZ
BIOLOGY
GAIL FALLON
PSYCHOLOGY
KENTFANNON
ACCOUNTING
KENNETH FANTEL
BUSINESS (OMR)
ELIZABETHFARIA
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
JOSEPH FARINA
ZOOLOGY
DAVID FARLEY
JOSEPHFARYNIARZ PETER FEENEY
MEDICINE
PATRICIA FEUZBERTO
EDUCATION
CYNTHIA FERGUSON
TEXTILES
EUGENE FERLAND
BUSINESS (OMR)
CONSTANCE FIELDS
TEACHER ED.
SUZANNE FIGUEIREG
PHYSICAL ED.
ARTHUR FIORENZANO
BUSINESS (OMR)
GREGFISHEL
PHARMACY
MARGUERITE FISETTE
PHILOSOPHY
THEODORE FLAHERTY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CYNTHIA FLEIG
ZOOLOGY
LAURIE FLEMING
POUTICAL SCIENCE
RANDALL FLOCK
AGRICULTURE
NANCY FLYNN
PHARMACY
RICHARD FORBES
LOIS FORD
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
STEVEN FORD
SOCIOLOGY
MICHAEL FORTE
POUTICAL SCIENCE
ROCHELLE FORTIN
EDUCA TION
JACKFORSTER
PHYSICAL ED.
LAWRENCE FOSTER
JOURNAUSM
WILLIAM FRECH
BIOLOGY
DENISE FREDA
MANAGEMENTSCIENCE
JON FREEDMAN
ECONOMICS
MICHAEL FREEDMAN
ENGLISH
RA YMOND FRICANO
AGRICULTURE
CYNTHIA GAGNON
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
ROBERTGALEA
EVA GAMBLE
SOCIOLOGY
GARY GARAFANO
FINANCE
BETTY GADD
PHARMACY
DENNIS GAGNE
MARKETING
GAIL GAGNE
JOURNALISM
PA TRICIA GALIPEA U
PHYSICAL ED.
MARTHA GALLANT KA THRYN GALUSKA
ENGLISH
NANCY GANCZ
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
IRENE GANOZARUK
JEFFREY GARDINER
BUSINESS
WILLIAM GARDINER
BOTANY
JEFFREY GARDNER
GEOGRAPHY
.-.| .- .,.y
PETER GARDNER
ART
HENRYGAUTHIER
MARKETING
JEANGEFRICH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
JOHN GIBSON
AGRICULTURE
JEANNE GARRATY
PHYSICAL ED.
THERESE GEBHART
PSYCHOLOGY
ANNEGERVASINI
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
MARTIN GIEBLER
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
STEVEN GARAFALG
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CAROL GEISSER
TEXTILES
KATHLEEN GIBSON
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
STEPHEN GAULIN
POUTICAL SCIENCE
ANTHONY GIARRUSSO
ENGLISH
GEORGE GEFRICH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
CHARLES GILBERT
NATURAL RESOURCES
EDMOND GILBERT
ACCOUNTING
<^>
MARGARETGILMER
HOME ECONOMICS
PAULA GINGROW
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
ERIC GINSBERG
ACCOUNTING
DA VID GIRARD
MEDICINE
JAMES GIREMIA JOHN GLUTTING
Wanna
biiy
WILLIAM GLYNN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELAINE GODFREY
ENGLISH
MARILYN GOFF
NURSING
MARTIN GOLLIS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
CELIA GOMES
PHYSICAL ED.
JAY GOTTLIEB
AGRICULTURE
SCOTTGOTTLIEB
FINANCE
BRUCE GOUIN
MICROBIOLOGY
ANNGOULAIT JAIN GOULD DEBORAH GOWEN ALEXA GRANT CATHERINEGRAY
MATHEMATICS ENGLISH ENGLISH ENGLISH HOME ECONOMICS
NORMAN GREENFIELD FRANKGREGORY MARYANN GRIMALDI STEPHEN GRISWOLD WENDY GROEZINGER
BUSINESS HISTORY NURSING TEACHER ED. NURSING
SUSAN HABER JOANNEHADFIELD RICHARD HADUCH STEPHEN HALBEN
PSYCHOLOGY SPEECH PLANTSCIENCE TEACHER ED.
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KENNETH HALL
ACCOUNTING
RONALD
HAMMERSLEY
ACCOUNTING
ROBERTHARTMAN ELIZABETH HARVEY
ACCOUNTING TEACHER ED.
MARIANNE HAWLEY
PHYSICAL ED.
MICHAEL HAYES
ANTHROPOLOGY
PAMELA HAYNES
TEXTILES
FRANCIS HEALY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CHARLESHEINIG RITA HELLEKAS KARENHEMMERLE
MICHAEL HERTZ
PSYCHOLOGY
GERARD HERLIHY
ACCOUNTING
W. GREGORYHILL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MA UREENHOBSON
TEACHER ED.
GLENN HODNE
ART
KA THRYNEHOFFMAN
JOURNAUSM
JOHNHOLLAND
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ERIC HOLM
ZOOLOGY
VICTORIA HOLMES
HISTORY
KEITH HOOD
TEACHER ED.
NANCYHOOK
NURSING
JANETHULING
JOURNALISM
BARBARA HUNT
ANTHROPOLOGY
KIMBERLEHUPP
TEXTILES
JOYCEJACKSON
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
DANETTEJACOBS
PHARMACY
MICHAEL JACOBSON
SOCIOLOGY
VALERIE JAGGARD
TEXTILES
ELLENJAMIESON
ZOOLOGY
Ms
LOUISEJANLEF JOHN JAWORSKI
POUTICAL SCIENCE
%
NATHANIEL JENKINS UBALDO JIMENEZ
CIVIL ENGINEERING
O
CONSTANT JIOMA CA S
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
JOELJOHNSON
POLITICAL SCIENCE
JOHN KACHANIS
NATURAL RESOURCES
MICHAEL KANE
NA TURAL RESOURCES
NANCYKAREN AIMEE KAYE
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
GERALD KEEGAN
HISTORY
SCOTTJOHNSON
POLITICAL SCIENCE
KEVIN KEEGAN
TEACHER ED.
CHARLES KENNEDY SUZANNE KENNEY
MANAGEMENT TEACHERED.
FRANCES KIEKE JULIA KILGUSS
ENGUSH EDUCATION
KENNETH KING STEPHENKING
MARKETING HISTORY
MICHAEL KLAR DAVID KLEIN
BUSINESS
PATRICIA KENYON
TEACHERED.
BECKYKESNER
NUTRITION
THOMAS KILPA TRICK
ENGLISH
HOLLYKING
NURSING
KRISTINE KIRKMAN
NURSING
JASON
KIRSCHENBAUM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PENRUT
KLUNGUSPA VIP
PHARMACY
VICTOR KLYMENKO
PSYCHOLOGY
CHARLENEKNIGHT
RESOURCEDEVELOPMENT
DEBORAHKORTICK
TEACHERED.
SHERRYKRISS
PHYSICAL ED.
DA VID LAMONTAGNE
TEACHERED.
ERIKA KOCH
FRENCH
WALTER KOSINSKI
CIVIL ENGINEERING
GLENNKULLBERG
CIVILENGINEERING
DONALD LAN
ACCOUNTING
MARYJANEKORNACKI
BIOLOGY
m ^ "F*^-
WARNER KOUFFMAN
SOCIOLOGY
PATRICIA KRETZ
HOMEECONOMICS ED.
STEVENKUTNER
PHARMACY
THOMAS LAMB
HISTORY
KATHLEEN LANDRY
PSYCHOLOGY
DIANELANDRY
POUTICAL SCIENCE
^, V
THOMAS LANERGAN EDWARD LANGAN
HISTORY
JEANNE LARIVEE LUCIENLARIVIERE
BUSINESS (OMR)
BRUCE LATHAM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
DIANELATOS
JEANNE LAVALLEE SUSANLAVIGNE
HOME ECONOMICS ED. DENTALHYGIENE
DEBORAH LANGELLA
AGRICULTURE
'i*-
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ALYCE LARDNEE
STEPHEN LARSEN
MATHEMATICS
BRAD LARSON ROBERTLASKA
CIVIL ENGINEERING
BARBARA LAURIE
HOMEECONOMICS ED.
CHERYL LAURITO
TEACHERED.
JANE LAWRENCE
ART
MA UREEN LAWRENCE
NURSING
ALBERTLEAL
BUSINESS (OMR)
BARBARA LEES
TEACHERED.
ERNESTLEFEBVRE
SOCIOLOGY
DEBORAHLEMA
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CLAUDIA LENTZ
TEACHERED.
BRIAN LEA VY
GEOLOGY
GUYLEFEBVRE
POUTICAL SCIENCE
ROBERTLESTER
TEACHERED.
*^
CATHERINE
LEVEILLEE
PSYCHOLOGY
LUCILLE LEVEILLEE
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
BARRYLEVIN
ENGUSH
NANCYLEVINE
SPEECH
GARYLINDSAY
MUSICED.
STUARTLIPKIN
ACCOUNTING
HOWARD UPPMAN
ACCOUNTING
PAULA LITTLEFIELD
AGRICULTURE
GAIL LIWONCHOK
HOME ECONOMICS ED.
MARY LOCKWOOD
NURSING
LORI LOFFREDO
MEDICINE
STEPHENLOMBARDI
MARKETING
DORLA LONG JOHNLOOMIS
PHARMACY
DA VID LORD
GEOGRAPHY
ROBERTLORENTSON
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CAROL LORENZ
TEXTILES
DORIS LOUTH
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
ANGELO LUCIA
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02905
BEAGAN, Edward, 56 Erroi Street, Warwick, Rl
02888
BEA UCHEMIN, Mary, 90 Seventh St.,
Providence, Rl 02906
BEA UCHEMIN, Philip, 40 Cedarcrest Drive,
Pawtucket, Rl 02861
BEA UREGARD, Ronald, 161 Viceroy Rd.,
Warwick, RI 02886
BECKWITH, James, 188Northbridge Ave.,
Warwick, RI 02886
BEDNARCIK, Kathleen, 99 Orono Street, Cliflon,
NJ 07013
BEGOS, William, 317 Budlong Rd, Cranston, RI
02920
/BELANGER Ronald, 24 Lexington Ave., WestWarwick, RI 02893BELISLE, John, 9 Helme Rd, Kingston, RI 02881BELLOCK. Marilyn, 14 Colony Road, Westport,
CT 06880
BELMORE, Carol, 29 Summer Street, Bristol, RI
02809
BENASSI, Gary. 938 Oak Lawn Ave. Cranston,
Rl 02920
BENEDICT, Elizabeth, 11 Tower HillDr,
Portchester, NY 10573
BENJAMIN, William, 13HarieySt., West
Wanvick, RI 02893
BENNETT, George. 121 GrandviewDrive,
Warwick, RI 02886
BENNETT. James. Ben Brown Avenue, Hope, RI
02831
BENOIT, Gary, 121 Cleveland St., Cenlral Falls,
Rl 02863
BENOIT, Marie, Anawan Cliffs Route 2,
Narragansett. RI 02882
BENOIT. Richard 1632 Middle Road, East
Greenwich, RI 02818
BENT. John, 601 Rolens Drive. Kingston, Rl 02881
BENTON. Deborah. 40Angell Street Apl. 5.
Providence, RI 02906
BENTSEN, Betsy. 78 Crest Hill Dr., East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
BERARD, Richard. 55 Whipple Street,
Cumberland, Rl 02864
BERG, Laurie, 113 Narragansett Ave., Riverside,
Rl 02915
BERG. Richard. 91 Oaklawn Ave Apt. 85,
Cranston. RJ 02910
BERLINSKY, Allan. 53 Warrington St.,
Providence, Rl 02907
BERMAN. Robert. 121 Pine Grove Drive.
Brockton. MA 02400
BERNARD. Mary. 26 Church Hill Dr., Cranston,
Rl 02920
BERNIER. Mary, Mooresfield Road, Kingston, Rl
02881
BERNSTEIN, Perry, 241 Capron Farm Dr.,
Warwick, Rl 02886
BERR Y. Michael, 40 School Street, Peace Dale, RI
02883
BERR Y, Richard, 45 Marbury Ave., Pawlucket, Rl
02861
BERT, Roberl, 1336 Smith Street, No. Providence,
RI 02911
BESTOSO. John. 336 Gibbs Avenue, Newpori, RI
02840
BETTERLEY, Janel, 232 Prospect St., East
Longmeadow, MA 01028
BETTY. Michael, 21 Congdon Avenue, Newport,
RI 02840
BEWCK, Elizabeth. 532 StaffordRoad, Tiverton,
RI 02878
BIASTRE. Albert. 3 Harrison Lane, Newpori, RI
02840
BICKI Thomas, 37 SmithfieldRd, N. Smithfield,
Rl 02895
BIERN, Jerome, 97 WaylandAve., Providence, Rl
\ 02906\ BICOS. Karen, 50 Charlton A ve., Pawtucket. RI
\ 02860
BILBY, Robert, 27 Crescent Dr., Whippany NJ
07981
BILODEA U, Marlene, 27 Jackson Rd, Cranston
RI 02920
BILOTTA, John, 52 Barstow Road. Walpole. MA
02081
BILOW.Jay, 12 Mount Ave.. Providence. Rl 02906
BIRD. David, 45 Parkway Ave., Providence. RI
02908
BIRKETT, James, 49 Mahan Street, Newport, Rl
02840
BISSONNETTE, Guy, 24 Valhalla Dr.,
Portsmouth, Rl 02871
BISSONNETTE, Paul. 21 Circuit Dr.,
Cumberland Rl 02864
BITTMAN, Linda, 64 Union Avenue, New
Providence, NJ 07974
BLAIR. Colin, 86 WestwoodAve., Cranston, RI
02905
BLANC, Bruce, 197 Nelson Road Scarsdale, NY
10583
BLANCHARD, Betsey, 212 Sandy Lane #6603,
Warwick, Rl 02889
BLANCHETTE.Jay, 1309 Kingstown Road.
Kingston, RI 02881
BLANCHETTE, Marianne, 132 Hoffman Ave.
Apt. E-29, Cranston, Rl 02920
BLAND. Barbara. 19 Spring St.. Woonsocket. RI
02895
BLASBALG. Mark. 29C Pilgrim Dr., Coventry, RI
02816
BLODINGER, Susan, 16 Bell Drive, Westfield, NJ
07090
BLOOMFIELD, Roger, 28 Dunes Rd c/o Mr
Delucia, Narragansett, RI 02882
BLOOMQUIST. Roberi, 51 Ocean Road
Narragansett, Rl 02881
BLOOMSBURGH. Jennifer. 5 CoveApts. Starr
Dr. Narragansett. Rl 02882
BLUMENTHAL Janet. 374 Shea Drive, New
Milford. NJ 07646
BODEN. Gary. 87 TallMan Avenue. Cranston, Rl
02910
BOEGLIN. Herman. 244 Tiogue A ve., Coventry,
RI 02816
BOHL. James, 87 Beacon Street Apt. B,
Middletown, RI 02840
ROLAND. Frederick. RR 6A Box 252AA.
Narragansett, Rl 02882
BOLING. Thomas. 76 Walcott Avenue, Jamestown,
RI 02835
BOLTON. Roberi, 106 Laurel HillRd, East
Greenwich, RI 02818
BONN. Beverly, 40 AnselAve, Providence. RI
02909
BOOTH, Catherine, 37 King Street, Cenlral Falls,
RI 02863
BOOTH, Richard, Box 47Avondale, Westerly, RI
02891
BOOTHBY, Margaret, 273 Plimpton St., Walpole,
MA 02081
BORODIC. Gary, 23 Brinkley Street, Providence,
RI 02909
BOUCHARD, Calhryn. 56 Goodwin St.. East
Greenwich, RI 02818
BOUCHER, Patricia, PO Box 182, Wakefield, Rl
02880
BOULANGER, Paul, 51 TophillDr., Cranston, Rl
02920
BOULEY. Wayne. RFD #3 Tarkiln Rd.
Woonsocket, RI 02895
BOURGA ULT, Rosemarie, 56 New London Ave.,
Wesl Warwick, RI 02893
BOUSQUET, Denise. 6 Robertson Road. Auburn,
MA 01501
BOWNE. Christopher. 10 Parkway Drive. W.
Nyack. NY 10994
BOYAJIAN, Aram, 20 Ithaca Street, Warwick, RI
02886
BOYLE. Nancy. Williams Road Esmond, RI
02917
BOYLE. William, 48 WildwoodDr., Cranston, Rl
02920
BOYNTON, William, 44 Gilberi Street, Warwick,
Rl 02886
BRADLEY, George, I Post Rd., Wakefield Rl
02879
BRA D Y. Joseph, 75 Leonard Bodwell Road.
Narragansett, Rl 02882
BRA GANCA, Joseph. 33 Amnion Street.
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
BRAGG. Carolyn. RFD 3, Amherst, MA 01002
BRANDFELLNER, Gary, 7 Old Chimney Rd,
Barrington, Rl 02806
BRANDT. Leslie. 114 Oakdale Rd, N. Kingstown,
RI 02852
BREAULT, Roderick. 47 Columbus Ave.,
Pawtucket, RI 02861
BRENNAN, Laura. 212 Marlborough St.. East
Greenwich, RI 02818
BRENNAN, Timothy, Hunt Road, Peterborough,
NH 03458
BRENNAN, William, 822 Main Street, East
Greenwich, RI 02818
BRESCIA, Roberi, 230 North Rd, Smoke Rise, NJ
07405
BRETHA UER Jeffrey, RD 2. Conestoga. PA
17516
BRIEN. Thomas. I Cedar PondDrive. Warwick.
RI 02886
BRIGGS, John, 30 Lexington Ave. Apt. 7. West
Warwick. Rl 02893
BRIGHAM, Elizabeth, 15 Stella Dr., Somerville,
NJ 08876
BRITTO. David. 127 Armistice Blvd, Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
BRODAX. Toni, DorrHall 516. Kingston. RI
02881
BRODEUR. Michele, 8 Elm Circle, Cranston. RI
02920
BROWN. David, 157 Flint Ave. Cranston. RI
02910
BROWN. Denise, 211 Hanover Street, Providence,
RI 02907
BROWN, Elizabeth, Highland Drive, Jamestown,
RI 02835
BROWN, Eric, RD #5 No. Eaton Road
Tunkhannock, PA 18657
BROWN, Lawrence. 324 Harris Ave. Woonsocket,
RI 02895
BROWN. Marklin, Graduate Village #G34,
Kingston, Rl 02881
BROWN, Melissa, 91 Puritan Drive, Pari Chester,
NY 10573
BROWN, Nancy, 21 Union Ave., Warwick, Rl
02886
BROWN, Pamela, 69 Cushman Ave., East
Providence. Rl 02914
BROWNELL Gary, 344 Mautucket Rd.,
Wakefield Rl 02879
BROWNING, Meredith, 1 77 Oak Hill Road,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
BRUNNCKOW, Linda, 80 HowlandAve., E.
Providence, Rl 02914
BRYAN, Susan, 40 Landover Drive, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
BR YCE, David. Circuit Drive. Cumberland, Rl
02864
BUCKLER. Steven. 50 Birchwood Lane. West
Warwick, RI 02893
BULLARD, Anne, 2419 North Fillmore Street,
Arlington, VA 22207
BUNKER, Norman, 260 California Ave.,
Providence, Rl 02905
BURGESS, Linda, 319 Ocean Rd., Narragansett,
Rl 02882
BURGESS, Maryjane, 8 Stephen Street,
Greenville, Rl 02828
BURKE, Frances, 7Montgomery Terr., Cape
Elizabeth, ME 04107
BURMAN, Barry, 119 Orlando Avenue, Albany,
NY 12203
BURMAN, Paul, 35 CrawfordAve., Warwick, RI
02889
BURROWS, Jackie, Wardens Pond Shores,
Wakefield, Rl 02879
BURROWS, Walter, Kingston Fire Sta PO Box
89, Kingston, RI 02881
BUSH, Keith, 7 Bayou Drive, Greenville, Rl 02828
BUSH, Steven, 40Angel St. Apt. B, Providence, RI
02906
BUTLER, Janice, 16 PineAvenue, Barrington, Rl
02806
BUTLER, Mary. 11 Linda Drive, Lincoln,.Rl
02865
BUTLER, Robert, 44 Dees Circle, Warwick, Rl
02889
BYRNE, Daniel, 26 Newport Avenue. No.
Kingstown, Rl 02852
CABRAL, Alan, 117 Bagley Street, Central Falls,
Rl 02863
CABRAL, Debra, 117 Bagley St., Central Falls, Rl
02863
CABRAL, Joellyn, Farm Drive, Cumberland, Rl
02864
CABRAL, John, 52 Collins Street, Bristol, Rl
02809
CAFOLLA, Deborah, 13 MacArlhur Blvd.,
Wakefield, Rl 02879
CAIN, Cathy, ShellDrake Road, South Kingstown,
Rl 02897
CALDERONE, Read, 4 Hawthorne Lane, Valley
Stream, NY 1 1581
CALLAHAN, Daniel, 36 SewellRoad
Narragansett, Rl 02882
CALLAHAN. Thomas, 85 Montgomery St.,
Wanvick, Rl 02886
CA LLANA N. Elizabeth, 654 Oak Hill Road,
North Kingstown, Rl 02852
CALVERLEY, Patricia, RR 2 Apt. 8 West Bay
Village, Narragansett, Rl 02882
CAMERA, Joseph, 7 Adelaide Ave., Bristol, RI
02809
CAMPANINI, James, 67MetcalfStreet,
Providence, RI 02904
CAMPANINI. John, 67 MetcalfSt., Providence,
Rl 02904
CAMPBELL, .Marion, 1580 Wampanoag Trail,
Barrington, Rl 02806
CAMPINHA, Josepha, 113 Sandwich Rd,
Wareham, MA 02571
CAMPO, Elaine, 10 Clinlon-Ave.. Jamestown. Rl
02835
CANNON, Kieran, 58 Bay Road Barrington, Rl
02806
CAPALBO, Marylee, 1 76 East Avenue, Westerly,
Rl 02891
CAPALDI, Joann, 35 Johnson Ave., Warwick, Rl
02886
CAPIZZANO, Stephen, 14 Turano Avenue,
Westerly, Rl 02891
CA PRA RA, John, 245 Potters A ve., Warwick, Rl
02886
CAPWELL, Craig, Susan Bowen Rd, Greene, Rl
02827
CARAWAN. Roberi, 14 Hoyt Street, Warwick, Rl
02886
CAREY. Kathleen, 143 Sixth St., Providence, Rl
02906
CARMELICH, Ellen, 12 HoyerAvenue,
Westwood. NJ 07675
CARN, Helen, 16 Fairlawn Street, Cranston, Rl
02910
CARNEY, Ann, 320 Gooseberry Road, Wakefield,
Rl 02879
CARNEY, Carolyn, 38 Hagerstown Road,
Warwick, Rl 02886
CAROMILE, Anthohy, 2 Lea Drive, Bristol, Rl
02809
CARON, Gerard 89 Lupine St., Pawlucket, Rl
02860
CARPENTER, Barbara, 44 Fairhaven Ave,
Wanvick, Rl 02889
CARR, Richard, 22 Transit Street, Warwick, Rl
02889
GARTEN, Susan, 87 PlacidAvenue, Stratford, CT
06497
CASERTA, Alexander, 22 Westhill Drive,
Cranston. Rl 02920
CASTELLUCCl. Thomas, 75 Empire Street,
Providence, RI 02903
CASTROVILLAR, Leslie, 43 Freedom Drive.
Cranston, RI 02910
CATANESE, Michael, 35 Upland Street, Pori
Chester, NY 10573
CA TE, Candace, 42 Blue Gentian Rd., Cranston,
RI 02920
CA WLEY, Catherine. 20 Broad Street, Ashaway,
Rl 02804
CERILLI. Frank, 325 Princess Ave, Cranston. Rl
02920
CHABOT. Paul, 71 TerremarDr, North
Kingstown, Rl 02852
CHABOT, Russell, 356 Pawtucket Ave.,
Pawlucket, Rl 02860
CHACE, Diane, 11 Massasoit Ave., Barrington, RI
02806
CHADSEY, Alan, 101 North Broadway. Rumford,
Rl 02916
CHA FFEE, Steven, 16 Mathewson Lane,
Barrington, Rl 02806
CHAMPLIN, Deborah, RR #3 Dunns Crs.,
Westerly, Rl 02891
CHAMPLIN, Patricia, Chase Hill Rd, Ashaway.
Rl 02804
CHANDLER. Dorothy, 1010 Ten Rod Road. N.
Kingstown, Rl 02852
CHANG, Amy, UAItinRoad, Kingston, Rl 02881
CHAPDELAINE, Joan, 23 Grover Street,
Centredale,Rl 02911
CHAPPELL, Gary, 12 HighlandAve., Wakefield
RI 02879
CHARLES, Joseph, 621 PutnamAve., Brooklyn,
NY 11221
CHARLWOOD, Robert, 135 Austin Rd., No.
Kingstown, Rl 02852
CHARNEY, Karen, 2000 Stratford Drive,
Westbury, NY 11590
CHASE, Donna, 75 Williston Way, Pawtucket, RI
02861
CHASE, Marilyn, 13-08 Tanis PL, Fairlawn, NJ
07410
CHASE, Thomas, 30 Elm Rock Rd., Bronxville,
NY 10708
CHA VES, Philip, 156 GrosvenorAve., Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
CHENEVERT, David. Nicholas Drive.
Cumberland, Rl 02864
CHENEY, Elizabeth. 861 Moonstone Beach Road,
Wakefield, Rl 02879
CHERNIACK, Sheryl, 47 SargeantAvenue,
Providence. Rl 02906
CHIA CU. Debra, 148 Meadow Road, Woonsocket,
Rl 02895
CHIARIELLO, Susan, 115 Beverly Rd, Riverside,
Rl 02915
CHIEFSKY. Susan, 100 WeberAvenue.
Bridgeport, CT06610
CHILD, Deborah, 23 Appian Way, Wesl
Barrington, RI 02890
CHIN, Lucy, 460 Friendship St., Providence, Rl
02907
CHIN, Nickie, Pole 53 Carpenter Road, Hope, RI
02831
CHIN, Pamela, 17 Massie Avenue, Providence, Rl
02905
CHIN, Shirley, 54 Toronto Ave., Providence, RI
02905
CHIODO, Ralph, 33Ayrault St., Providence, RI
02908
CHOVIT, Steven, lOlA Elm Drive, Wickford, Rl
02852
CHRISTENSEN, John, 272 King Street,
Raynham, MA 02767
CHRISTOPH, Kathleen, Wood Lane, Wakefield
Rl 02879
/CICCONE, Carol. 90Bailey Street, Cranston, Rl02920CICERCHIA, Ellen, 21 Riverside Dr., Barrington,Rl 02806
CIOE, Carol. 206 Gentian Ave., Providence. Rl
02908
CLARK. Roberi, 2799 Pawtucket Ave., East
Providence, Rl 02914
CLA RK. Ronald, Hidden Lake Rd, Higganum, CT
06441
CLARK. William, 84 Indian Rd.. Riverside. Rl
02915
CLARKE, Kathleen. 18 Cranston Ave, Newpori.
Rl 02840
CLARKE, Laura, 14 Ocean Ave, Jamestown. RI
02835
CLEARY. Gordon, 1 06 Louise Drive. Tiverton. Rl
02878
CLEMENTS, George. 6 LinwoodAve, North
Providence, Rl 0291 1
CLIDENCE. Gordon. Hog Island Bristol. Rl
02809
CLIFFORD, Patrick. 9 Lauderdale Blvd.,
Wanvick. Rl 02886
COBB. Jeffrey, 196 Riverside Dr, Tiverton, RI
02878
COBLE, Carolyn, West Ferry, Jamestown, Rl
02835
COCCI, Roberi, 77 Pwer Road, Pawtucket, Rl
02860
COHEN. Barry, 355 First A venue, Massapequa
Park. NY 11762
COHEN. Michael, 41 John St., East Providence,
Rl 02914
COHEN, Roberta, 5 Westbury Road Iselin. NJ
08830
COHEN. Steven, Box 136, Kingston. RI 02881
COHEN. Wendy. 25 Tome Street. Cranston. Rl
02920
COLAGIOVANNI. Vincent. 74 Farm, Providence,
RI 02908
COLB Y, Lorin. 623 East Dr.. Paramus. NJ 07652
COLEMAN. Timothy, 1909 Shellon Avenue,
Philadelphia. PA I9I38
COLGAN. Timothy. 24 Seneca Street, Warwick,
RI 02886
COMEN, Robert, 21 WhitehallRoad Rockville
Centre. NY 11570
CONDON, Patricia, 205 TerraceAve, Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
CONLEE, Kim. 31 Walnut Street, Lynnfield. MA
01940
CONLEY. Janice, 99 George Arden Ave, Warwick,
Rl 02886
CONLEY, Jay, 43 Cedar Street. Warwick. Rl
02818
CONNERY. Walter. 71 Wampanoag Circle. No.
Kingstown, RI 02852
CONNOLLY. Susan. 22 Rosewood Street.
Pawtucket. RI 02860
CONNOR. Deborah. 335 Garden City Dr..
Cranston, Rl 02920
CONOPASK, Peter, 272 OU Post Rd, Matunuck,
VRl
02879
CONTE. Carmen, 63 Commodore St., Providence.
RI 02904
CONTE. Gail, 95 Speck Avenue, Cranston. Rl
02910
COOK. Donna. RFD Burdickville. Bradford. RI
02808
COOK. Frank, 150AlberiAvenue, Cranston. Rl
02905
COOK, Robert, 2 Sylvan Drive, East Greenwich, Rl
02818
COOLEY. Vanessa, 217 ElmwoodAvenue.
Providence, RI 02907
COONEY, Nancy. 1 1 4 Balsam Street, Warwick,
Rl 02888
COOPER. Margaret, 257 Crest Road, Ridgewood
NJ 07450
CORKUM, Marlene, 21 Avalon Road, Stoneham,
MA 02180
CORREIA. David. 46 Waverly St., Providence. RI
02907
COSENTINO. Joseph, II Charles Street,
Westerly. Rl 02891
COSTANZO, Joseph. 103 Yorkshire Street.
Providence, Rl 02908
COSTELLO, Ann, 796 Seven Mile Road, Hope, Rl
02831
COSTELLO, Thomas. 3 Hawley St., Central Falls.
Rl 02863
COTE, Alan, 100 PerrinAve., Pawtucket, Rl 02861
COTE, Gerard, 16 Churubusco Drive, Warwick, RI
02889
COTE, Joseph, 14 Notre Dame St., Coventry. RI
02816
COTE. Roberi, 147 Pawtuxel Terrace, West
Wam-ick. RI 02893
COTE, Stephen, Woonsocket Hill Rd., Norih
Smithfield. Rl 02895
COTTER. James. 16 WestwoodAve., Cranston, Rl
02905
COUCH, Kathleen, 2483 W. Shore Rd, Warwick,
RI 02886
COURCELLE, David, 87 Pleasant Street,
Winchendon, MA 01475
COUTU, Denis, 244 Washington St., Cenlral Falls,
RI 02863
COUTU, Jacqueli. 66 Eari St.. Wesl Warwick, Rl
02893
COWENJR, Stuart. 140 Wellesley Ave. Wellesley
Hills. MA 02181
COX. Palricia, 24 Redwood Rd.. Tiverton, Rl
02878
CRANDALL Frank, Woodville Road RED. Hope
Valley. Rl 02832
CREAMER, Ronald. 882 Admiral Street,
Providence, Rl 02904
CREDIT, Debra, 14 Parkerville Road Southboro.
MA 01772
CREECAN, Theodore, 11 Frontier Rd, Warwick,
Rl 02889
CRESSER, Wayne, 2 BroadmoorRd, Wakefield,
Rl 02879
CRISSES, Jane, 18 Rockland Street, Narragansett,
Rl 02882
CROCKER, Linda, 517 ButtonwoodsAve,
Wanick, Rl 02886
CRONAN, Peter, 91 Greenwich Ave., East
Providence, Rl 02914
CRONA UER, Abbie, 34 Linwood Place,
Massapequa Park. NY 1 1762
CRONA UER. Roberta. 180 Crestview Drive,
Middletown, NJ 07748
CROTEA U. Richard. 59 Ferncrest Drive,
Pawtucket, Rl 02861
CROWLEY, John, 68 Fountain Avenue,
Portsmouth, Rl 02871
CRUDUP, Roberi. 76 Education Lane,
Portsmouth, RI 02871
CUDDY. Brian, 29 Fashion Drive, Warwick, Rl
02886
CUDWORTH, Charles, 225 Lowden Street.
Pawtucket. Rl 02860
CUMMINGS, Richard, 71 Crescent Beach Drive,
Burlington, VT 05401
CUMMINGS. Rosemary, 278 Pawtucket Ave..
Rumford RI 02916
CUNNINGHAM. David, 5 WedgewoodDr.. Norih
Smithfield, Rl 02895
CURCL Charles, 146 Randall Ave., Warwick. Rl
02889
CURNETT. Jeffrey. 181 ArnoldAvenue, Cranston,
Rl 02905
CURRAN. Mary, 12 Park Street, Lawrence, MA
01841
CURTIN. Brian, 22 BasswoodAve.. Providence, Rl
02908
CURTIS. Michael. 60Narragansett Avenue.
Narragansett, Rl 02882
CYRONAK, Matthew, 44 Madeline Dr.. East
Providence, Rl 02914
DAGOSTINO, James, 106 Hawkins Street.
Providence, Rl 02908
DAGOSTINO, Peter, Sanderson Rd Box 297
RFD #4, Esmond. Rl 02917
DACUANNO, Curt, 123 Stony Acre Dr., Cranston.
Rl 02920
DAILEY. Ann, 174 Mapleroot Park Route 3,
Coventry, RI 02816
DALESSIO, David, 1 18 Barney Street. East
Providence, RI 02916
DALFONSO, Victor 584 Sand}' Lane. Warwick,
Rl 02886
DAMON. John, 134 High St., Peacedale, Rl 02879
DARCY, Maryanne, 32 HillsideAvenue, Tiverton,
Rl 02878
DARLING, Charles. DiamondHill Rd,
Cumberland. Rl 02864
DA VID. Richard, 150 Early Street. Providence. Rl
02907
DA VIS, Donna. 38Arrowhead Lane. Portsmouth,
RI 02871
DA VIS. Susan, 17 WhitehallAve.. Edison. NJ
08817
DA WSON. James. 233 Byron Blvd., Warwick, Rl
02888
DA Y, Cvnthia, 4 Glenfield Rd.. Barrington. Rl
02806
DEACON. Timothy, 55 Beach View Terr.,
Middletown. RI 02840
DECOSTE, Joan, 44 Arnold St., Riverside, Rl
02915
DEFUSCO. Armando. 158 Alto Street, Cranston,
RI 02920
DELAIVE, Roberi. 7 EdendaleAve, Pawtucket,
RI 02861
DELANEY, Charles, 60 Franklin Street, Shelburne
Falls. MA 01370
DELANEY. Patrick. 284 Nichols Terr. Stratford,
CT 06497
DELPAPA. Stephen, 47 Cute Street, Pawtucket,
RI 02860
DELPRETE. Barbara, 1379 Hope Rd, Hope, Rl
02831
DELUCA, Joseph, 189 Carleton Street, Providence,
RI 02908
DELVECCHIO. Joan, 134 Central, Jolinston, RI
02919
DENBLEYKER, Garrett, Danielson Pike,
Scituate, Rl 02857
DENELLIO. Frank. 72 Netop Drive. Providence.
Rl 02907
DENNING. Jane, 140 Weeden Drive, Warwick. Rl
02818
DENSKY, Sharon, 285 Jefferies Place, No.
Plainfield, NJ 07060
DEOBALDIA, Jose, 4 Tafi Hall URI, Kingston,
Rl 02881
DEPASQUALE, Salvator, 10 Wood St., Bristol,
Rl 02809
DEPUE, Elizabeth, 14 NamquidDr. Middletown,
Rl 02840
DERESTIE, Steven, 44 Knotty Oak Road,
Coventry, Rl 02816
DERHAGOPIAN, Rosemary, 3 Red Gale Lane.
Holden, MA 01520
DESANTIS. Concelta, 13 Batterson Ave,
Westerly, Rl 02891
DESANTIS, John, 45 Drowne St.. Cranston, Rl
02905
DESILLIER Peter. Westerly Road, Watch Hill,
Rl 02891
DESIMONE. Sergio. 67 A Street, Cranston, RI
02920
DESOCIO, Michael, 17 Plymouth Street,
Cranston, Rl 02920
DEXTER, Cheryl, Chopmist Hill Rd., Norih
Scituate, Rl 02857
DIAS, Walter. 22 Meadow Lane, Bristol, Rl 02809
DIBIASIO, Michael, 6 Commodore Ave.,
Smithfield, RI 02917
DICENZO, Karin, 25 Weslbrook Rd., Cranston,
Rl 02910
DICKENS, Harold, 235 Lansdowne Rd, Warwick,
RI 02888
DIDONATO. Linda. 100 Hillside Drive, North
Providence, Rl 02911
DIGIOIA. Anthony, 56 Upland Way, Barrington.
Rl 02806
DIGIUSEPPE, Richard, 32 ColeAvenue,
Wanvick. Rl 02886
DllORlO, Jack, 50 Tacoma Street. Cranston, Rl
02920
DILLON, Frances, 690 Academy Ave., Providence,
Rl 02909
DIMARTINO, Debra, 511 Lincoln Street,
Franklin, MA 02038
DIMA SI, T. David, 88 Hawthorne Ave., Cranston,
Rl 02910
DINNEENJR., Henry, Box 183-Z RR 7-A.
Narragansett, Rl 02882
DION. Peter, 23 Cromwell Place. Old Saybrook,
CT 06475
DIONNE, Christin, 347 Fair St., Wanvick, Rl
02888
DIONNE, Nina, 28Arlington St., Westerly, Rl
02891
DIPACE, Carol, 12 Cheryl Drive, West Long
Branch, NJ 07764
DlPANNl. Ronald, 136 Western Promenade,
Cranston, Rl 02905
DIPETRILLO, Michele, 686 LincolnAve,
Pompton Lakes. NJ 07442
DlPlt TRO, Franeine, 8 Overlook Rd. Barrington,
Rl 02806
DIPIETRO, Thomas, 8 Overlook Road,
Barrington, Rl 02806
DIPRETE, Susan, 151 Woodstock Lane, Cranston,
RI 02920
DIRLAM. Daphne. 130 Biscuit Cily Rd, Kingston,
Rl 02881
DISALVO, Janice, 106 East View Avenue,
Cranston, Rl 02920
DISBROW, Martha, 224 Utile Neck Road,
Centerport, NY 11721
DISPIGNO. Peter 11 King Phillip Street.
Providence, Rl 02909
DITRI, Anthony, 76 ClevelandAvenue, Cranston,
Rl 02920
DIX, Georgian, 510 Gainesboro Rd., Drexel Hill,
PA 19026
DOBROWOLSKl, Gailann, 119 Main Street,
Slatersville, Rl 02876
DODSON, John, 5 Lucille Dr, Greenville, Rl
02911
DOHERTY, Catherine, 42 Cavalry Hill Rd.,
Wilton, CT 06897
DOLECKI. Stephen, 714 Greeley Ave., Fairview,
NJ 07022
DONALDSON, John, 153 VillaAve, Warwick, Rl
02886
DONNELLY, Paul, 1025 ChalkstoneAve.,
Providence. Rl 02908
DONOVAN, Jerome, 66 CliffDrive. Bristol, Rl
02809
DONOVAN. Robin, 66 CliffDrive, Bristol. Rl
02809
DONOVAN, Thomas, 131 Pleasant Street,
Warwick, Rl 02886
DORAN. Bernadet. 10 Wildwood Gardens. Pori
Washington, NY 11050
DOS REMEDIOS, Avito, 4 Taft Hall URl,
Kingston, Rl 02881
DOUGLAS, Virginia, 940 HighlandAvenue,
Pelham, NY 10803
DOUMATO, Ephraim, 73 Henry Street, Central
Falls. RI 02863
DOWDING, Nancy, Providence Pike, Norih
Smithfield RI 02895
DOWNIE. Reid. 134 Ayrault Road. East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
DOWNS, Richard, 74 Lamberi St., Cranston, Rl
02910
DOYLE, Ann, 33 Henry St., Cranston. Rl 02905
DREWES, Julia, 12 Heritage Ct., Tarrylown, NY
10591
DRUMM, Elizabeth, 34 Transit St., Warwick, Rl
02889
DRUR Y, Thomas, 22 Park Road, Norih Haven,
CT 06473
DUBIN, Harold, 12 Warren Ave, Chelsea, MA
02150
DUBOIS, Paulette, 6 CampbellAve., North
Providence, Rl 02904
DUBUQUE, George, 44 Roanoke Street,
Providence, Rl 02908
DUDAK, Peter, Route 2, Box 382, Arden, NC
28704
DUFF, David, Stonehenge Drive 337 East,
Greenville, Rl 02828
DUFFY. Michael. 82 Ration Road. Woonsocket,
Rl 02895
DUGGAN, Joseph, 102 Union Ave., Warwick, RI
02886
DUHAIME, Denis, Rocky Hill Road, No. Scituate,
Rl 02857
DUHAIME, John, 55 Roslyn Ave., Cranston, Rl
02910
DUNBAR, Nancy, 180 Gunpowder Lane,
Tarrylown, NY 10591
DUNN III, Edward, 188 Indian Trail,
Saunderstown, Rl 02874
DUNNIGAN, Maureen, 45 WoodruffAve,
Wakefield, RI 02879
DUPUIS, Gary, 1075 Hopmeadow St., Simsbury,
CT 06070
DURAND, Douglas, 503 West Avenue, Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
DWORETZ, Gary, 823 Birchwood Drive,
Westbury, NY 11590
DYER, Patricia, 40Acacia Rd, Bristol, Rl 02809
DYER, Susan, Yawgoo PondRd, W. Kingston, Rl
02892
DYJAK, Roberi, 474 Union Avenue, Providence, RI
02909
DZIEDZIC, Stephen, 99AbboU Crossing Rd.,
Coventry, Rl 02816
EASLEY, Beth, 58 ShetlandDr., Pittsfield, MA
01201
EBBITT, Deborah, Manning Terrace, Newport, Rl
02840
ECKEL, Jonathan, 41 GroveAvenue, Westerly, Rl
02891
EGGLESTON, Judith, 88 Brunswick Drive.
Warwick, Rl 02886
EHRENS, Susan, 71 Greylock Avenue, Cranston,
Rl 02910
EIDLER, Richard, 1436 California St., Rockville
Centre, NY 11570
ElGER, Michael, 11 Frankie Lane, Old Bethpage,
NY 11804
EINBINDER, Judy, 830 Regent Drive. Westbury,
NY 11590
EKLUND, John, Peters Road, Stamford, NY
12167
EL-A YOUBl, Awni, 707 Fairwinds, Narragansett,
Rl 02882
ELDER, Barbara, 88 MountainAve., Warren, NJ
07060
ELDRIDGE, James, PO Box 406, Kingston, Rl
ELLINWOOD, Edwin, 20 Covet Circle, Warwick,
Rl 02888
ELLIOTT, Roberi. 33 Meadowcrest Dr, East
Providence, Rl 02915
ELMER. Andrea, 34 Whippoorwill Rd.. Warwick,
Rl 02888
ENGEL. Ann, 12 Main St., Carolina, Rl 02812
ENGEL, George, 33 South Weeden Rd., Wakefield
Rl 02879
ERICKSON. Philip. 15 Wilson Ave, Rumford RI
02916
ERIKSON. John. 24 Preston Drive. Norih
Kingstown. Rl 02852
ESTRA. Jeri, 1572 Boulevard. New Haven, CT
06511
EVANS, Barbara, 22 Morgan Street, Providence,
Rl 02905
EWEN. Barbara, 530 Mendon Rd., No. Smithfield
Rl 02895
FACENTE, Alice. 98 High St., Westerly, Rl 02891
FAGAN. Deborah. 34 Lake Street. Wakefield. Rl
02879
FAGAN. Michael. 34 Lake Street, Wakefield. Rl
02879
FAGAN. Sean. 34 Lake Street, Wakefield. Rl
02879
FAIRMAN. Bruce. 3 Fifth Avenue. Narragansett,
Rl 02882
FALLON. Gail, 59ArnoldAve., Cranston, RI
02905
FALLON, Kathleen, Main Street, Ashaway, RI
02804
FALLON, Virginia, 1288 Oaklawn Ave., Cranston,
Rl 02920
FALLOT, Susan, RR 4 Box 703, Narragansett, Rl
02882
FANNON, Stephen, 54 Tanglewylde Ave.,
Bronxville, NY 10708
FANTEL, Kenneth. 26 South Church St.. Bedford
Hilts. NY 10507
FARIA. Elizabeth, 16 GeraldAve., Coventry, Rl
02816
FARINA, Joseph, 43 JuneAve., Cranston, Rl
02920
FA VOR. Florence, 1246 ElmwoodAvenue,
Providence, Rl 02907
FEELEY, Carol. 47 Walnut Road West
Barrington, Rl 02890
FEELEY, Martin, 38 Club House Lane, Wayland,
MA 01778
FEENEY, Robert. 21 Madison Circle, Greenfield
MA 01301
FEINER, Lynn, 82 Cenlral Street, Narragansett,
Rl 02882
FELIZBERTO, Palricia, 1798 Crandall Rd,
Tiverion, Rl 02878
FERGUSON, Cynthia, 5 Blackberry Lane,
Amherst, MA 01002
FERLAND, Eugene, 136 Hyde Ave.. Pawtucket.
RI 02861
FERNANDES. Frank, 27 Garden Street,
Warwick, Rl 02888
FERREIRA, Alfred 1541 East Main Rd,
Portsmouth, RI 02871
FERRETTl, Marybeth, 8 South Drive,
Middletown, RI 02840
FIELD. Cynthia, BorderAvenue, Wakefield. Rl
02879
FIELDS. Constance, 92 Perry St., Central Falls,
Rl 02863
FIGUEIREDO, Suzanne, 123 Rosemere Rd.
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
FINE. Stuart, 241 Killside Ave., Pawtucket, RI
02860
FINKENSTADT. Eric. Box 279 RD #1,
Alleniown, PA 18104
FIORENZANO, Arthur, 59 WestfieldDr.,
Cranston. Rl 02920
FISCHER. Julie, 44 Old Country Road New
Rochelle. NY 10804
FISETTE. Marguerite, 63 Waldron Avenue,
Cranston. RI 02910
FISH. Stephen. 215 Spooner Avenue. Warwick. Rl
02886
FISHEL, Gregory. 21 Tanglewood Court Apt. 7,
West Warwick, Rl 02893
FITZPA TRICK, John. 6 Desano Drive,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
FITZPATRICK. Michael, 58 Memorial Rd,
Providence, Rl 02906
FLAHERTY, Theodore. 480 East Main Road.
Middletown, Rl 02840
FLEIG. Cynthia, RD 1 Box 665. Altoona. PA
16601
FLEMING. Terence. Oshea 142B Rio Vista Platte.
Narragansett. RI 02882
FLOCK. Randall. 445 Country View Drive,
Wanvick, Rl 02886
FLYNN, Mary, 43 Kossuth St.. Pawtucket. Rl
02860
FLYNN. Nancy. 55 Winding Lane. Norwalk. CT
06851
FOLEY. Mary, 39 Ansonia Road, Warwick. Rl
02888
FOOTE. Janis. 4 Park Avenue, Westerly, RI 02891
FORD, Lois, Box 554. Ridgefield CT 06877
FORD, Steven, 33 Fusion Avenue, Cranston. Rl
02910
FORTE, Michael. 116 Chestnut Ave, Cranston. Rl
02910
FORTIN. Diane, 1 10 Alex McGregor Rd.
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
FORTIN. Francis. 82 Rawlinson Dr. Coventry. RI
02816
FOSTER. Amos. Cherry Lane, Hope Valley. Rl
02832
FOSTER. Jack, 51 Valley Rd, Middletown. Rl
02840
FOSTER. Lawrence. 309 West Main Street.
Dalton. PA 18414
FOURNIER. Glenwyn, 30 Wayne Street,
Warwick, RI 02889
FOURNIER. Jean, 179 Rice St., Pawtucket, RI
02861
FOWLER, Niles, 30 DaleAve., Cranston, Rl
02910
FRA LEY, David 46 Spindrift Drive, North
Kingstown, Rl 02852
FRECH, William, 36 High Si., Camden, ME
04843
FRECHETTE, Norman. 51 Clayton Rd, Warwick,
Rl 02886
FREDA, Denise, 86 Fainiiew Road Clark. NJ
07066
FREDERICK, Gayle. 36 ColonialRoad Bristol,
RI 02809
FREEDMAN. Jon. 45 Marshal Street. Brookline.
MA 02146
FREEDMAN, Michael, 70 Tome Street, Cranston,
RI 02920
FREUNDEL Sandra, II East Beach Road.
Bradford RI 02808
FRICANO. Raymond. 15 Sagamore Street.
Warwick. RI 02886
FRIEND, Robert, 8 Westwood Drive, Portsmouth,
Rl 02871
FRITSCHE, Roberi, 23 Clifford St.. Rumford, Rl
02916
FROST, Michael, 19 Mechanic St.. Wakefield. RI
02879
FUQUEA. Roberi, 7 Union St.. Jamestown. Rl
02835
FURLONG, David 56 BluffAve.. Cranston, Rl
02905
FURZE. Brian, 79 18th Street, Fall River, MA
02723
GADD, Belly, 841 Sawmill Rd, W. Haven, CT
06516
GAGNE, Dennis, 61 Belleview Ave, Tiverton, RI
02878
GAGNE. Gail, 309 Roberi Gray Ave., Tiverion, RI
02878
GAGNON, Cynthia, 86 Rogers Ave., W.
Barrington, Rl 02890
GALEOTA, Chris. 1 1 6 ProspectAve Lot #17,
Middleton. Rl 02840
CALGOCZ Y. Julius, 48 Lindley A venue. Norih
Kingstown. RI 02852
GALIPEA U. Patricia. RFD Usquepaugh Rd, Wesl
Kingston. Rl 02892
GALLAGHER. Joseph. Box 915 RR 4,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
GALUSKA. Kathryn, 79 Fortin Avenue, Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
GAMACHE. Barry, Green Kenyon Dr..
Narragansett, Rl 02882
GAMBLE. Eva, 160 Bridgham St., Providence, Rl
02909
GAMMINO. Donald. 34 Stonelaw Avenue,
Providence, RI 02908
CAMMING. Susan. 14 Westfield Road, Warwick,
Rl 02888
GAMON, Gregory. II Dresser St.. Newpori. Rl
02840
GANCZ. Nancy, 35 Burton Street, Bristol, RI
02809
GANNON. Raymond. 133 Chaplin Street.
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
GARAFANO. Gary, 60 Urbana St., Cranston, Rl
02920
GARBER, Ralph, 57 Holmes Rd, Dedham, MA
02026
GARDINER, Jeffrey. 280 Phillips St., North
Kingstown, Rl 02852
GARDINER, William. 292 Sargent Street.
Wanvick. RI 02888
GARDNER.Jeffrey. 380Mountain Rd, Union
City, NJ 07087
GARDNER. Peter, Box 434 Bonnet Shores Rd,
Narragansett, Rl 02818
GARDNER, Thomas, 156 Pilgrim Drive, Warwick,
Rl 02888
GARLICK, Roberi, 428 Pawtucket Ave,
Pawtucket, Rl 02860
GAROFALO, Steven, 85 Asylum Rd, Warwick, Rl
02886
GA RRA TY, Jeanne, Moore Road, Westerly, Rl
02891
GARZILLI, Virginia, 134 KnollwoodAve,
Cranston, Rl 02910
GA UDET, Raymond, 622 Walnut Hill Rd.,
Woonsocket, Rl 02895
GA ULIN. Stephen, 65 HowlandRoad, Cranston,
Rl 02910
GA UNT, Robin, 1315 New London Ave.. Cranston,
RI 02920
GA UTHIER, Henry, 20 ChanningAve., Riverside,
Rl 02915
GEARHART. Denise, R D 2 Box63, Stroudsburg,
PA 18360
GEBHART, Therese, 97 Canton Street, Providence,
Rl 02908
GEBHART, Vincent, 2 Juniper Lane, Greenville,
Rl 02828
GEDDES. John. 42 ElmcrestAve., Providence, Rl
02908
GEFRICH, George, 18 Cedar Circle, Kingston, Rl
02881
CElBERT, Edward, 18 HighwoodDrive, Dumont
Drive, NJ 07628
GEISSER. Carol, 45 Brookfield Rd.. Riverside. RI
02915
GELLER, Steven, 99 Potomac Road, Warwick, Rl
02888
GEREMIA, James, 33 Moorefield St., Providence,
RI 02909
GERMANI. Mark, 120 BurgessAve., Pawtucket,
RI 02861
GERSHKOFF. Anne, 85 FerncrestAve., Cranston,
Rl 02905
GERVASINI. Anne, 5 Shirley Drive, Misquamicut,
Rl 02891
GIARDINA, Nancy, 5 Wenzel Lane, Stonypoint,
NY 10980
GIARRUSSO, Anthony, 75 Tomahawk Trail,
Cranston, Rl 02920
GIBBS, Jane, 97 Orchard St., Cranston, Rl 02910
GIBSON, John, Waterville Hill, Norridgewock,
ME 04957
GIBSON, Kathleen. 18 Cottage Street, Lincoln, Rl
02865
GIDLEY JR., Philip, 96 Raymond Street,
Fairhaven, MA 02719
GIEBLER, Martin, 545 Kingstowne Rd, Peace
Dale, Rl 02883
GlELISSE, A nne, 110 CottrellRoad Rl 1,
Saunderstown, RI 02874
GILBERT, Charles, 1 44 Benbridge Ave., Warwick,
Rl 02888
GILBERT, Edmond, 360 LocustAve., Oakdale,
NY 11769
GILES, David, Box 222, Millsboro, PA 15348
GILMER. Margaret, Box 192A RR 7A,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
GILROY, Anne, 287 WarwickAvenue, Teaneck,
NJ 07666
GINGRAS, Robert, 47 N. Sharon St., East
Providence, Rl 02914
GINGROW, Paula, 53 Bellevue Road East
Braintree, MA 02184
GINSBURG, Eric, 1575 CenterAvenue, Ft. Lee,
NJ 07024
GIRARD, David, 18 Jasper St.. Providence, Rl
02904
GIROUARD, Judith, 137 SweetAve., Pawtucket,
Rl 02861
GIROUARD, Maxime, 137 Sweet Ave., Pawtucket.
Rl 02861
GIROUX, Patrice, 1 Herberi Street, Greenville, Rl
02828
GLASER, Gail, 17318 Campillo Drive, San Diego,
CA 92128
GLOVER, Janis, 33 Spring Street, Dover-Foxcroft,
ME 04426
GLUTTING, John, 102 Evergreen Road, North
Kingstown. Rl 02852
GLYNN, William, 35 N. Rose St., East Providence,
Rl 02914
GODFREY, Elaine, 42 Fortin Rd., Kingston, RI
02881
GOFF, Marylyn, 120 Valley Street, Central Falls.
Rl 02863
GOLD, David, 1043 Broad St., Providence, RI
02905
GOLD, Marianne, 59 Barry Rd., Manchester, CT
06040
GOLDBERG, Michael, 555 Franklin, Blvd., Long
Beach, NY 11561
GOLLIS, Martin, 20Xavier Terr., Newport, Rl
02840
GOMES, Celia, RR 3 Ashaway Road, Westerly, Rl
02891
GOMEZ, Marie, P O Box 2705, Providence, Rl
02907
GONZALEZ, Alvaro, 4 Taft Hall URl, Kingston,
Rl 02881
GOODREA U, Louis, 2 Ryan Avenue, Cumberland.
Rl 02864
GORMAN, Janice, 104 Angell Ave., North
Providence, Rl 02911
GORMAN, Sally, 35 Bishop Avenue, Rumford, Rl
02916
GORMAN, Stephen, 68 Blue HillDrive, Warwick,
Rl 02886
GOTTLIEB, Jay, Route 82, Slandfordville, NY
12581
GOTTLIEB, Scott, 1797 Cynthia Lane, Merrick
NY11566
GOUIN, Bruce, 1247 OldRiver Rd., Manville, Rl
02838
GOULART, Ann, Sakonnet Point, Little Compton,
Rl 02837
GOULD, Jain, OldRiver Rd. RDV 4, Lincoln, Rl
02865
GOULET, Dennis, 4 Wood Haven Dr.,
Cumberland RI 02864
GOWEN, Deborah, 196 BellevueAve, Providence,
RI 02907
GOZDOWSKI, Kenneth, 9Hunting Lane,
Wilbraham, MA 01095
GRADY, John, 38 Royal Crest Dr Apt. 10, Norih
Andover, MA 01845
GRADY, Vincent, 1122 Korfitsen Road, New
Milford NJ 07646
GRANT, Alexa, 80Appian Way, East Providence,
RI 02914
GRA Y, Catherine, 84 ElmwoodAvenue, Rye, NY
10580
GREEN, Alan, 7 Highland Place, Yonkers, NY
10705
GREENE, Thomas, 1 0 Evergreen Avenue, Sea Girt,
NJ 08750
GREENFELD, Norman, 63 Nakomis Drive,
Wanvick, Rl 02888
GREGORY, Frank, 33 Ash Avenue, Tiverton, Rl
02878
GRIBBIN, Rory, 532 Pellis Road, Greensburg, PA
15601
CRICELEVICH, Roberi, PoundRoad,
Cumberland, Rl 02864
GRIMALDI, Maryann, 34 Pengrove Street,
Cranston, RI 02920
CRIMES, Laura, 57 Kay St., Newport, Rl 02840
GRIMLEY, Robert, 87 Fuller Avenue, Central
Falls, Rl 02863
GRISWOLD, Peter, 800 Boston Neck Rd Apt. #
2, Wickford. Rl 02852
GRISWOLD, Stephen, 40 Lotus St., West
Springfield MA 01089
GROEZINGER, Wendy, 22 Timberline Rd,
Huntington, NY 11743
GRUEB, James. 14 Doyle Drive, Norlh Providence,
Rl 02911
GRUND, Gregory, 88 Morningside Drive, Elmira,
NY 14905
GUERNON, Maurice, 1100 Park Avenue,
Woonsocket, RI 02895
GUIDRY JR., Burness, 289 Oxford Street,
Providence, Rl 02905
GUNNING. Elizabeth. 1446 Kingstown Road,
Kingston, Rl 02881
HAAS. Arthur, 1802 Echo Place, Merrick, NY
11566
HABER, Susan, 35 Kings Point Road, Great Neck,
NY 11024
HACKETT, Barbara, 18 Fairfield Road, Cranston,
Rl 02910
HACKETT, Nancy, 127 Ocean RoadApt. #2,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
HADFIELD, Joanne, 15 Parker Drive, Pawtucket,
Rl 02861
HADUCH, Richard, 1 Jones Street, Lincoln, Rl
02865
HALA VIK, Thomas, 45 Updike Street Apt. 2S,
North Kingstown, RI 02852
HALBEN, Stephen, 13 PenbrynAve., Esmond, RI
02917
HALL Allan, Plainfield Pike, Greene, RI 02827
HALL, Hilary, 39 South Pier Rd, Narragansett,
RI 02882
HALL Kenneth, 102 Viking Drive, Portsmouth, RI
02871
HALL William, 28 Birch Glen Ave., Wanvick, RI
02886
HAELMAN, Nancy, 130 Turner Street, Warwick,
Rl 02886
HALPERN, Karen, 205 Belvedere Drive, Cranston,
Rl 02920
HAMER. Nancy. 28 Hilltop Drive. Cranston. Rl
02920
HAMLETT. Frederick. Ill Woonsocket Hill
Road Norih Smithfield, Rl 02895
HAMMERSLEY. Ronald East Shore Road,
Jamestown. Rl 02835
HAMMOND, Kenneth, Hartford Pike, North
Scituate, Rl 02857
HANDLE Y, Frank, Box 36, Kenyon, Rl 02836
HANKE, Virginia, 30 Waite Couri, North
Kingstown. Rl 02852
HANLEY, Gail, 24 Ferris Street, Pawtucket, Rl
02860
HANSON, Allan, 1 17 GreenwoodAve., Wanvick.
Rl 02886
HANSON. Arthur. 794 Kingstown Rd, Peace Dale,
RI 02883
HANSON. David 123 Westfield Drive, Cranston,
RI 02920
HANSON, Lester 432 Washington Street Apt. #3,
Covetury, Rl 02816
HARDIMAN, John, 51 Washington Rd,
Barrington, Rl 02890
HARRINGTON, John, 69Arnold Street,
Providence, Rl 02906
HARRIS. William, PineHill Road, Scituate. Rl
02857
HARRISON. Harold. 28 Barstow Road Warwick,
Rl 02888
HARRISON. Laureen. 56 Marbury Avenue,
Pawlucket. Rl 02860
HARROLD. Deborah, 12 SheffieldAvenue,
Pawtucket, RI 02860
HARTMAN, Robert, 43 SheffieldAve., Wesl
Warwick. RI 02893
HARVEY. Elizabeth. 99 Pond St.. Wakefield RI
02879
HASSID. Lily. 75 Dedham Rd.. Warwick. Rl
02888
HA THA WA y. Corally. Sarasota Ave,
Narragansett. Rl 02882
HA WKER. Linda. West Shore Road Exeter. Rl
02822
HA WKINS. Earl, Box 104B RFD, Greene, RI
02827
HA WKINS, Richard 126 Oak Hill Rd, No.
Kingstown, Rl 02852
HA WKINSON, Donald. 635 Division St.. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
HA WLEY, Marianne, II Bayberry Lane. Danbury.
CT068I0
HA YES. Michael. 341 Shawomet Avenue.
Wanvick, Rl 02889
HA YES. Peter, Deer Path, Kennell Square. PA
19348
HAYNES, Pamela, 749NarraganseU Pkw.,
Warwick. Rl 02888
HEALEY. Jonathan. 43 Fairview Ave., West
Warwick. RI 02893
HEALEY. Joseph, 136 Fairweather Ave, Cranston,
Rl 02910
HEALY, Francis, 2 Sprague Street. Greenville, Rl
02828
HEGNER, Roberi. 611 Ramapo Avenue, Pompton
Lakes. NJ 07442
HELLEWELL, Todd. Cedar Road, Wakefield. Rl
02880
HELWIG. Greichen, 92 Glendale Drive. Wesl
Warwick. Rl 02893
HEMPE. Ruth. 17 Mason St.. Cranston, Rl 02910
HENNESSEY, Catherine. 31 MysticAvenue.
Lynn. MA 01904
HENRY. Robert, 4490 Post Road, East Greenwich,
Rl 02818
HERCHEN, Virginia. 150 Bath Street, Providence,
Rl 02908
HERLIHY. Gerard 1627 Herberi Rd, Oak Glenn,
Toms River, NJ 08753
HERMAN, Lewis. 20 Dodd Terrace, Verona, NJ
07044
HERTZ, Michael, 59 Daniel Rd, No. Massapequa.
NY II758
HERZOG. Peter, 166 Ruggler Avenue. Newpori, Rl
02840
HEWITT. Ralph. 25 Harrington Rd.. North
Kingstown, Rl 02852
HICKS. Phyllis, 31 Roger Williams Green,
Providence. Rl 02904
HICGINS. Laurie. 69 Hillside Avenue, Newport.
Rl 02840
HILL. Henry, 353 Lincoln Street, Steelton. PA
17113
HILL Susan, 604 Dunkirk Road. Baltimore. MD
21212
HILL W. Gregory. 102 Crestridge Dr. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
HIRST, Margaret, 14 Madison Street, Pawtucket,
Rl 02861
HOBSON. Maureen. 437 Broad Street,
Cumberland, Rl 02864
HODNE. Glenn, 93 GrandBoulevard, Emerson. NJ
07630
HOFFMAN, Joan, 30 Clarke St., Jamestown. Rl
02835
HOFFMAN. Kalhryne. 68-25 Manse St., Forest
Hills, NY 11375
HOGAN. John, Carr Lane, Jamestown, Rl 02835
HOLLAND, John, 319 Lansdowne Rd, Warwick,
Rl 02888
HOLM, Eric, 364 SouthMain Street, Mansfield,
MA 02048
HOLM, Larry, 25 Island Street, North Kingstown,
Rl 02852
HOLMES, Victoria. 15 Anchorage Way,
Barrington, Rl 02806
HOLMES. Walter. 61 Hobbs Rd., Wanvick. Rl
02889
HOLTKAMP. John. #382 Knowlsway,
Narragansett, RI 02881
HONEST, Risa, 445 West 240 Street, Bronx, NY
10463
HOOD, Keith, 51 Pine St., New City, NY 10956
HOOCASIAN, Cheryl. 505 Fountain St..
Pawlucket, Rl 02860
HOOK. Nancy. 125 Gushing Hgwy.. Scituate. MA
02040
HOOKS. Roberi, 240 HowlandAve,
NJ 07661
HOUSTON. Margaret. 326 Thames Ave,
Wanvick, Rl 02886
HOVAN. Roberi. 70 Melrose Street. Cranston. Rl
02910
HOWARD. Stephen, 221 LondonAve. Pawtucket.
Rl 02861
HO YLE. Nancy, 22 Cedar Street, Narragansett, Rl
02882
HULINC. Janet, 39 Luflcin Court, Wanvick. Rl
02888
HUNT, Barbara, Prospect St. Touisset Hghlds..
Warren. Rl 02885
HUNTINGTON. Janet. 206 Doyle Ave..
Providence. Rl 02906
HUPP. Kimberle. 14 Barney Street, Rumford, Rl
02916
HURDIS, John, 10 Chestnut Street, Johnston. Rl
02919
HUTCHINS. Francis. Old Succotash Rd.
Wakefield RI 02879
lACIOFANO. Rosemary, 79 Legion Way.
Cranston. Rl 02910
lANNARELLl. Judith. 60 Pinehursi Ave..
Providence, Rl 02908
lANNAZZl. Anthony. 1456 Douglas Avenue. North
Providence. Rl 02904
INGLESI. Noreen. 35 Longo St.. Providence, RI
02909
JACKSON. Joyce. 70 Sunset Dr.. Seekonk. MA
02771
JA COBS. Danette. 26 Smilh Avenue, Newpori, RI
02840
JACOBSON, Michael 14 Partridge Drive, Roslyn,
NY 11576
JAGGARD. Valerie. CyrusAve-OaklandAve..
Pitman NJ 08071
JAMES, Andrea. 20Harley Street. West Warwick,
RI 02893
JAMIESON, Ellen. 284 Maplewood Dr..
Huntington Station. NY 11746
JANUSZEWSKI Francis, 67 Orchard View Road,
Portsmouth, Rl 02871
JA WORSKI John, 13 Naushon Ct.. Pawtucket, RI
02861
JENKINS. Nathaniel. 24 Newport Ave., Newport,
Rl 02840
JETTY, Elizabelh. 45 Philmont Avenue, Cranston,
Rl 02910
JEZIERNY, Steven. 7 GertnideAve., Rumford. Rl
02916
JIOMACAS. Constant. 4 Taft Hall URI Kingslon.
Rl 02881
JOHNSON. Dana. 43 Bow Run. Saunderstown. Rl
02874
JOHNSON, Jeffrey, 54 MacArlhur Blvd,
Wakefield. Rl 02879
JOHNSON, Joel, 164 Gough Avenue, Coventry. Rl
02816
JOHNSON, Linda, 4 Roberta Drive, Barrington,
Rl 02890
JOHNSON, Robert, 353 EastAve, Bay Head, NJ
08742
JOHNSON, Scott. Champlin Road. Saunderstown.
Rl 02874
JOHNSON, Sean, 325 Ocean Road, Narragansett,
Rl 02882
/JOHNSON, Stephen. 27 Shamrock Dr., Warwick,RI 02886JONES, Glenn, Scon Rd, Cumberland, RI 02864
JONES, Joseph. Halliwell Drive, Slatersville, Rl
02876
JONES, Samuel. 3 Dartmouth Ave., Warwick, RI
02888
JONES, William, 60 Boulevard Terr., Middletown,
Rl 02840
JONES III. Dave, Cross St. Ext., Westerly, RI
02891
I JO Y. Eugene, Box 212, West Kingston, Rl 02892
I KACHANIS. John, 335 Orms Street. Providence,
I RI 02908
I KAERCHER. Bnice. 10 Sycamore Drive. East
Greenwich, RI 02818
KALENKIEWICZ, William, 79 Hadwin St..
Central Falls, Rl 02863
KAMPH, Kurt, 71 Kane Ave., Middletown, Rl
02840
KANARlAN, Stephen, Carolann Ave., Esmond, Rl
02917
KANE, Annemarie, 309 Sharon St., Providence, RI
02908
KANE. Kathleen, 7 Dania Dr. Briggs Earms,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
KANE. Michael. 95 BluffSt.. East Providence. Rl
02915
KANES, Karen, Quarters G Nas.. Brunswick, ME
04011
KANOPKIN, Philip, 475 Pleasant St., Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
KAPLAN, Sheila, 3595 Post RoadApl. 28-303.
Warwick, Rl 02887
KARACAS, Athena, 73 Carolina Ave., Providence,
Rl 02905
KARMEL, George, 2 Connecticut Park,
Jamestown, Rl 02835
KARVONEN, Uo, Hopkins Hollow Rd, Greene,
Rl 02827
KA YE, Aimee, 102 Westwood Circle, Roslyn
Heights. NY 11577
KEANE. Gerald, PO Box 200, Kingston, Rl 02881
KEANEY, Barbara. 25 Gould Street. Wakefield,
Rl 02879
KEEGAN, Kevin, 22 Tennessee Ave, Warwick, Rl
02888
KELLY, Christine, 12 West St., Lincoln, Rl 02865
KELLY, Kristina, South County Trail, West
Kingston, Rl 02892
KENENSKI, John. 4 Round Top Rd, Harrisville,
Rl 02830
KENNED Y, Charles, 22 Upper College Rd.
Kingslon, Rl 02881
KENNEDY, Clare, DiamondHill Rd.,
Cumberland. Rl 02864
KENNED Y, Mary. DiamondHill Rd RD 3,
Cumberland, Rl 02864
KENNEY. Suzanne. 7 Tyler Street. Newport, Rl
02840
KENNY, Michael, 60 Williston Way, Pawlucket,
RI 02861
\KEN
YON, Patricia, 1 7 Roosevelt, West Wanvick.
Rl 02893
KERRIGAN. Ann. 14 Colonial Road, Providence,
Rl 02906
KESNER, Becky, 34 RussellAve, East Providence,
RI 02914
KIEKE. Frances, 100 Cranston Circle, Norih
Kingstown, Rl 02852
KILMARTIN, David 22 Hari St.. Providence. Rl
02906
KILPATRICK, Thomas, 188 Wilson Ave.,
Rumford Rl 02916
KIMBALL Eange, 25 Island View Dr., Tiverton,
Rl 02878
KING, Holly, 32 Greenwood Street, Woonsocket.
RI 02895
KING, Kenneth, 8 Walnut Park Rd., Natick, MA
01760
KING, Stephen, 41 Hope Street, Pawtucket, RI
02860
KING JR., Robert, 9 GovernorAve, Weekapaugh,
RI 02891
KINGMAN, Peter, IOONatick Ave., Warwick, Rl
02886
KINGSLEY, Douglas, 40 OaklandAvenue, North
Kingstown. RI 02852
KIRKMAN, Kristine, 104 Puritan Dr., Warwick,
Rl 02888
KIRSHENBA UM, Jason, 15 Hamlin Road,
Cranston, RI 02910
KIZIRIAN. Thomas, 1 34 Chad Brown Street,
Providence, RI 02908
KLA R. Michael, 38 TanglewoodDrive, East
Providence, Rl 02915
KLUNGSUPA VIP, Penrut, 4 Taft Halt URL
Kingston. RI 02881
KLYMENKO, Victor, Watch HillRd., Westerly,
RI 02891
KNIBBS, Beverly, West District Rd., Unionville,
CT 06085
KNIGHT, Bruce. Oak HillRd., Narragansett, Rl
02882
KNOWETON, George. 209 Sackett Street.
Providence, Rl 02907
KNOX. Maureen, 23 Bacheller, Newpori, Rl 02840
KOCH, Erika, 88 Old Spring Road, Cranston, Rl
02920
KOLMAN, Nancy, Ledge Rd., Jamestown, Rl
02835
KON. Richard, FalstaffDrive, Cumberland, Rl
02864
KORTICK, Deborah, 34 Home Street, W.
Wanvick. Rl 02893
KOSINSKI. Walter 8 Fuller Road, Attleboro, MA
02703
KOSKA, Edward, 16 PershingAve, Acushunt, MA
02743
KOSKl, Linda, Flat River Road Coventry; RI
02816
KOSLOWSKl, Joseph, 37 Pembroke Ave.,
Providence, Rl 02908
KOSTKA. Phillip, 7 Farrell Street, Cumberland,
RI 02864
KOUFFMAN, Warner, 27 Church St. Apt. 10, East
Providence, Rl 02914
KRAKOWSKY, Gayle, 73 Waite Avenue,
Cranston, Rl 02905
KRALKA, Vivian, 499 Aquidneck Avenue,
Middletown, Rl 02804
KRASNER, Cary, 1A4 Rolens Drive, Kingston, Rl
02881
KREEK, Katherine, 34 Grandview Circle,
Manhasset, NY 11030
KRETZ, Patricia, 43 Barberry Couri, Amilyvilte,
NY 11701
KREVIS, Nancy, 26 Preston Road, Lexington, MA
02173
KRISS, Sherry, 274 Beckwith St., Cranston, RI
02910
KROHA, Christopher RFD 3 Street Road 22,
Brewster NY 10509
KRUYSMAN, Lawrence, 2190 W. Weymouth Rd.,
Newfield, NJ 08344
KUBASKA. Bernard 33 Harris Avenue,
Woonsocket, RI 02895
KUDZMA, Christine. Quaker Road, Cumberland,
Rl 02864
KULLBERG, Glenn, 54 Ticonderoga Dr.,
Warwick, Rl 02889
KUPIS, John, 5 Stale Apl. J King Grant Apts.,
Norih Kingstown, Rl 02904
KUTNER, Steven, 2 Oakwood Street, Greenlawn,
NY 11740
LA CROIX, Dennis, 21 Tallyho Road, Cumberland
Rl 02864
LADD, Bruce, Glen Way, Watch Hill, Rl 02891
LAKSHMIKANTH. Nirupama, 1 Whitehorn
Drive, Kingston, RI 02881
LAMB. Larry, 9 Oak Manor Dr., Barrington, Rl
02806
LAMB, Thomas, 9 HillsideAvenue, Coventry, Rl
02816
LAMONTAGNE, David 17 Willow Lane, Albion,
Rl 02802
LAN, Donald, 34 Cypress Terrace, Springfield, NJ
07081
LANDERS, Roxie, 40 Valentine Circle, Warwick,
Rl 02886
LANDERS. Timothy, 550 East Main Road,
Middletown, Rl 02840
LANDRY. Diane. 358 Robinson St., Woonsocket,
RI 02895
LANDR Y, Kathleen, 81 Fainvay Lane, Warwick,
Rl 02886
LANG, Alicia, 462 WilburAve, Cranston, Rl
02920
LANGELLA, Deborah, 125 Whittier Rd,
Pawtucket, Rl 02861
LANGON, Edward 49 GreylawnAvenue,
Warwick, Rl 02889
LARGE, Norman, 29 RichmondAve., W.
Barrington, Rl 02890
LARIVIERE, Lucien, 425 River Road. Lincoln, Rl
02865
LARKIN, Patricia, Riverview Avenue, Smithfield,
Rl 02917
LARSEN, Stephen, 179Aqueduct Rd, Cranston,
Rl 02910
LARSON, Peter. Peninsula Drive Matunuck,
Wakefield. Rl 02879
LASKA, Roberl, 111 Lackawanna Trail,
Hopatcong, NJ 07843
LASKEY, Kathleen, RD 2 Box 176, Narragansett
Rl 02882
LA THAM. Bruce, 180 Middle Road, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
LA URIE, Barbara, Acres of Pine Rd., Coventry. Rl
02816
LA URITO, Cheryl. 11 Pine Street. N. Providence,
Rl 02911
LA UTIERI. Paula. Lecia Drive, Providence, Rl
02909
LA VALLEE. Andrea, 37 Colony Ave., Warwick,
Rl 02886
LA VALLEE, Jeanne. 1 591 Old River Road,
Manville. Rl 02838
LA VELLE, John, 220 Sterling St., Clinton, MA
01510
LA VIGNE. Susan, 18 Sherman Avenue, Franklin,
MA 02038
LA WRENCE. Jane. 30 Tamarack Trail,
Hartsdale, NY 10530
LA WSON, Catherine, 5 School St., Lincoln, Rl
02865
LEACH. Douglas, 65 Smith Avenue, Greenville, RI
02828
LEAHEY. Peter, II Norih Road Kingston, RI
02881
LEAHY. John, 31 Fontaine St.. West Warwick. Rl
02893
LEAL, Albert, 93 Cottage Ave, North Providence,
Rl 02911
LECLERC, Edward, 20 Lyndon St., Warren. Rl
02885
LEE. Deborah, 27 Fairway Drive, Cranston, RI
02920
LEE, Kim, 71 Winthrop Ave, West Warwick. Rl
02893
LEES, Barbara, 97 South Blossom St., East
Providence. Rl 02914
LEES. Dean. 395 AngellRd. No Providence. RI
02904
LEFEBVRE. Ernest. 48 Morris Ave., Pawlucket,
Rl 02860
LEFEBVRE, Guy, Old River Rd., Lincoln, Rl
02865
LEGORE. Thomas. 100 Onion Hill Rd. Duxbury,
MA 02332
LEHRER. Joanne, 126 Sixth Street. Providence,
RI 02906
LEIBOWITZ. Steven. 23 Royal Way. New Hyde
Park, NY 11040
LEITE. Mary, 6 Goulding St., Providence, Rl
02906
LEMA, Deborah, Ib'/i Channing Street, Newport,
Rl 02840
LEMIEUX, Lynette, 17 Hurley St., West
Wanvick, Rl 02893
LEMOINE, Raymond 126 Main Street, Albion,
Rl 02802
LENTZ, Claudia, 137 BluffAve. Cranston. Rl
02905
LEONARD. John. 9 Elm Street. Mystic, CT 06355
LEROUX, Uo. 64 Comstock St.. Pawtucket. Rl
02860
LESLIE, Elizabeth, St. Georges School, Newport,
RI 02840
LESTER. Roberi, 3 Leyte Road Lincoln, RI 02865
LEUNG. Tinwah, 363 Main Street. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
LEVEILLE, Steve. RFD #1 Box lOlA, Hope
Valley. RI 02832
LEVEILLEE, Catherine, 21 Pleasant St.. Wesl
Wanvick. Rl 02893
LEVEILLEE. Lucille. 53 Hill Road Harrisville,
Rl 02830
LEVENSON, Judith. 1625 Surrey Une. Haverton,
PA 19083
LEVESQUE, Frank, 55 Moore Street, Central
Falls, RI 02863
LEVETIN. Roberl, 80 Chatham Road, Everett.
MA 02149
LEVIN, Barry, 44 FowlerAve., Pawlucket. Rl
02860
LEVIN. Paul, 22 Burnside Street, Cranston, Rl
02910
LEVINE. Carol, 10 Lakeside Dr, Narragansett,
Rl 02882
LEVINE, Nancy, 18021 Biscayne Blvd St. 21601,
N. Miami Beach, FL 33601
LIEBERMAN, Judith, 11 Winfield Couri.
Providence. RI 02906
LIGUORI. Thomas. Nichols Une. Westerly. RI
02891
LIMANNI. Joseph. 28 Chester A ve, Westerlv. RI
02891
LINDSA Y. Gary, 201 Midget Ave, Warwick, RI
02886
LINKE, Patricia, 4 Honeysuckle Ct.. Barrington,
Rl 02806
LIPKIN, Stuart. 98 Wherii Rd. Ung Valley, NJ
07853
LITTLE. Michele. 1 7 Wisteria Drive, Coventry, RI
02816
LITTLEFIELD, Paula. Corn Neck Road. Block
Island Rl 02807
LITTRELL Loren. 181 Knight St.. Wanvick. Rl
02886
LIWONCHOK. Gail 1316 Crim Road Somenille,
NJ 08876
LOAR, Anne, 8 Esser PL, Bergenfield NJ 07621
LOCKHART, Rebecca, 84 Wildwood Rd..
Ridgewood NJ 07450
LOCKWOOD, Mary. 49 Norlh Avenue. Montvale,
NJ 07645
LOFFREDO, Uri. 33 Heath Street, Providence.
Rl 02909
LOFTON. Freeman, RFD Fleetwood Drive.
Saunderstown. RI 02874
LOLICA TA. Michael. 2 Whipple Road Smithfield.
Rl 02917
LOMAS. Russell. 365 ParkerAve, Warren. RI
02885
LOMBARDI. Joann. 67 Vancouver Avenue.
Warwick. RI 02886
LOMBARDI. Karen. 352 Smilh Street. Cranston.
Rl 02905
LOMBARDI Stephen. 3 E. Colonial Rd..
Wilbraham, MA 01095
LOMBARI. Anthony, 26 CalefAve., Pt. Judith. RI
02882
LONERGAN, Gary. 28 FerncliffAve., Warwick,
Rl 02886
LOOMIS, John, 13 Holmes St.. Westerly, RI
02891
LOPES, Nelson, 62 Camp St., Providence, RI
02906
LORD. Barton, 1 Nayatt Point. Barrington. RI
02890
LORD. David, 3 Hillcrest Ave, Greenville, RI
LORENTSON, Robert, 5 Ruth Drive, Old
Saybrook, CT06475
LORENZ, Carol. Pleasant Valley Road, Tilusville,
NJ 08560
LOUTH. Doris, 182 Angell Street, Providence. Rl
02906
LUCIA. Raymond. 61 Glen Hills Drive. Cranston,
RI 02920
LUCKENBA UGH. Carol. 30 Squantum Dr.,
Middletown. Rl 02840
LUDWIG, Eric, PO Box 245, Kingston, Rl 02881
LUNNY, Richard, 1264 Dahlia Une, Wantagh,
NY 11793
LUONGO JR., Haro', 111 Sutton Street,
Providence, RI 02903
LUPINACCl, Barbara, RFD #3, Westerly. Rl
02891
LUR Y. Gail. 90 Lyndon Rd, Cranston. Rl 02905
LUSSIER. Simone. 255 Washington Ave.,
Providence. Rl 02905
LUTYNSKI. Eric 162 GrovelandAve.. Wanvick.
Rl 02886
LUTZ, Edmund, John Mowry Rd, Smithfield, Rl
02917
LYNCH, Gary. 41 Progress Street, Lincoln, RI
02865
LYONS, Roberi, 125 Hawthorn Ave, Springfield
NJ 07081
LYSAKOWSKI, John, 70 Grove Circle, Braintree,
MA 02184
L YSIKA TOS, Emily, 2204 Mineral Spr A ve.,
Norih Providence, Rl 02911
MacARONAS, Denise. 33 West Haven Rd,
Manchester NH 03104
MacARTHUR, Ward 105 N. BelfieldAve..
Havertown. PA 19083
MacDONALD, Jane. 20 Cider Une, Greenville,
Rl 02828
MacDUFF, John. RR 4 Box 206A Pt. Judith Rd..
Narragansett, Rl 02882
MACHON. Patricia. 105 Brandon Rd, Cramlon.
Rl 02910
MADDALENA, Donna. 162 Pierce Street. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
MAEZ. Fehx, 1 Patty Street, Coventry, Rl 02816
MAGIERA, Christine. 90 Eari Street. Wesl
Wanvick, RI 02893
MAGLIOCCHET, Thomas, 45 Vermont Street.
Cranston, Rl 02920
MAGNUSEN. John. 19 Huron St.. Glen Head NY
11545
MAGUIREJR., Francis. 93 Crestridge Drive, East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
MAIBEN. Michelle, 12 Fraternity Circle. Kingston,
Rl 02881
MAINA. Donna, 613 BriarcliffAve, Maywood, NJ
07607
MAKOWSKY, Richard 9 Lister Drive,
Barrington, RI 02806
MALCOLM, Ann, 9 Terrace Drive. Barrington. Rl
02806
MALIK, Marlene. 50 Biscuit Cily Rd.. Kingston.
Rl 02881
MALKOWSKI Dennis. 16 Putnam St.,
Providence, Rl 02909
MALONEY, Roberi. 31 SheffieldAvenue, Newpori,
RI 02840
MANDEVILLE, Gloria, 930 Elm Street.
Woonsocket. RI 02895
MANGIANTE. William, 18 Pine Cone Drive, West
Barrington. Rl 02890
MANSELLA. Peter, 44Joslin Street, Providence
RI 02909
MARCELLO, Mary, 165 Namcook Rd Apt. 9,
Norih Kingstown, Rl 02852
MARCHESSEAUL, Robert, 235 KnollwoodAve.,
Cranston, Rl 02910
MARCUCCl, Terri, 2 Harrison Une, Newport, Rl
02840
MARCUSON, Lynda, 115 Harmony Ct., Warwick,
Rl 02889
MARKS, Leslie, 134 SheffieldAve, Pawtucket, Rl
02860
MARKS, Lois, 13 PaineAve., Cranston, Rl 02910
MARKS, Stephen, 94 Calla Street, Providence, Rl
02905
MARSEGLIA. Vincent, 30 FrancesAve., Cranston,
Rl 02910
MARSELLA, Donna, 499 HartfordAve.,
Providence, Rl 02909
MARSH, Paula, 12 Holmes Ct.. Jamestown, Rl
02834
MARSHALL Deborah, 6 Cedar Rd RFD #1,
Wakefield, Rl 02879
MARSHALL Joanne. 21 Hall St., Warwick. Rl
02818
MARTEL, Michael, 23 Cenlral Blvd, South
Bellingham, MA 02019
MARTIN JR, James, 46 Smith Street, East
Providence, RI 02915
MA RTINO, Sylvia, 509 Boston Neck Road,
NarraganseU, Rl 02882
MASON, Kathleen, 279 Old County Road,
Smithfield Rl 02917
MASSENZIO, John, 601 Cowesett Road,
Wanvick, RI 02886
MASTRIANNI, Mark. 44 Clemente Drive, East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
MASTROSTEFAN, Alfonso, 177 Ortoleva Drive,
Providence, Rl 02909
MATARESE, Peter, 28 Fallon Avenue, Providence,
Rl 02908
MA THEWS, Jean, 20 Harmony Street, Cranston,
fl 02920
MA THIEU, Jane. 62 Greenfield St., Pawtucket, Rl
02861
MA TONE, Michael, 15 Hidden Hills Dr., Stony
Point, NY 10980
MATTHEWS, Wallace, 12 AllardAvenue,
Cranston. Rl 02920
MA UCH. Barbara, 138 Gushing Road, Warwick,
Rl 02888
MA YER, Linda, 5 Cedar Place, Wayne, NJ 07470
MA YNARD, Timolhee, 260 Tickle Road Norih
Westport. MA 02790
MAZIKA, William, 210 South Main St., Coventry,
Rl 02816
MAZUR. Judith, 31 Nichols Rd, No Kingstown.
Rl 02852
McARDLE, William. 131 Wendell Rd.. Warwick,
Rl 02888
McCABE, Anne, 23 Betsey Wms. Dr, Cranston. Rl
02905
McCABE, Thomas, High Street, Block Island, RI
02807
McCaffrey. Carolyn. Ill Wesl Main Road,
Middletown. RI 02840
McCaffrey, Eileen. 7(5 Beacon Street, Dumont,
NJ 07628
McCaffrey, Joseph, IOO Byron Blvd., Warwick,
Rl 02888
McCANN, Donald, 27 Ue Road, Barrington, Rl
02806
McCarthy, Patricia, 904 Boston Neck Rd. Apt.
#18, Narragansett, Rl 02882
McCarthy. Robert, 54 Warren Ave.,
Middletown. Rl 02840
McCLAREN, Regina, 101 Marlborough St., East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
McCOY, Sheila, 38 Catherine St., Newport, Rl
02840
McCRAE, Bruce. 160 Jewell Street, Providence, Rl
02908
McCREA, Mary, 8 Jean Street, Rye, NY 10580
McCREADIE, Diane, 195 Grand St., Woonsocket,
Rl 02895
McCUBBIN, Karen, 257 Winter Street, No.
Andover, MA 01845
McCULLOCH, Georgann, 315 Fairfax Dr.,
Wanvick, RI 02888
McCURDY, Barbara, 1 6 Limestone Road,
Wanvick, RI 02886
McDonald, Joseph, 84 Cedar St., Johnston, Rl
02919
McDONOUGH, Thomas, 620 Kennon St.,
Middletown, Rl 02840
McELWAlN, William, 357Grand Blvd., Emerson,
NJ 07630
McGARRY, Thomas, 77 Roanoke St., Providence,
Rl 02908
McGAUGHEY, Allen, 523 PineAvenue,
Cumberland, MD 21502
McGEE, Sytveste, 7 Warren Cl.. Haverstraw, NY
10927
McGIRR, Nancy, 20 Humphreys Rd, West
Barrington. Rl 02890
McGOWAN, Eveline, 169 Heritage Road, Norih
Kingstown, Rl 02852
McGREEVY, Susan, Nooseneck Rd, Exeter, Rl
02822
McHUGH, John. 67 A Street, Cranston, Rl 02910
McKEE, Mark, PO Box 182, Wakefield, Rl 02880
McKENNA, Paula, 400 Middle Road, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
McLA UGHLIN, Ann, 168 Garden St., Pawtucket,
RI 02860
McLA UGHLIN, Jean, 168 Garden St., Pawlucket,
Rl 02860
McLA UGHLIN, John, 1 78 Canonchel Ave.,
Wanvick, Rl 02888
McLA UGHLIN, Mary, 26 Park A venue,
Matunuck Beach, Rl 02879
McLEOD. Joy, 185 Turner St., So. Attleboro, MA
02703
McMAHON, Jean, 19 Decamp Couri, West
Caldwell. NJ 07006
McMAHON. Mary, 22 Vinnicum Rd., Swansea,
MA 02777
McNAB, Judith, 1076 Post Road Wakefield, Rl
02879
McNA MA RA, John, 1 7 Burton A venue. Riverside,
Rl 02915
McNAMEE, Kathleen, 124 Emerson St.,
Providence. Rl 02907
McNElL, Charles, 208 Sachem Road, North
Kingstown. Rl 02852
McPHlLLlPS, Maureen, 2960 Pawtucket A venue.
East Providence, Rl 02914
MEADOWS, Claire. 105 Babcock Street.
Providence, Rl 02905
MEASLEY, Beth. 46 Heberi St., Coventry, Rl
02816
MEDEIROS, Janet. 41 Usher Terrace, Bristol, Rl
02809
MEDEIROS, Joanne, 241 Birch Swamp Rd.,
Warren, Rl 02885
MEDEIROS, Mary, 168 Wood Street, Bristol, Rl
02809
MEEHAN, Palricia, RFD #1 Box 460, No.
Scituate, R102857
MEHALKO, Richard, 30 East 36th St., Paterson,
NJ 07514
MELCHING, Susan, 20 Pershing Place, Cresskill,
NJ 07626
MELLEKAS, Rita, 3 Murphy Circle, Middletown,
Rl 02840
MELLO, Paul, 144 Edgewood Blvd., Providence,
Rl 02905
MELLO, Richard 35 Maple Ave., West Warwick,
Rl 02893
MENARD, Michele, Box 10 Plainfield Pk.,
Greene, Rl 02827
MENARD, Susan, 10 Chestnut Hill Rd. No.
Oxford, MA 01537
MENASHA, Samuel, 115Urch St., Providence,
Rl 02906
MENNUCCI James, 17Uberty Street,
Pawtucket, RI 02861
MERCURIO. Arthur. 18 GlenwoodAve. RR4Box
896, Narragansett. RI 02882
MERCURIO. Teresa, 3582 Wesl Shore Rd.
Warwick, RI 02886
MESCHINO, Phyllis. 9 Brooks Street, Cranston,
Rl 02920
MICEK, Joseph, 40 Robinson Way, West Warwick,
RI 02893
MICHA UD, Ann, 23 Barry Court, No. Providence,
RI 02904
MICHELMAN, Peter, Fiddlers Green Rd, Lloyd
Neck, NY 11554
MIDDLETON, Deborah. 335 Washington Street,
Norwich, CT 06360
MIELE, Carol-An, 58 Kalmer Rd., Wanvick, Rl
02886
MIGLIORE, Vincent. 85 Converse Une, Melrose,
MA 02176
MlLEWSKl, Judith, 452 West Shore Rd,
Wanvick. Rl 02887
MILLER, Adrienne, 172 Old Post Rd, Wakefield,
RI 02879
MILLER, Dean, 16 MildredAve., Worcester MA
01603
MILLER. Deborah, 22 Ferncrest Drive, Pawtucket,
RI 02861
MILLER, Diane, 24 Payton Street, Providence, RI
02905
MILLER. Lynne. 81 Nancy Rd, Milton, MA
02186
MILLER. Michael, Trimble Road. Middletown. R!
02840
MILLER. Nancy. 2135 ElmwoodAve., Warwick,
RI 02888
MILLS, Agnes, 415 Main St., Wakefield Rl 02880
MILNER. Mariin. 190-10 47th Avenue, Flushing.
NY 1 1 358
MINARDI. Guy, 39-02 Van Duren Avenue, Fair
Uwn. NJ 07410
MINCHIN. Elizabeth. 32 Erwin Place, Caldwell.
NJ 07006
MINER. David, North Road, Hopkinton. Rl 02833
MINTO. Donald, 19 Hannah Dr.. Warwick. Rl
02888
MISBIN. Elyse. 817 Hillsdale Ave.. Hillsdale. NJ
07642
MITCHELL, David 52 Summer St., Dover-
Foxcroft, ME 04426
MITCHELL, Gail, 162 Northampton St.,
Wanvick. Rl 02888
.MITCHELL, James. 8 Lister Dr.. Barrington. Rl
02806
MITCHELL. Richard, Rosewood Lane,
Cumberland Rl 02864
MITCHELL, Ronald, RosewoodUne.
Cumberland RI 02864
MOLNAR. Stephen. 4 Cynthia A venue, Johnston,
RI 02919
MONAGHAN, Martha. 30 Power Road
Pawtucket, RI 02860
MONAHAN, John, 28 Rushton Dr., Cranston, RI
02905
MONICA, Chariene, Box 216, Kenyon, RI 02836
MONROE. Lucy. 558 Summit Ave.. Westfield NJ
07090
MONTGOMERY. Rohert, Box 473, Pawtucket,
RI 02862
MONTI. David, 60 EsquireAvenue, Warwick. Rl
02889
MONTI. Robert, 60 Esquire Avenue, Wanvick. Rl
02889
MOOR. Gerard, 40 Baker Way. North Kingstown.
Rl 02852
MOORE. Barbara. 1552 Wesl Shore Road,
Wanvick. RI 02889
MOORE, Keith, 37 Wilmington Island Road.
Savannah, GA 31404
MOORE. Uurie. 24 Spring Street, Pawtucket. Rl
02864
MOORE, Richard 825 Middle Rd, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
MOORE, Sharon, 37 Silver Uke Avenue.
Wakefield RI 02879
MOORE JR., Donald. 9 Wildwood Street.
Coventr): RI 02816
MORAN. Jean. 1350 Unsdale Ave.. Lincoln. RI
02865
MORAN, John. 187A Slocum Rd. Saunderstown,
Rl 02874
MORDECAI. Benoit. 621 Hope St., Providence, Rl
02906
MORETTI. Ralph. 1591 Stevens Ave. Merrick.
NY 11566
MORETTI. Victoria, 129 East Greenwich Avenue.
West Wanvick, RI 02893
MORGAN. Cynlhia. Misquamicut Hills Rd.
Westerly. Rl 02891
MORGAN. Kenneth, 24 Meadow Avenue,
Wakefield Rl 02879
MORINI. Roberi. 507 Sequoia Drive, Pittsburgh,
PA 15236
MORRIS, Rodney. RFD #2 Box 297. Chepachet,
Rl 02814
MORROCCO. Uuis, 276 Phenix Ave., Cramton,
Rl 02920
MORRONEHI, Joseph. 54 Narragansett Ave.,
Westerly, Rl 02891
MORSE. Gary, 26 Norlh Street. Warwick. Rl
02886
MOSCA, Patricia. 81 7 Charles Street. Providence.
Rl 02904
MOSEFF. Ann, 14 Rogers Une. Middletown, Rl
02840
MOSELEY, Archibald. 209 Esplanade, Maywood,
NJ 07607
MOSS. Waller, 4196 Post Road Warwick. Rl
02818
MOURA. James. 82 Murray Ave. Norih
Kingstown, Rl 02852
MUDDIMAN, Patricia, 10 Virginia Ave.. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
MULCAHY. Patricia. 70 BlackamoreAve.
Cranston. Rl 02910
MULLEN, Margaret, 44 Maynard Street.
Pawtucket, Rl 02860
MULLIGAN, Elizabeth. 43 Booth A venue.
Warwick. Rl 02888
MULLIGAN, Kevin, 89 EnglewoodAvenue.
Pawtucket, RI 02860
MURPHY, Donald, 43A Church Street, Alton, Rl
02803
MURPHY. Gregory. Autumn Une, Carlisle, MA
01741
MURPH Y, Joan, 1 76 Maplewood Dr., East
Greenwich, RI 02818
MURPH Y, John. 156 Narragansett A ve.
Jamestown. Rl 02835
MURPHY. Karen. 6 SheffieldAvenue. Coventry,
RI 02816
MURPHY. Roberi. 121 Rosemont Ave., Pawtucket,
RI 02861
MURRA Y. Michael. 16 HazardAve.. Warwick. Rl
02886
MURRAY. Susan. 20 Pensaukee A ve. No.
Providence. Rl 02911
MUSER. Linda. 3 Hoffman Plbce, Newpori. RI
02840
MUSGRA VE. Carolyn. I Patlon Avenue,
Wakefield RI 02879
MYERS. George. Rt. 112. Carolina. Rl 02812
NADDY. Mary. 18 Edgar Nock Rd., Norih
Kingstown, Rl 02852
NADEA U, Muriel. 41 Slater Park Ave., Pawtucket,
Rl 02861
NADEA V. Roger, 525 Curran Road. Cumberland.
Rl 02864
NAHICIAN, Thomas, 1 9 Everbloom Dr.,
Cranston, Rl 02920
NARCISO, Rosalie, 151 Chadsey Road North
Kingstown, Rl 02852
NEEDHAM. James. Box 188, Kingslon, RI 02881
NEEDHAM. Thomas, 19 Berwick Une, Cranston.
Rl 02905
NELSON. Carta. 254 Narragansett Bay Ave..
Wanvick Neck, RI 02889
NELSON. Donna. 58 Roundway Drive, Coventry.
Rl 02816
NEREK, Lois, 133 George St., Warwick, Rl 02888
NEUBERCER, Donald P O Box 379,
Charlestown, Rl 02813
NEUGENT, Dana, 7 Durkin Rd.. Narragan.<^etl. RI
02882
NEUMANN, Paula. RFD #2. Canterbury, CT
06331
NEVILLE, Michael, 37 GreenfieldAve.. North
Providence. RI 02911
NEVILLE, Norman, 185 Littlefield Street.
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
NEVOLA. Charles. 509 Uurel HillAve.. Cranston.
RI 02920
NICHOLSON, Linda, 20 Sprague Street,
Greenville. Rl 02828
NIGREEN. Barbara. 3974 Wolkow Ave. Seaford
NY 11783
NILSEN. Gail, 345 Underhtll Rd, Scarsdale. NY
10583
NOBRICA. Joyce. 780 Main Street. Wesl
Warwick. Rl 02893
NODIFF. Lisa. 25 Middle Rd RFD 6A.
Narragansett, RI 02882
NOONAN. James. 30 Frances Ave.. Narragansett,
Rl 02882
NOONEY. Brian. OsgoodRd, Milford NH 03055
NORDQUIST, Stephen. Pole Bridge Rd. Na
Scituate Rl 02857
NORMANDIN, Stephen, Warner Une, Pascoag,
RI 02859
NORRIS. Lawrence. 9 Great Rock Rd, Uxington.
MA 02173
NORTHUP. Constance. 7 Newton Ct.. Westerly.
Rl 02891
NORTON, Joseph, 12 Hazael Street. Providence,
Rl 02908
NOSS, Barbara. 781 Indian Corner Rd.. Slocum.
Rl 02877
NOVAK. William. Pine Hill Road Carolina. RI
02812
NOVOSAD. Linda. P#1938 Mail Road. Slocum,
Rl 02877
NOYES. Ronald 44 Church Street. Alton. RI
02803
NUDELMAN. Dennis. 23868 116 A venue.
Elmonl. NY 11003
NUGENT. Mary, 2 Middle Street. West
Barrington. Rl 02890
NUGENT. Shelagh. CA2 Cloyne Ct.. Newpori, RI
02840
OBRIEN. Richard. 10 Gibbs Street. Rumford Rl
02916
OBRIEN, Thomas 7751 Osceola Dr. Wesl
Chester OH 45069
OCONNELL JR.. Edmund, 25 Catherine St. Apt.
B, Newpori, Rl 02480
ODONNELL, Patricia, 45 Hazelwood Street,
Cranston, Rl 02910
ODONNELL, Thomas. 69 Seamans Street.
Providence. RI 02908
OESTERLE, Dorothy, 149 Chaplin St., Pawlucket,
Rl 02861
OGAREK. Irene. 84 Jenkins Street. Providence. RI
02906
OGLE. Kathryn, 36 Suffolk Avenue. Pawlucket, Rl
02861
OLIVAL. Kathleen. 217 East Road, Tiverton, Rl
02878
OLIVE, Roberi, 3 Almy Avenue, Warren. Rl 02885
OLIVER, Barbara, 2 19 Providence St., West
Warwick Rl 02886
OLMSTEAD, John, RFD I Cove Road
Stonington. CT 06378
OLSON. Cynthia. 99 Colchester Road. Murray
Hill NJ 07974
OLSON. Raymond. 169 Waterman Avenue. East
Providence. Rl 02914
ONEIL, John. 100 OaklandAvenue. Cranston, Rl
02910
ONEIL. Kathryn, 43 Main Street, Shannock. Rl
02875
ONEIL, Steven, 174 Pheasant Drive, Cranston, Rl
02920
ONOFRIO, Michael, 60 Chews Unding,
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
ORABONE, Claudia, 54 Argyle Ave., East
Providence, RI 02915
ORDWA Y, Donna, 10 FloydAve. Wesl Lebanon.
NH 03784
OREILLY, WiHiam, 12 Swan Street, No
Providence, Rl 0291 1
OSFIELD, Kenneth, 19 Green Brier Rd,
Narragansett, RI 02882
OSTI, James, 12 Myra Road. Coventry. Rl 02816
OUIMETTE. Stephen. 427 HarrisAvenue,
Woonsocket, Rl 02895
OVAGINIAN. Robert. 61 Ivanhoe St.. Cranston,
Rl 02910
OWENS. John. 2 Rose Circle, Peace Dale, Rl
02883
OZIEMBLEWSKI. Nancy, 10Hatfield Street,
Pawtucket, Rl 02861
PACCASASSIJohn. 33 Wabun Ave.. Providence.
RI 02908
PACHECO, Edward, 3R Hudson Une, Warwick.
RI 02886
PA CHECO. William. 89 Summit Street, East
Providence, Rl 02914
PACKHEMJR.. Richard POB56I1 Wey Hill
Sta.. Providence. Rl 02903
PAGE. Pennie. 237 Col. J. Gardner Road,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
PAGLIARO, Nicholas, 10 Meriline St., Johnston,
RI 02919
PAGLIO, Barbara, 17 June Street, No. Providence.
Rt 02904
PAKABUNTO. Nikorn. 4 Taft Hall URI
Kingslon, Rl 02881
PAKABUNTO. Pacharee. 4 Taft Hall URL
Kingslon. Rl 02881
PALMISCIANO, George, 130 Cochran Street, W.
Warwick, Rl 02893
PALMISCIANO. Peter lOOakcrest Drive. North
Providence, Rl 02904
PANAGGIO, Madelein. 25 Brooks Avenue,
Newpori, Rl 02840
PANAGIOTIS. Cynthia, 8 Othmar Street,
Narragansett, RI 02882
PANCIERA, Donald. Ricci Road Westerly, RI
02891
PANKIEWICZ, Uuise, 60 Panto Road, Wanvick.
Rl 02886
PAPPAS. Vikki. 19 Gloria Street. Pawtucket, RI
02861
PAQUETTE, Gregory, 1 Barton Une,
Middletown, Rl 02840
PAQUETTE, Judith, 20 Glen Road Cranston, Rl
02920
PARATORE, Robert, 126 Edgewater Road
Cliffside Park, NJ 07010
PARENT! John, 92 Old Oak Ave, Cranston, Rl
02920
PARISI. Joseph, 58 Constitution St., Bristol, Rl
02809
PARK, Bok, 42 Corona Couri, Warwick. Rl 02886
PARKER. Barry, 901 Avenue H Apartment 2N.
Brooklyn. NY 1 1230
PARKER, Judith. 32 Ue Road. East Providence.
Rl 02914
PARRILLO. Claudia, 19 Touro Street, Providence,
RI 02909
PARSONS. Paul. 31 Harley Street. West
Wanvick. RI 02893
PARSONS JR.. John. LloydRd.. Saunderstown.
RI 02874
PARTINGTON. Judith. 9 Herzig Street. Bristol,
Rl 02809
PASCALIDES. Eleanor, 18 Chauncey Avenue.
Rumbord. Rl 02916
PASCARELLA. Edward 160 Hudson. Providence.
RI 02909
PASSARELLI, Thomas. 1 17 Collage Ave., Norih
Providence. RI 02911
PATEFIELD. Cheryl, 76 Saxony Drive, Warwick.
RI 02886
PATNODE, Barbara, 5 Hunter Ave, Newpori. Rl
02840
PATRIARCA. Steven. lODeweyAve., East
Providence, Rl 02914
PATTIE, Karen, 63 Fatima Drive. Warren. Rl
02885
PA TTIE. Nancy. 65 East Washington St.. Norih
Attleboro, MA 02760
PA UL Gerald, 6 Fraternity Circle, Kingston. Rl
02881
PAULEY JR.. Syl 210 Kulas Rd.. West Wanvick.
Rl 02893
PAVIGNANO. Sharon. 200 Spring Valley Ave,
Hackensack, NJ 07601
PA YNE. Shirley. 160 Salisbury Ave. Norih
Kingstown. RI 02852
PA YNE, Susan. 65 Westminster St., Westerly. RI
02891
PEARLMAN. Stephen. 421 DogwoodAve. West
Hempstead NY 11552
PEARSON. Edward. 966 Main Ave.. Warwick, Rl
02886
PEARSON, Harry. 20Anthony Street, Coventry,
Rl 02816
PECK, Christine, 365 Harrison Pl Paramus, NJ
07650
PEDRO, Alfred, 14 Cavalcade Blvd.. Warwick, RI
PEDUZZl. Claudia. RR3 Ashaway Road.
Westerly. Rl 02891
PELIGIAN. Peter, 43 Nelson Street. Providence.
RI 02908
PELLEGRINO. Diane. 3 ArnoldDrive, Johnston,
Rl 02919
PELLETIER, Raymond, 200 Nichols Street.
Gardner MA 01440
PELLETIER. Roberi. 6 Semans Street.
Woonsocket. Rl 02895
PELLETIER. Vincent, 215 McCorrieUne,
Portsmouth. Rl 02871
PELTIER, Lynn, Rl. 2 Box 229 Town Em..
Coventry, Rl 02816
PENDER. Jeffrey, 137 Pine Drive. Emerson, NJ
07630
PENDOLA. Frank, 67 Narragansett Ave.,
Westerly, Rl 02891
PENNINGTON, Bennie, 129 Lucas Road, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
PERCIVAL, Richard. 79 Upper College Road,
Kingston, Rl 02881
PERICOLA, Patricia, Box 500, Hato Rey, PR
00919
PERRONE. Nancy. 11 Joseph Westerly. Rl 02891
PERR Y. Dale. Olney Arnold Rd, Cranston. Rl
02920
PERR Y. F. Flanders Road. Amherst. NH 03031
PERR Y, Linda, 15 Heath Street, Mystic, CT 08355
PERRY. Susan, 843 Douglas Ave., Providence, Rl
02908
PESCA TELLO, Joseph, Hillview Drive, Westerly,
Rl 02891
PESCOSOLIDO, Bernice, 64 Brookside Drive.
East Greenwich, Rl 02818
PETERSON, Carl, 61 Penn Street, Providence, Rl
02909
PETERSON, Cynthia. Beavertail Rd., Jamestown,
Rl 02835
PETERSON. Erik. BeavertailRoad Jamestown,
Rl 02835
PETERSON. John, 107 WoodsAvenue, Rockville
Centre. NY 11570
PETISI. Robert, 3 South Van Dyke Ave, Suffern,
NY 10901
PETIT. Deborah, 14 City View Parkway, Johnston,
RI 02919
PETIT, George, 6 Gilles Street, Coventry, Rl 02816
PETIT, Stephen, 4430 Post RoadApt. 47D, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
PETRARCA, James. 59 Vandewater Street.
Providence. Rl 02908
PETRIE. Jeanne, Misquamicut Hilts, Westerly. Rl
02891
PETRONIO, Vincent, 82 Moorefield St.,
Providence. Rl 02908
PHANSEY. Ashok. 3595 Post Rd Apt. #22301,
Wanvick, Rl 02886
PHILLIPS. Alan, 348 Links Drive. Oceanside, NY
11572
PICARD, Catherine, 75 Endfield Dr., West
Warwick, Rl 02893
PICKLES, Richard 157 Farnum Pike, Esmond, Rl
0291 7
PICONE, Richard 2 Patty Street, Coventry, Rl
02816
PlEKARSKl, Roberi, 158Mansion St..
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
PIETRAS. Charles. 42 Eleventh Street, Providence,
Rl 02906
PIETRAS. Nancy, 35 Benoit St., Coventry, Rl
02816
PIETTE. Linda, URl Graduate VillageApt. 435.
Kingston. Rl 02881
PILACIK, Roland 65 FurandUne, Tiverton. Rl
02878
PINKOS. Darlene, RFD 1 Box A24.
Saunderstown, Rl 02874
PINTA URO. Stephen. 10 Uraine Dr., New City,
NY 10956
PIOTTI. Emidio, PO Box 416. Kingston, RI 02881
PIPER, Karen. 93 Uxington Ave. Providence. RI
02907
PIRANL Christine, 2299 Mendon Rd,
Cumberland. RJ 02864
PIRES. Marsha, 29 Kirkbrae Drive. Lincoln. RI
02865
PIZZA. Barbara, 3 NarraganseU Ave., Westerly, RI
02891
PLATE, Alyn, 23 Falmouth Street, FallRiver, MA
02720
PLA YE, Cathy. 1586 Tower Hill Rd. N.
Kingstown. Rl 02852
PLUNKETT. Marilynn. 39Uslie Dr., Providence,
Rl 02908
PLYMESSER, Linda. 5 Prospect Ave., Wakefield
Rl 02879
PODGURSKI Thomas, 30 Pulaski St., West
Warwick, Rl 02893
PORRAZZO, Joseph, 45 Oak Street, Providence,
RI 02909
FORTH, Susan. 310 Main Street. East Greenwich.
RI 02818
PORTO. Brian, 111-A Rye Colony, Rye, NY 10580
POST. Gary. 2246 Baylis Avenue. Elmont. NY
11003
POTENZA. Stephen. 105 Silver Uke Ave.,
Providence. Rl 02909
POTTER. Dale, Usquepaugh Road. Wesl Kingston,
Rl 02892
POTTER. Elizabeth. 16 Dwight Street.
Cumberland. Rl 02864
POTTER. Kathryn. 22 Narragansett Ave..
Newpori. RI 02840
POWERS. Cheryl 54 Vernon Street, Providence,
RI 02903
POWERS. Linda, 337 Washington Street, West
Wanvick, Rl 02893
PRASKI. James, 135 Circuit Dr.. Wanvick, Rl
02889
PRA TTE, Deborah. 14 CoomerAvenue, Warren.
Rl 02885
PREFONTAINE, Charles, 186 Park St., New
Bedford. MA 02740
PRIOR, David 11 Capri Drive, Johnston, RI 02919
PRIOR. Kathryn, 114 Ticonderoga Dr, Warwick,
RI 02889
PROCACCINI, Daniel 11 Greenville Ave., N.
Providence. RI 02911
PROCOPIO, Rosemary, 22 OakwoodDrive, East
Greenwich, RI 02818
PROFFITT, Anne, 6 Sandalwood Ct.. Coventn: Rl
02816
PUCINO. Stephen, 60 Wood Cove Drive. Coventry,
Rl 02816
PUGLIESE. John, 15 Fordson Ave.. Cranston. Rl
02910
PURCELL. James. 81 Prospect Ave., Urchmont,
NY 10538
PUTNAM. Shirley. Wallum Uke Rd.. Pascoag. RI
02859
PYNE JR.. John, 16 Blaisdell St.. Cranston. RI
02910
QUEENAN. James. 25 French Street. Pawtucket.
Rl 02860
RABIDEAU. Ernest. 211 Water Street, Warren.
Rl 02885
RACIOPPI. Patricia. 101 NewUndonAve. West
Wanvick, RI 02893
RADWAY, Tedford, 29 BrentonAve, Providence,
Rl 02906
RAFFERTY. Stephen. 1 10 Ten RodRd.. No.
Kingstown, RI 02852
RACNO, Russell, 33 Halsey Drive, Smithfield Rl
02917
RALLO, Thomas. 20 Center St.. Williston Park.
NY1I596
RALSTON. Lynda. PO Box 241, Narragansett, Rl
02882
RAO, Stephen, 20 Prudence Ave., Providence. Rl
02909
RA VO, Joanne. 63 Brayton A ve.. Providence. Rl
02903
RA WEE. Elizabeth. 161 Bishop Une, Madison.
CT 06443
RA YMOND. Robert. 209 Milton A ve. North
Smithfield Rl 02895
REDIHAN. Kevin, 132 Rutherglen Ave.,
Providence, Rl 02907
REED, Dorothy, 86 Tyler Avenue. Groton, CT
06340
REGAN. Thomas, 9 Cedar Une. Ossining, NY
10562
REGINI, Jo. 45 Bayberry Une. East Greenwich.
Rl 02818
REICH. Robin. 21 EiseleAve.. Wanamassa. NJ
07712
REID. Gail, 1300 Sussex Road, Wynnewood, PA
19096
REIMER. Pamela. 16 Baldwin Rd.. Middletown.
Rl 02840
REIMER 111, Roberi. PO Box 15. Narragansett.
Rl 02882
REINERT. Steven, 54 Bayberry Road Portsmouth,
Rl 02871
RESLOW, Ulf 50 Glen Dr., East Greenwich, Rl
02886
REVENS. Michael. 572 Main Avenue, Warwick.
Rl 02886
REYNOLDS. Gary, 7447 Post Rd, North
Kingstown. Rl 02852
REYNOLDS. Richard 21 Chestnut Road, North
Kingstown. Rl 02852
REYNOLDS, Roberi, 329 RochambeauAve.,
Providence. Rl 02906
RIBB, Richard 5 Nicholas Drive, Cumberland RI
02864
RICCI. Anthony. 20 Ferncrest Blvd.. Norih
Providence, Rl 029II
RICCI. Uuis. 24 Jane St.. North Providence. RI
02904
RICCIO. Jane. 730Annaquatuckel Rd, Norih
Kingstown. RI 02852
RICH, Linda, Box 1051. Duxbury. MA 02332
RICHARDS. Kathleen. 198 West FroesI Ave.,
Pawtucket. RI 02861
RICHARDSON, Sally, 898 Bullocks Pt. Ave.
Riverside, RI 02915
RICHMAN. Mark. 4 Taft Hall URl Kingslon, RI
02881
RICKETSON. Gale. 115 Columbus Blvd..
Cranston. Rl 02910
RICKEY, Robin, 365 River Place. Manasquan. NJ
08736
RIDGWA Y. Diane. 1 729 Wampanoag Tri..
Barrington. Rl 02806
RIENDEA U. Alan. 65 Riverside St.. Portsmouth.
Rl 02871
RILEY, Uv. 203 Weldin URI. Kingslon, Rl 02881
RINDE-THORSE. Peer 24 Baldwin Road.
Middletown. Rl 02840
RIO JR.. John. 39 Norih Street. Warwick. Rl
02886
RITCHIE. Michael, 70 Warren Avenue,
Pawtucket. Rl 02860
RITTER. Douglas. Sterling Prod 90 Park A ve.
New York, NY 10016
ROACH, Dennis, 109 Sutton St.. Providence. RI
02903
ROBBIE. Douglas. 5 Quincy Adams Rd,
Barrington, RI 02806
ROBERTS, Charles. 126 Old Main St.. Manville,
Rl 02838
ROBERTS. Michael. 10 Bain Street, Cranston, RI
02920
ROBERTSON. Jeffrey. Ill Barton St.. Presque
Isle, ME 04769
ROBERTSON, Wendy, 2 Oak St., Ashaway, Rl
02804
ROBIDA. Richard. 848 River Avenue, Providence,
Rl 02908
ROBINSON, Linda, 1 17Apple TreeCt., No.
Kingstown. RI 02852
ROCHA. Joseph, 100 Camp St.. Providence. Rl
02906
RODERICK. Gail, 50 Urch Drive, Coventr:,: Rl
02816
RODIN. Mark, 36 Bagley Road, Warwick, RI
02888
RODIO, Mary, 439 Smithfield Rd. N. Providence,
Rl 02904
ROGALA. Catherine. 60 Fairmont Ave.,
Pawtucket, Rl 02860
ROGERS. Margaret. 1629 S. Crescent Blvd..
Yardley. PA 19067
ROGERS. Shelly, 6 PotterUne, Kingston, Rl
02881
ROHDIN, Birgitta, 58 Summer Street. Westerlv.
Rl 02891
ROMANUS, Frederick. 287 Chases Une,
Middletown. Rl 02840
RONDINA. Peter. 7 Continental Ct., Narragansett,
Rl 02882
ROOP. Uslie. 85 Salem Street. Reading, MA
01867
ROSA Tl, Renee, Box 209 RFD I, Saunderstown,
Rl 02874
ROSE, Harold, 1 10 Overhill Rd., Providence, Rl
02906
ROSELLI, Paul, 46 Luna Street. Providence. Rl
02904
ROSENBA UM, Michael, 19 Sessions St.,
Providence, RI 02906
ROSENBERG, David 36 Arthur Ave. Apt. #1.
East Providence. Rl 02914
ROSENBLA TT, Mark, 2956 Manor St., Yorklown
Heights., NY 10598
ROSS, Georgette, 20 ChandlerAve., Pawtucket, Rl
02860
ROSS, James, 100 Pleasant View Ave, Esmond RI
02917
ROSS. Sharon. 28Meadowbrook Rd, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
ROSSELL, John, A400D Burnside, Kingston, Rl
02881
ROSSI, Carl, 152 Main St., Fiskeville, Rl 02823
ROSSI, Hugh, 10Alto Street, Providence, Rl
02909
ROSSI, Kevin, 501 Fletcher Road, No. Kingston,
RI 02852
ROTHEMICH, Francis, 64 Ufayett Street,
Pawtucket. RI 02860
ROUSSEAU. Cheryl 36 Benedict St., Riverside,
RI 02915
ROUTE, Wilbert, 93 GraymoreAve., Warwick, Rl
02886
ROWE, Cathy, 6 Old Forge Road, Barrington. RI
02806
ROWELL, Ernest. 70 Jefferson Street, Wanvick,
Rl 02888
ROZENE, Uuise, 1703 Rolling Hills Road.
Charleston, WV25314
ROZES, Peter, 126 Lexington Ave, Cranston, RI
02910
RUBRIGI, Richard 387 PoundHillRd RD #3,
Woonsocket, Rl 02895
RUGGIERO, Michael, ISMolterSt., Cranston, Rl
02910
RUSCITO, Steven, 120Murray Street, Providence,
Rl 02909
RUSSELL, Craig, Shore Drive, Box 157,
Charlestown, Rl 02813
RUSSILLO, John, 2 Mills Dr., Johnston, Rl 02919
RUSSO, Anthony, 123 BaycliffRoad, Warwick, Rl
02818
RUSSO, Cheryll 1275 Seven Mile Rd, Cranston,
Rl 02910
RUTKIEWICZ, Roberi, 347 Metacom Ave.,
Warren, Rl 02885
RUTKOWSKl, Joann, 1 0 Raymond Street,
Lincoln, Rl 02865
RYAN, Michael 19 Chestnut St., Westerly, Rl
02891
RYDER, Paul, 33Abbey Ave, Warwick, Rl 02888
SAAMS, Jeffrey, 12 Poplar Street, Tenafly, NJ
07670
SARINS, Wayne, 106MetcalfStreet, Providence,
Rl 02907
SA CCOCCIO, Steven, 32 Urbana St., Cranston,
Rl 02920
SADOWSKI Donald 2823 Wesl 12th Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11224
SAF, Nancy, 83 Susan Drive, Newburgh. NY 12550
SAGE. Joanne, 11 Kenberma Rd., Boston, MA
02124
SALVATORE. Marilyn, 32 Chapin Ave.,
Providence, RI 02909
SALZILLO, Roberi, 35 Myra Street, Providence,
Rl 02919
SAMBOR David, 248 Orchard Street,
Woonsocket. Rl 02895
SAMMATARO, Susan, 31 Elm Street, Westerly,
Rl 02891
SANANTONIO, Ann, 20 Freedom Rd.,
Providence, RI 02909
SAND, Brian, 40 Pettigrew Drive, Warwick, RI
02886
SANDER, Margaret, Box 287, Kingston, RI 02881
SANFORD. Thomas, 139 Vancouver Ave.,
Wanvick. Rl 02886
SANGSTER, Thomas, 35 Sleepy Hollow Rd, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
SANTANGELO, Stephen, 38 Dix Avenue,
Johnston, Rl 02919
SANTORO, Karen, 94 Palm Street, Norih
Providence. Rl 02904
SANTOS, Alan, 223 Gano Street, Providence, RI
02906
SANTOS, Daniel, 28 Comstock, Pawtucket, Rl
02860
SANTOS, Paula, 71 Wendell Street, Providence,
Rl 02909
SARANDREA, Vincent, 554 KiUingly Street,
Johnston. Rl 02919
SARRO, Daniel, 19Marne St., Johnston, Rl 02919
SASSO, Roberi, 54 Madiera AVenue, Central
Falls, Rl 02863
SAVAGE. Gail 360 DiamondHillRd. Warwick.
Rl 02886
SA VA R Y. Claire, 3 7 Foch A ve., Seekonk, MA
02771
SA VINO, Joseph, 2572 So. BismarkAve., No.
Bellmore, NY 11710
SA WTELLE. Kathleen, Apl. 3P1 Rolens Dr.,
Peace Dale, Rl 02883
SBARDELLA, David, 1040 Schoolhouse Rd. Apt.
2, Wakefield, Rl 02879
SCAMPOU. Michael, 57 OakwoodAvenue,
Providence. Rl 02909
SCANDLE, Dennis, 819 Wesl Spruce Street,
Shamokin, PA 17872
SCARDUZIO, Thomas, 3129 Finlaw Ave,
Pennsauken, NJ 08109
SCELSA, Anthony, 55 Laurel Hill Rd., East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
SCHABOWSKY, Richard 26 BrookfieldRd,
Northport, NY 11768
SCHAEFFER, Uslie. 135 Sayles Ave., Pawtucket,
Rl 02860
SCHAPIRO, Howard, 7425 Shirley Road,
Baltimore. MD 21207
SCHERR, Valerie, 438 Oxford Court, Ridgewood,
NJ 07450
SCHLACHTER, Andrew, 160 GregoryAve., West
Orange, NJ 07052
SCHMIDT, Beverly, 1 77Hopper Street,
Hackensack, NJ 07601
SCHMITT, Candace. 106 Evansville Ave.,
Meriden, CT 06450
SCHNEIDER, Urry, RFD 1 Box 120,
Saunderstown, Rl 02874
SCHNEIDER, Paul 14 Smith Rd., Randolph, MA
02368
SCHNEIDER, Peter, 21 Fox Une, Jericho, NY
11753
SCHNEIWEISS, Irene, 67 FairwaterAvenue,
Massapequa, NY 1 1758
SCHNITGER, Susan, 33 Elmbrook Road,
Bedford MA 01730
SCHOEN, Bart, 348 Frankel Blvd., Merrick, NY
11566
SCHREIBER, Nancy, 3 Pilgrim Circle, Wanvick,
Rl 02888
SCHROEDER, Nancy, 31 Metropolitan Ave.,
Cranston, Rl 02920
SCHRUM. Bettyjan, 214 18th Avenue, Belmar, NJ
07719
SCHWABE, Barry, 630 Gramatan Ave., Mt.
Vernon, NY 10552
SCHWALM, Barbara, 1100 Elinor Road, Hewlett,
NY1I557
SCIONTI. Debra, ForrestalDrive, Westerly, RI
02891
SCOTT, Janel, 420 Quantuck Une, Westfield, NJ
07090
SCOTT, Judith, 34 Downes St., Pawtucket, Rl
02861
SCOTT. Richard. 30 Wolcou Ave.. Middletown, RI
02840
SCOTTI, Kathleen, 1541 Chalkstone Avenue,
Providence, RI 02909
SCULLY, Robert, 43 Prospect Street, Cumberland,
Rl 02864
SEADER, Uonard 33 Frost Ave East, Edison, NJ
05817
SEA VEY, Jonathan, 39 Pleasant Street, No.
Kingstown, Rl 02852
SEITZ, James, 285 Huxley Avenue, Providence, Rl
02908
SEMELMAN. Steven, 52 Robin Une, Plainview,
NY 11803
SENA Y, Bruce, 159 Mayflower Une, Meriden, CT
06450
SENERCHIA, Michael 30 Oakland Drive, West
Wanvick, Rl 02893
SEPE, Arihur 64 Sabra Street, Cranston, RI
02910
SEPE, William, 34 Bellevue Drive, Cranston, RI
02920
SERVANT, Joseph, 1 78Andrews Avenue, West
Warwick, Rl 02893
SHAH, Mayank, 4 Taft Hall Kingston, Rl 02881
SHAKALIS, Richard, 21 Bonad Road, Stoneham,
MA 02180
SHAPIRO, Diane, 71 Canterbury Road, East
Brunswick, NJ 08816
SHARPE, Joseph, 201 Forbes Street, East
Providence, RI 02915
/ SHARPE, Margaret. I Homestead Place. Hazlet,
/ NJ 07730/ SHA R TEL, Howard, 1 804 Hackamore Une.
' Alexandria. VA 22308
SHA VER. Robert. 39 Georgia Ave.. N. Kingstown.
Rl 02852
SHA W, Susan. 950 Pippin OrchardRoad
Cranston. Rl 02920
SHEA. Donald 26 Fenwick Road Riverside. Rl
02915
SHECHTMAN. Stuart, 38 GlengroveAvenue.
Cranston, Rl 02910
SHEDD, Daniel. 266 Rumstick Rd., Barrington,
Rl 02806
SHEEHAN. Catherine. 302 Ukeshore Apts..
Chattanooga, TN 37415
SHEEHA N, Kevin. 6 7 Greylock A ve.. Cramton. Rl
02910
SHEETS. Arne, 87 Neptune Dr.. Groton, CT 06340
SHEN, Manvan, 797 Kingstown Rd., Peace Dale.
Rl 02883
SHEPHARD. Susan. 126 Winter Street,
Woonsocket, RI 02895
SHEPHERD. Joan. 441 West Shore Trail. Sparta.
NJ 07871
SHERBURNE, Roberi. 112 Monroe Street.
Wanvick. Rl 02888
SHERLOCK, Uuren. 33 Robert Street.
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
SHERLOCK. Mary. 22 Miles Avenue. Pawtucket.
RI 02861
SHERWIN. Roberi, 22 President A ve. Providence,
RI 02906
SHIBLEY. Kevin. 151 Cindyann Dr.. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
SHORE. Jeffrey. 10 Uiceslenvay. Pawtucket. Rl
02860
SHRADER. Charles. 508 S. 5lh Street,
Youngwood PA 15697
SHREA D. Richard. 9 Kennedy Drive. Coventry. Rl
02816
SIEBURTH. Heather. 17 Locust Dr., Kingston. Rl
02881
SILVA, Ronald 270 Heather St.. Cranston. Rl
02920
SILVA, Rosalyn. 79 Wadsworth St.. Providence. Rl
02904
SIL VIA. Antone. 1144 East Main Rd.. Porismouth,
Rl 02871
SILVIA. Steven, 20 Selina Une. Portsmouth, Rl
02871
SIMEONE, JosepK 41 Uxington Ave, N.
Providence, Rl 02904
SIMMONS. Roberi. 2 Maple Avenue, Westerly, Rl
02891
SIMMONS. Robin. 1 57Uxington Ave.. Cranston,
RI 02910
SIMONIAN. Eric, 814 Uve Une. East
Greenwich. RI 02818
SIMPSON. Peter 20 Peari St.. Mystic, CT 06355
SINGLETON. Barbara. 67 WoodlandAvenue.
River Edge. NJ 07661
SIPALA, Michael 279 Ward Street. Woonsocket.
. Rl 02895
\ SIROIS. Edmond 116 Francis St.. Providence. RI
\ 02903
SISTO. Roberi, 51 Farm Street, Providence. Rl
02908
SISTO. Thomas. 67 Ingraham St.. East Providence,
RI 02914
SKEIRIK. Marcia, 302 Cenlral Street,
Georgetown. MA 01830
SKIFFINGTON, Robert, 394 Third Avenue.
Woonsocket, RI 02895
SKURKA, Robert, 97 Main Street. Coventry, RI
02816
SLAGLE, Ann. 3515 N. 25th Street. Arlington. VA
22207
SLOANE. Richard 39 Cooke Street. Pawtucket.
Rl 02860
SLOWIK. Kenneth, 438 Dexter St., Central Falls.
Rl 02867
SMALLWOOD. Cheryl, 17Garrity St..
Pawtucket. Rl 02861
SMIALEK. William. 22 Belleview Ave.. Tiverton.
Rl 02878
SMITH. Alan. 1 Grove St.. Norway. ME 04268
SMITH. Beverly, 17 Rhode IslandAve. Newpori.
Rl 02840
SMITH. Carol, 1104 Post Road. Wakefield. RI
02879
SMITH. David. 16 SachuesI Drive Middletown, Rl
02840
SMITH, George, 39 Namquid Dr., Middletown. Rl
02840
SMITH. Jerry. 11 Easton Avenue. Portsmouth, Rl
02871
SMITH. Kenneth, 10 RosewoodDrive, Greenville,
Rl 02828
SMITH. Mark. Central Pike, Norih Scituate, Rl
02857
SMITH. Nancy. 4Ashburn Pi. Fair Lawn. NJ
07410
SMITH, Patricia. Sycamore Place. Colts Neck. NJ
07722
SMITH. Regina, 161 Jennifer Road. Hamden, CT
06514
SMITH, Sharon. 9 Sherri Une, Middletown. Rl
02840
SMITH. Theresa, 68 Durkin Drive. Narragansett,
Rl 02882
SMITH JR.. Edwin, 36 Massachusetts Avenue,
Wanvick. Rl 02888
SMOLAN, Victor 10 Cross St., Manville. Rl
02838
SNEAD, James. 11 Martin St., North Providence,
Rl 02904
SNEAD, Man: 208 Uckwood St.. West Warwick,
Rl 02893
SNOW. Roberi, 84 Trenton St., Pawlucket. Rl
02860
SNYDER, James, PO Box 211. Narragansett. Rl
02882
SNYDER. Kim, RD #1, Binghamton, NY 13903
SOARES. Michael. 7 GrandAve, No. Providence,
RI 02904
SOLOMON. Faith. 51 Lyman Rd. W. Hartford
CT06I17
SORRENTINO. Paul 531 LloydAve.. Providence,
Rl 02906
SOSCIA. Kennelh, 150 Brayton Ave., Cramton, Rl
02920
SOULE, Stafford Box 174, South Freepori. ME
04078
SOULER, Allyson, 145 Woodstock Une.
Cranston. Rl 02920
SOUTHERN. Valerie. 34 Clinton Ave,
Jamestown. Rl 02835
SPAGNOLl. Steffani, 45 Algonquin St.,
Providence, RI 02907
SPEARS, Linda, 165A Boon Street. Narragamelt.
RI 02882
SPENCER. Jeffrey. 2061 Chepstow Rd,
Schenectady. NY 12303
SPINGARN. Arthur, 9 Uicester Way, Pawtucket.
Rl 02860
SPIRITO, Jane. 1755 Cramton St.. Cramton. Rl
02920
SQUIRES. Donald. 89 Wood Street. Bristol. RI
STABILE, Uuis. 22 Randolph Street, Cranston.
Rl 02920
STACK, Katherine, II Freemont Ave. Nanuet. NY
10954
STALEY, Karen. 5 Urchmont Drive. Coventry. RI
02816
STALLWOOD. Deborah. 133 Progress Street.
Lincoln, Rl 02865
STALTER, Betty: 235 MagnoliaAve. Hillsdale.
NJ 07642
STAMA ND. Denis, 21 Greene Street, Coventry, Rl
02816
STAMMERS. June. 25 Greenwood Street,
Cranston, RI 02910
STAMP, Joyce, 200 Cindyann Drive, East
Greenwich. RI 02818
ST. ANDRE. Michelle. 22 Fieldstone Drive.
Whippany. NJ 07981
STAPPAS. Dennis. 8 Hosey Drive. Cranston. Rl
02920
STECH. Charles, 73 Whippoorwill Road, A rmonk,
NY 10504
STEERE. Peter Libery Une. West Kingston. RI
02892
STERN. Astrid, 95 TerreMar Drive, North
Kingstown. RI 02852
STERN. Cary. 40 BlaisdellAvenue, Pawtucket, Rl
02860
ST. GERMAIN, David 37Annie Street,
Pawtucket. RI 02861
STOECKLE, Peter, 14 Fenwick Road Winchester,
MA 01890
STOLWORTHY, Stewari, 40 Betsey Williams
Drive, Cramton. Rl 02905
STONGE, Jacqueline, 26 GardnerAve, West
Warwick Rl 02893
STORER. Rebecca. RFD 2. Dover, NH 03820
STRAA TVEIT. Sverre 6705-A22 Krzak Road
No. Kingstown, RI 02852
STRUCK. John, 44 Top Hill Rd Box 345A.
Saunderstown, Rl 02874
STRUKEL William. 35 Slate Une. Levittown,
NY 11756
STSAUVEUR. Ranald. 32 Tampa Street, West
Wanvick. Rl 02893
SUFFOLETTO, Ann. 64 FournierAve.
Woomocket. Rl 02895
/SULIMA, John, 472 Fqyenveather Hall URl,Kingston, RI 02881SULLIVAN, Anne, PO 412 Algonquin Trail,Saddle River. NJ 07458
SULLIVAN, Diane, 762 AtwellsAve, Providence,
Rl 02909
SULLIVAN, Jean, 11 BradfordAve., Newpori, Rl
02840
SULLIVAN, John, 44 Freeborn Avenue, East
Providence, Rl 02914
SULLIVAN, Kathleen. 73 Birch Street. Greenfield
MA 01301
SULLIVAN. Mary, 57 Catlin Ave, Rumford, RI
02916
SULLIVAN. William, 6 Bliss Road Newport, Rl
02840
SUSIN, Angelo, 52 Clemence St., Cranston, Rl
02920
SUTPHEN, Dennis, 809 Burke Pkwy., Union, NJ
07083
SVAGAN, Lucy, 72 Eleventh St., Providence, RI
02906
SWANLUND, Randall, 1 5 Bugbee Ave.. Warwick,
Rl 02889
SWEENEY, Richard, 46 Newton Ave, Warwick,
RI 02889
SWEET, Albert, 26 Bridge St., Warren, RI 02885
SYLVIA, Eleanor, 114 Randolph Avenue, Tiverton,
Rl 02878
SZUMILO, Daniel 121 Cross Street, Central
Falls, Rl 02863
TACKLING. Donald 4 Taft Hall URI Kingslon,
RI 02881
TAHAKHAN, Mariin, 39 DelmarAve.,
Providence, Rl 02907
TALBERT, Michael, 34 Mount ViewAve., Norih
Kingstown, Rl 02852
TALBOT, Richard, 146 Garden Street, Cramton,
Rl 02910
TAM, Stephen, 4 Taft Hall URl, Kingston, RI
1 02881
TANZI, Teresa, 194 Broadway, Providence, Rl
'. 02903
TARASEVICH, Paula, 58 State Street, Westerly,
Rl 02891
TASCA, Scott, 98 Winnapaug Rd., Westerly, Rl
02891
TASNER, Barbara, 220 Wilsey Court, Paramus,
NJ 07652
: TA WELL, Roberta, 45 Yorkshire Rd, New Hyde
: Park, NY 11040
TA YLOR, Norma, 3 Dyres Gate, Newpori, Rl
'
02840
TEFFT, Victoria, 255 Lafayette Rd., North
; Kingstown, Rl 02852
'
TEIXEIRA, Jose, 126 Summit Street, Pawlucket,
Rl 02860
TEIXEIRA, Joseph, 449 Mineral SpringAvenue,
Pawtucket, Rl 02860
TEMPLETGN, James. 8A Woolsey Road,
Middletown, Rl 02840
TERRERl, Diane, 37 Silver Uke Ave., Warwick,
\Rl
02888
TESSIER, Denise, 839 CentralAve, Pawtucket,
Rl 02861
TESTA, Kathryn, 135 Daytona Avenue,
Narragansett, Rl 02882
TETER, Irene, 113 East Rhondda Avenue #62,
Andover KS 67002
TETRA ULT, Joseph, 194MiddleRd, Porismouth.
Rl 02871
TETREAULT. Paul 33 PearlAve, Wanvick, Rl
02886
THACKER, Patricia, 44 DeerfieldDr.. West
Wanvick. Rl 02893
THEBERGE, Uuise, 88'/i College St., Uwiston,
ME 04240
THEURER, Sharon, 781 Muir Terrace, Scotch
Plains, NJ 07076
THIBA ULT. Janel, ApplewoodUne RD 4,
Lincoln. Rl 02865
THIEDE, Nancy, 1305 Crown Ct., Mamaroneck,
NY 10543
THOMPSON, Elisa, 11 BroadviewAve, Wanvick,
Rl 02889
THOMSON, Anne, 1259 Kingstown Rd., Kingston,
Rl 02881
TILLINGHAST, Theodore, Naval War College,
Newpori, Rl 02840
TILTON, Dixon, 162 RichmondDr., Wanvick, Rl
02888
TIMM, Deborah, RD 2 Box 229, Hockessin, DE
19707
TINGLEY, James, 133 CrestwoodRoad, Warwick,
Rl 02886
TITTERINCTON, Richard Usquepaugh Rd,
Wesl Kingslon, Rl 02892
TODD, Christy, 226 Waterman St., Providence, Rl
02906
TODD. David, 10 Cottage St., Cramton, Rl 02910
TOMCIK, Thomas, 7609 SagefieldDr., Knoxville,
TN 37920
TONEY, Linnea. RFD 3 Farnum Pike, Esmond,
Rl 02917
TOPAKIAN, Gail 21 Jackson Road, Cranston, Rl
02920
TOPAZIO, Altilio, 1928 Cramton St., Cranston,
Rl 02920
TORO, Stephen, 125 PaineAvenue, Cramton, RJ
02910
TOSCANO, Joseph, RFD #2 West-Ashaway,
Westerly. Rl 02891
TOSCANO, Louis, 36 John Street, Westerly, Rl
02891
TOTH. Marjorie, 81 Proctor Ave., East Greenwich,
Rl 02818
TOUPIN, Richard, 39 Andrews St., Woonsocket,
Rl 02895
TRA VELYN, Edmund, 1222 AtwoodAvenue,
lohnslon, Rl 02919
TRIFERO, Janet, 11 Lowndes Street, Newport, Rl
02840
TRIMBLE, Anne, 11 Charles Street, Pascoag, RI
02859
TRUDON, Patricia, 34 Charles Street, Cramton,
RI 02920
TRUESDELL, Uurel, 24 Sayles Ave.. Lincoln, RI
02865
TSEKLENIS, Pamela, 366 Singlelary Une,
Framingham, MA 01701
TUCKERMAN, Mark, 14HillsideAve., East
Providence, Rl 02914
TUELSON, Norma, 1139 Plainfield St., Johmton,
RI 02919
TURBITT, William, 53 Byron Boulevard
Wanvick, RI 02888
TURESKl, Kenneth, 25 Uke Road Narragamelt,
Rl 02882
TURNQUIST, David, POBox 612, Narragamelt,
Rl 02882
TUTT, William, SOJenkimSt., Providence, Rl
02906
UHLIG, Kathryn, 1272 White Oak Road,
Westfield Nl 07090
URQUHART, James, 403 Treasure Rd,
Narragamelt, Rl 02882
UTTERBACK, Thomas, 69A Annawamscuu Rd.,
Barrington, Rl 02806
VACCA, Charles, 14 John St.. Westerly, Rl 02891
VALIQUETTE. Gerard, PO Box 283,
Charlestown, RI 02813
VANAGEL, Diane, 205 HollandRoad Bridgeport,
CT06610
VANASSE, Richard, 26 Kernick Street, Warwick,
Rl 02886
VANNAN. Julie. 591J Oakdale Rd., Newark, DE
19711
VANNOY, Avery, 32 Ufayetle St., Portsmouth, Rl
02871
VANWEST, Barbara, 90 Carriage Hill Road,
North Kingstown, Rl 02852
VARDAKIS, Paul 57 Stiness Drive, Warwick, Rl
02886
VARELLA, Uuis, 89 Hall Street, East Providence,
Rl 02914
VA UCHN, Jonathan, 16 OrchardAve., Wakefield
Rl 02879
VEGLIANTE, Anthony, 527 Savin Avenue, West
Haven, CT06516
VERMEERSCH, Joyce, 68 Ferncrest Ave.,
Cranston, Rl 02905
VERRECHIA. Nicholas. 34 Maple Avenue. No.
Providence, Rl 02911
VESSELLA, Alan. 321 SimmomvilleAve.,
Johnston, Rl 02919
VLACHOS. Denice. Whispering Pines Road, RFD
I, Wyoming. Rl 02898
VLA UN, Chester, Brasil IH. San Nicholas, Arufafs
VOLPIGNO, Michael, 101 Barbara Street,
Providence. RI 02909
VONRIMAN, Nancy, 1600 Grant Avenue, So.
Plainfield, NJ 07080
VONVILLAS, Peter 4 Ruth Street, Middletown,
RI 02840
VOTOLA TO. Dante, 68 Orchard St., Cramton, Rl
02910
VUONO, Dann. 36 Longvue Ave, Westerly, RI
02891
VUONO, Judith. Woody Hill Road Bradford RI
02808
WA CHTENHEIM, Stanley. 420 Blackslone Blvd.,
Providence, RI 02906
WAGNER, John. 31 SWAvenue. Jamestown, Rl
02835
WAKIM, Denise, 350 TylerAvenue, Groton, CT
06340
WAKSLER llene. UO Park View Blvd, Cramton.
Rl 02910
WALEK. Joseph. 28 Ashton Street, Pawtucket. Rl
02860
WALSH. Henrietta, 117 SumnerAvenue, Central
Falls, Rl 02863
WALSH. Phillip. 24 Potter Street, Pawtucket. Rl
02860
WALSH. Thomas. 308 Manolla Avenue, Warwick.
Rl 02888
WALSH JR.. Raymond 64'/! HowlandAve.
Jamestown. Rl 02835
WALTER JR.. Lawrence, 91 OldGreat Road
Slatersville, RI 02876
WANG.Julia, 1576 Pontiac Ave, Cramton, Rl
02920
WARCHUT, Anthony, 29Uming Ave., Haverhill.
MA 01830
WARD, Edward. Ill Deer Street, Somerset, MA
02726
WARD. Peter 1811 Warwick Ave Apt. 10. No
Warwick. RI 02889
WARE. Christopher, 1414 Wampanoag Tr.,
Riverside. Rl 02915
WARNER. Nancy. 550 Summit Avenue, Oradell,
NJ 07649
WARREN. Frances, 59 Steere Drive. Johmton, Rl
02919
WARREN. Jeffrey. 555 Tillinghast Rd, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
WASSERMAN. David 34 Roberta Avenue.
Pawtucket. RI 02860
WA TERFIELD. Gerald, 80 WarAdmiral Une.
Lima. PA 19060
WA TERS. Unore, PO Box 233, Saunderstown, RI
02874
WATKINS. Roberi, 42 Webster Street. Newpori,
Rl 02840
WA TSON, Martha, UurelUne Rd.. West
Kingston, Rl 02892
WEA VER, Joanne, 314 Kenyon Ave.. East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
WEA VER, Linda, 11 1 Saltaire Ave., Narragamelt,
RI 02882
WEBB, Andrew, Elmdale Rd. Norih Scituate. Rl
02857
WEBER. Kathleen. 20 Terrace Dr. East
Greenwich. Rl 02818
WEBSTER. Donald Apt. 8 NeedwoodBIf Bos.
Nk.. Narragansett. RI 02882
WEBSTER. Sharon, 69 Narragamelt Ave..
Narragamelt. Rl 02882
WEED, Danny, 42 Crestview Terrace, Wallingford,
CT 04692
WEEDEN, Marcia, 8 Hearthwood Drive,
Barrington, Rl 02806
WEISMA N, Ellen. 32 Vine Street, Lynn, MA
01905
WELCH, Robert, 2 Sunview St., Lincoln, Rl 02865
WELLS, Umoni, 11 Ayrault Street, -Newpori, Rl
02840
WERNER, Doris, 436 Middle Road Portsmouth,
Rl 02871
WEST, Nancy, 5 Crossways, Barrington, Rl 02806
WEST, Susan, Potter Hill Rd, Westerly, Rl 02891
WHALEN. Francis. Box 224A Bungy Road. North
Scituate. Rl 02857
WHEATON. Timothy, Box 24, Pulaski IA 52584
WHEELER. Adrienne. 9 Whatcheer Cn.,
Narragamelt, RI 02882
WHITE. Carol 123 ColonialAvenue, Cramton. Rl
02914
WHITEFIELD, James, 6D4 Rolem Drive.
Kingston. RI 02881
WHITFIELD, William, 1463 Narragansett Blvd.,
Cranston. RI 02905
WHITNEY, Gail 86 Redwood Rd., Portsmouth.
RI 02871
WHYTE. Nancy. 64 Pleasant St.. North
Kingstown. Rl 02852
WICKES. Dianne. 794 Major Potter Rd, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
WILCOX, Denise, 103 UxbridgeSt.. Cramton. Rl
02920
WILCOX, William, 141 Natick Ave., Wanvick. RI
02886
WILHELM. Lawrence, 165 Shenandoah Rd,
Warwick, Rl 02886
WILLARD. Christopher, RFD 3 Box 160, No.
Scituate, Rl 02857
WILLIAMS. Hugh, 1 Mechanic Street, Wakefield
Rl 02879
WILLIAMS, Richard 30 Redwood Road
Springfield NJ 07081
WILLIAMS, Sharon, 118 Crothers Ave, Cramton,
RI 02910
WILLIS, David, 15 Standish Avenue, Barrington,
Rl 02806
WILLNER, Charlotte, 260 Garden Street,
Cranston, Rl 02910
WILSON, Alice, 173 Ucust Street, Porismouth.
Rl 02871
WILSON, George. 86 Ridge Rd. Bristol Rl 02809
WILSON, Jeanne, 6 French Road Kingston, Rl
02881
WILSON, Jeffrey, 1321 Ruxton Road York, PA
17403
WILSON, John, 4 Ballou A ve., Lincoln, Rl 02865
WILSON, June. 52 Malbone Road. Newpori, RI
02840
WILSON, Stephen, Old South Road Wakefield
Rl 02879
WILSON, Susan, 39 OakwoodDrive, East
Greenwich, Rl 02818
WIMS, Mary, PO Box 210. Kingston, Rl 02881
WINCHELL Jayne. 118 Columbia Street.
Wakefield Rl 02880
WINKLEMAN. Karen, 232 OaklandAve..
Providence. Rl 02908
WINTERFELDT. Phillip, 429 RiverAve.,
Providence, Rl 02908
WITTMER, Maria. 22 Sumet Terr, West
Hartford CT 06107
WOLFE, Steven. 149 South Flagg Street.
Worcester. MA 01602
WOOD. Beverly. 202 Guinea Woods Road. Old
Westbury, NY 11568
WOOD. Joel 29 Beacon Park Drive. Riverside, Rl
02905
WOOD. Steven. 76 Stonehenge Rd.. Kingslon, Rl
02881
WOOLER, Christine, Point Judith Rd,
Narragamelt. Rl 02882
WRIEDT. Christopher. 486 17th Street, W.
Babylon. NY 11704
WRIGHT, Bruce, 19 Congdon Avenue, Newpori.
Rl 02840
WYATT. Robert, 12 BrookwoodRd., Wakefield
Rl 02879
WYNGAARD, Grace. South Shore Road Star Rte.,
Hadley, NY 12835
YAMZON, Paul, 51 Cochran Street. West
Warwick, Rl 02893
YEMMA, Dennis. 683 Middlebridge Road.
Narragamelt. RI 02882
YINGLING. Paul, 516 Valley View Rd, Merion,
PA 19066
YOUNG, Leith. 7 Highland Street. Attleboro, MA
02703
YU. Si-Kang 4 Taft Hall URl. Kingslon. Rl 02881
ZACHARIE, Dennis. 157Armistice Blvd.,
Pawtucket, RI 02860
ZAJO, Christine, 240 Uberty St., Pawtucket, Rl
02861
ZAMBARANO. Roberi, 37 Orchard Street. North
Proyidence, RI 0291 1
ZANGARl, Catherine. 57 Eisenhower Dr,
Smithfield RI 02917
ZANGHI. Michael 2 BodellAvenue. Providence.
Rl 02909
ZARUM. Diane. 9Mayflower Drive. Cranston, Rl
02905
ZIEGLER, Pamela, 27 TaberAvenue, Providence,
Rl 02906
ZINNI, Gloria. 114Alverson Ave.. Providence, Rl
02909
ZOCLIO. Roberi. 33 Rome Avenue. Providence, Rl
02908
ZORABEDIAN. Thomas. RD-I Box C-1.
Saunderstown. RI 02874
ZUBCHEVICH. Younis. Box 61. Beallsville. PA
15313
ZUCKERMAN. Rochelle, 1472-52 Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11219
ZUENA. Anthony. 64 MidlandDr. Cramton, Rl
02920
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